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&c77bY AUCTION.

o’clock a. m., the
Tuesday, April Gtli,
furniture &c., in house No. 88 Brackett St.
and
Brussels, Tapestry
Ingrain Carpets, Pictures,
11. W. Bedstead, Chairs, Cook and Air Tight
Stoves, Lambrequins, Oil Cloth, &c., &c.
marSl
dtd
at 10

ON

SALESMEN
WANTED by R. H. WHITE & CO.. tlrst-class,
TT
experienced salesmen lor dress goods, velvets, flannels and prints. Apply to J. F. Ham,
between 8 and 10 a. m.
apr3snd2t

INSURANCE.

CO.,

BROWN,

Established iu 1843*

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
)el7snly

421

SPECIAL NOTICE.
We would call special attention to tlie A.sexs®in> Notice, which appears In our columns today
with reference to Taxes, that all persons interested may comply with the tenor of such notice, particularly the clauses with reference to the U. S.
Government Bonds, Deposits iu Savings Banks,
and Abatement of Taxes, and thus save hard
thoughts and possibly hard words, when too late.

Congress St.,

SIGN OF GOLD BOOT

WEATHER.

THE

Fort

Washington, April
Indications for Portland and vicinity—
Fair slightly colder weather.
Indications for New England to-day are
fair weather followed in the southern portion by local rains, slightly colder winds,

Our Bargain Sale of Fine
Boots still continues.
Fine Stylish Coods at Cost,
to reduce Stock.

Humidity.
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(April 2, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
all stations.
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30.02
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30.11
30.16
30.14
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Duluth.
Marquette... 30.20
Milwaukee. 30.24
St. Louis. Mo 30.12
St.Paul,Mum 30.22
Omaha, Neb. 30.19
Bismarck,Da 30.29
St Vincent.. 30.20
Denver. 29.83
Cheyenne.... 29.79
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El Paso. 29.76
Yankton. 30.23
Deadwood... 29.97
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Kinney,
Private, Signal Corps, U. S. A.
B. A.
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FROM WASHINGTON.

Turner Bros.’

Caucus of the

Repub-

lican Senators.
_

on

Certain

Nominations

Arrived At.

1 Lot new Homespuns 37 1-2 cents.
1 Lot Short Lengths in French
Dress Goods 37 1-2 cents.
1 Case Shirred Seersuckers 6 1-4
cents.
1 Lot Cocheco Shirting Cambrics
5 cents, former price 10 cents.
Colored Velvets 75 cents, worth

ST.,

OPPOSITE PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK.
_eodlm

$1.0o.
Black Velvets Embroidered in Colors in ten Beautiful Styles $1.75,
former price $5.00.
Extra Bargains in Black and Colored Surah Silks.
New Dress Goods just received to,
be sold at very low prices.
1 Lot Black French Dress Goods
50 cents, former price $1.00.
Full Line of the Celebrated Dr.
Ball’s Health Corsets, and the
Ferris Good Sense Corset Waist.

E. B. & B.
SPRING

HOSIERY. TIMER MOTHERS.
dtf

mar J 9

We are now opening a
full line of Ladies’, Misses’
and Children’s Hosiery and
Underwear for Spring and
Summer, in Silk, Lisle and
Cotton Fabric.

SATURDAY.

Millett & Little.
We display in

onr

window

a

lot of

Brocade Velvet Ribbons,
Tinsel Ribbons,
Plush Ribbons.
Watered Ribbons,
used for Millinery and Fancy Work,
which we shall close out immediately.
We offer the entire lot at one price,
17 cents per yard; regular price of these
goods is 37 1-2, 50 and 75 cents.
Doors open at 8 o’clock Saturday

BARGAINS

Morning.

HATS,
CAPS,
CLOVES,

MILLETT & LITTLE.
d.lt

aprl

Haskell & Jones,

UMBRELLAS
—AND—

Furnishing Goods

—Ay v—

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

J. G. HAYES & CO.
niarS1

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

dtf

HASKELL & JONES,
LANCASTER BUILDING,

470 CONGRESS ST

OPPOSITE PBEBEE HOUSE.

nov!2____d6lB

THREE
BLACK
CROWS.

TRUNKS
AND
BAGS.

Three black crows sat on a tree,
Tlieir bats did not at all agree.
The old ones to the yountr ones said:
“My children you hare been misled.”
Ifow to the fashionable bat store go,
Which is kept by COE.
You’ll see his stock is fine and large,
ills motto,best of goods at lowest charge.

We shall continue our
Sale of Marked Down Goods
this Friday and Saturday,
April 2 and 3.

FAIRWEATHER,

COE

YORK

FRAUDS.

More of the Aldermen Arrested and

Indicted for Bribery.

St.

$2

CENERAL NEWS.
White Star Line steamer Brittanic, from
Liverpool to New York, broke her crank shaft
when several (lays out anil had to return.
Beach, the oarsman, sailed from Melbourne,
Australia, yesterday, for England. He challenges
anv man In the world to row him on tire Thames
for the championship.
George Bussell, a brakeman. was held in S1000
at Dawrence, Mass., yesterday, for setting lire to
Boston and Maine cars in the yards there. He
pleaded guilty and said rum was the cause.
Maj Ezra H. Farnsworth, at one time business
manager of the St. Louis Post-Despatch, died in
the latter city yesterday, aged 56.
It is reported in New York city that W. 8. Warfled.
Ferdinand Ward,
ner aud his wife have
of Grant & Ward transJust before the failure
of the firm to
assets
ferred his property and the
The

alien non-residents from
WA bm prohibiting
Iowa passed the Asreal estate

ac-

in
quiring title to
somblv u‘st»*r<lay.
Methodist minisit
<
Akermun.
young
\V.
Ue\-:
the Grand
ter lroiii Boston, attempted suicide at
1 nion Hotel in New Yolk yesterday by taking
heats
h.ii a ,'sj.oo Hut that
anything ; lauda iiuin and turning on the gas. Disappointed
Live and tack of funds were the causes.
•ml. Same hat Is being sold at $2.75.
A (pit.que. I.
1 despatch says me position of
u N a Spring style, In black anil brow n.
the steamer Eiimpa remains unchanged and Her
condition is still thought to be good. Ibeseais
i running very high.
107 Middle Street,
.....

....

Prevailing.

New York, April 2.—Alderman Fullgraff was
arrested this morning on a bench warrant on a
charge of bribery in connection with tlie passage
of the franchise of the Broadway Surface railway.
He was taken to the District Attorney’s office.
On his way to the office he stated that lie was not
afraid, and that Waite could not say a word
against him or Kirk.
The grand jury today found indictments against
Alderman Kirk and ex-Alderman Pearson. They
are charged with bribery.
Pearson, soon after
tlie indictments were found, was arrested and
taken to the District Attorney's office. Kirk’s
bail was fixed at $20,000. Five aldermen are
It is also rumored that exnow under arrest.
The arrests
Alderman Finch has been arrested.
have caused the greatest excitement, and further
developments are anxiously awaited.
Tlie Senate investigating committee were in
session today. Ex-Aldermau Fullgraff was before it as a witness, also G. W. Alter, Alderman
Ex-Alderman Fullgraff’s
Jaehue’s former clerk.
testimony threw no light on the subject, and
Alter denied tlie story of the $10,000 bills in
Jaehne’s safe.
One of the assistant district attorneys said that
Fullgraff had appeared voluntarily and was. not
under arrest, but notwithstanding this a detective
kept pretty close to his elbow.
.,

Nominated for

Mayor.

Calais, April 2.-George Hinds, Esq., was
nominated as the Democratic candidate for mayThere was a large caucus.
or this evening.
Another Franklin County Suicide.
New Vineyard, April 2.—William Parlln
committed suicide by eating Paris green. Disease
and sorrow had preyed upon his mind and were
the cause of his act. This is tlie second suicide in
Franklin county within a week.

Unlucky Kerosene Lamp.
Richmond, April 2.—By the upsetting of a
kerosene lamp last evening, Mrs. Charles Burrill
was fatally burned. She died at six o’clock this
morning. This is the third fatal burning acciThat

Financial Circles of

New York Excited Over the

A

Presented In the
Keene Brothers’ Trouble in Lynn.
New

The

Feature

Philadelphia

Street

iRailroad

Employes’ Crievance Settled
by Arbitration.
Fon t Worth, Tex., April 2.—This city is In
A posse of citizens, sumthe hands of a mob.
moned by the sheriff to assemble yesterday morning at the Missouri Pacific yards, met to the numMost of the cttizens were armed.
ber of 300.
About 400 armed strikers, desperate and ready
for bloodshed, were on the scene. Fifty well
armed officers were soon on hand. A freight
train was made up, and a Missouri Pacific engine
A rush for the
came along to putl out the train.
engiue was made by the strikers, and arms were
The
sides.
engine was not mopresented on both
lested, but all the cars were uncoupled, and even
Some
draw-bars.
of
the
the nuts were taken out
of the Knights were arrested, the engine sent to
move
the
to
the round-house, and all attempts
The citizens lacked ortrains were abandoned.
strikers
the
while
no
leaders,
ganization, and had
were thoroughly organized.
Mayor Smith addressed the mob, but the strikers cried “Rats.’
“No more Peter Smith for Mayor again.' The
sheriff summoned a number of citizens to go
armed to the Missouri Pacific yards today. I he
strikers’ places here are filled, and they are huncitigry and bloodthirsty. The most conservative
zens anticipate grave trouble in the efforts to reThe soberness for which the strikstore order.
ers were commended at the beginning of the labor contest is no longer perceptible.
Marshall. Tex., April 2.—The situation in the
Martin Irons’ order to
strike here is unchanged.
go to work has not been received here. Some of
work
to
men
went
flie old
yesterday.

Louis, April 2.—The strike still continues,
hope is now entertained even by the most
sanguine, that a final settlement will be reached
until the general executive board shall have arrived from New York to consider the situation. The
freight houses have not yet been thrown open.
The Knights of Labor are no less determined today than they have been for a Week that the road
shall not resume Its freight traffic until their
grievances have been arbitrated upon and settled.
East St. Louis, April 2.—The general managers and superintendents of the railroads held a
meeting last night, and discussed the situation.
They criticised Gov. Oglesby. They finally conSt.

and

no

feet tlie governors visit would have, and if by
that time trains could not be moved without interference they would take the matter into tlieir own

hands.

Nothing could be learned tins morning as to
what, if any. further action had been taken by the
joint executive committee of the Knights of Labor
which had been in session for the past few days.
Everybody was anxiously awaiting the arrival of
Secretary‘Turner of the executive committee and
ills associates. All sorts of conjectures prevailed
as to what action they would take in view of the
complication, but of course nothing definite is

Serious Illness of Judge Barrows.
Brunswick, April 2.—Hon. Wm. G. Barrows is
here and it is said that
very ill at his residence
A disease of
death may ensue at any moment.
His stomach is all
the stomach is his trouble.
no nourishment.
Judge
gone and be can take
one of tlie
Barrows has always been regarded
on
tli#
sat
bench
of
ever
that
most scholarly men
He was aptlie Maine Supreme Judicial court.
In
served three terms.
pointed in 1863, and
1884 he retired on account of ill health.
Death of a Well Known Landlord.
here that Mr.
Bangor, April 2.—It is learned
of the
Ivory Littlefield, lor many years proprietor
Greenville House at Mooseliead Lake, is dead.
well known and
He was 70 years of age, and
there.
much beloved by all summer tourists
Rev. Willlatu Hammond,of the Free Will Baptist church ot Franklin, N. H.. decamped Thursu
a new lv
day morning with $3,000 he I o n gla gto
wedded bride. He was arrested in Boston hank
was taken to
as lie was cashing tlie checks, and
Franklin.
sensational developments arc ex-

pected.

Governor Oglesby of Illinois spoke to some
2,000 strikers and others here last evening, and
His speech was a
was listened to attentively.
general elaboration of his remarks to representatives of the Merchants’ Exchange in the morning,
and an emphasizing of his purpose to preserve
peace, and to put the wheels of commerce in motion by the running of trains and moving of products of the country.
After the Governor concluded, Martin Irous,
chairman of District Assembly No. 101, of the
Knights of Labor, was called out and spoke
briefly. He denied that the present difficulty was
on account of the discharge of one man, but
rather asserted that it was for a grand principle.
If it were to keep Hale in a Job, lie said, it would
be better for the Knights themselves to pay him
wages than to strike. Irons took issue with tlie
Governor about this being the best government on earth, and declared that the government-was perverted. day Gould and Hoxie, and
his like, ran it. He asked If it was Jay Gould or
the bone and sinew of the land that made this
country, and then demanded of the Governor to
answer if It was right that one man like Gould
should be permitted to run this country and hold
the liberties and destinies of people in liis hands.
It was tlie thriving of such men as Gould that enslaved all countries. He desired to correct tlie
of
impression that was abroad that the Knights
Labor favored violence or lawlessness. T his he
declared was not true, but o.uite the contrary.
There were no complaints against Jay Gould for
violating the laws, which he was doing every day.

Nothing

w as

done with

ntm

for urnmioj;

imo.

He filled poor houses and houses of infamy by
robbing labor of its iust dues. “I tell you,” con
tinned the speaker, "if the railroads force us to
violate what they,call law, the time will soon
come when tlie class of people that make this
country anil government will be overthrown. The
Governor says: 'Arbitrate.' That is just what
we are battling for, and there should be no militia
called out against laborers for asking what the
Governor advises us to demand. The railroads,
in treating with labor, do so as an organized body,
and why should they deny the same right to labor
interests?” He closed by severely criticising
Hoxie, and demanding that tlie Knights of Labor
be recognized as a body.
New York. April 2.—The following despatch
waS'received at the office of tlie Missouri Pacific
Itatlroad Company this morning:
St. Louis, Mo., April 2.
To Jay Gould, Prtairtent:

xviiffn them mav still he some trouble at a few
points, I think that the worst is over, but tilings
may not run smoothly for some days. I have
plenty of force to run trains and do repairs, and
am gradually recruiting my force with new men.
About 30 new men are at work today. Business
ik fully resumed in the Kansas city yards, and a
largo business is being done there. The total of
loads moved in the system yesterday was 3008,
an increase of 854 loads over tile day before.
H. M. Hoxie.
(Signed),

The news that the strike on the Gould system
is to continue lias created a profound feeling of
alarm in mercantile and financial circles in New
York city, and the prospect of a long and protracted struggle, during which thousands of dollars worth of perishable freight in addition to
that already damaged, will be lost, is discussed on
every side. Both sides are condemned in strong
language for the part they have taken, hut there
is a strong feeling of sympathy for the strikers
now that it is known that they would submit on
any kind of fair terms.
new

The
busi-

proceeds without interruption.
Atchison, Ks., April 2.—The strikers are
rapidly quieting down. Twenty-four of the old
employes were put to work in the shops this
morning, and others are waiting till there is a demand for their services. It is reported tonight
that the strike lias been formally ordered oft by
ness

the local committee.
Fort Worth, Texas, April 2.—The Missouri
Pacific is stiil in the hands of the strikers. The
authorities are determined to move trains tomorrow, but the strikers are also determined to prevent it. Conservative citizens say tonight trams
will move tomorrow or there will be blood shed.
Arbitration Prevents Trouble in Phil-

adelphia.
Philadelphia, April 2.—About 2 o’clock this
morning, a mass meeting of the street railway
employes of this city were notified of a comprom
ise entered into by an arbitration committee and
the board of presidents, and all the cars are running as usual. This action ends all fears of a “tie
up, and the men get about ail they demanded in
their bill of grievances.

Lynn’s Troubles,
Boston, April 2.—A new feature presented itW. G. 8.
self in the Lynn labor troubles today.
Keene, whose engine furnishes power to eight or
ten other shoe factories, and whose engine was
of Labor, seems
stopped by order of the Knights
have power
unwilling that these factories should
J. C. Fox & Co., one of
except from his engine.

the firms in question, today purchased and set up
a small engine, and after it had been started
Keene ordered the belt thrown off, but by Fox’s
orders it was again nut on, when Keene cut the
belt which runs through a fence upen his land,
and boarded up the fence. The engine, however,
The manufacturers
was started up again later.
have taken steps towards combining for the purpose of obtaining power, and threaten to prosecute the Keene Brothers for breach of contract in
failing to furnish power.

C. F. Hathaway & Co., shirt manufacturers of
Waterville, Me., have raised the pay of their
stitchers 5 and 10 per cent.
A strike is threatened on Monday in the tailoring establishments of Boston, where the demands
of the Journeymen Tailors’ Association for increased wages nave not been granted.

EXPECTED TO

Rough Experience
the Barkentine

of

PERISH.
the

Crew

of

Josephine.

New' Bedford, April 2.—The crew of the
barkentine Josephine, Captain Sears of New
York, which went ashore on No Man’s Island,
Wednesday morning in the fog, arrived here this
afternoon en route to Boston. The crew underwent terrible suffering that night expecting every
minute to perish. Yesterday morning the steamer C. M. Winch of the Boston Towboat Company,
went to the rescue. The crew of the barkentine
lashed a line to a cask which floated where the
steamer’s crew secured it when a sling was rigged. Captain Sears, 70 years old, was Insensible
when he reached the shore. Most of the crew
lost everything except the clothes they had on.
The Josephine was 500 tons, loaded with sugar
and hound from Matamoras to Boston. The vessel and cargo will probably be a total loss, with
small insurance on the vessel. She was built in
Waldoboro, Maine in 1874.
THE

BASE BALL.

The Air of Washington Filled with

Impending Changes.

Rumors of

A

Stormy Scene Which Preceded
Manning’s Illness.

Mr.

Nkw York, April 2.—Tlic Tribune this morning published a special from its staff correspondent at Washington, saying that the air at the
ol impending
capital is charged with rumors
point everybody
changes in tlie Cabinet.. On oneMr.
Manning will
seems agreed, and that is that
return to the Cabinet. That much even the
President is said to realize. The physicians now
attending the Secretary have informed ids family
that work such as falls to the head of the Treasury
Department is out of the question for Mr. Manning
if lie does not wish to Invite a recurrence of his
not

talk
aPTfiereti<isStsome
which
Cabinet

Washington tliat the
preceded Mr. Manning's
meeting
attack of apoplexy was an unusually stormy one.
As report has it, Mr. Manning was criticised, not
a major ty of
only by the President, but also bytoo
readily to
ids colleagues, for having yielded
the blandishments of Senator Morrill in the matcollectors
of
ter of paper* relating to suspended
Mr. Manning defended his
internal revenue.
President
insisted
The
action with some warmth.
that he had not acted in accordance with the
policy laid down by him, and agreed on by the
Cabinet. Mr. Manning made no reply and the

subject

was

in

dropped.

The relations between the government and
the Pacific railroads were taken up. Each member spoke in turn with the exception of Mr.
Manning. Mr. Lamar spoke for quite a while,
addressing ills remarks at one time personally to
Mr. Manning. But the latter refused to take
notice of them. As the members of the Cabinet
left the room, Mr. Manning was seen to walk by
himself aside from the others. His countenance
betrayed that something was working within him.
It is said by those who pretend to know that lie
walked over to the Treasury Department fully
Intent upon handing In his resignation.
This little scene at the Cabinet meeting, if it
really was as serious as some people pretend to
say it was, had no doubt some bearing upon the
attack which prostrated Mr. Manning In ins office
half an hour later.
It lias also been whispered about of late that the
relations between Messrs. Manning and Garland
have been strained for some time past on account
of the Pan Electric scandal, and that Mr. Manning, in ills attitude, Is supported by Secretary

Whitney.

_

XLlXtk CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.
Washington, April 2.
Mr. Mariner of Pennsylvania presented a meof
moriakpf shipwrights and caulkers, Knightsthe
Labor, of Philadelphia, protesting against
passage of the free ship bill. Referred.
On motion,of Mr. O’Neill of Missouri private
business was! dispensed* with and the House
went into committee of the whole on the labor arbitration bill, debate on the first section being
limited to thirty minutes.
Mr. Dibble of South Carolina offered an amendment providing that the commissioner of labor,
on the request of either party to the controversy,
shall older an investigation to be made. The
bureau of labor, he said, had been ignored at a
great emergency

auu mic

*-

[n'r11

ment was to make the eommissioner of labor a
factor in gathering this information.
Mr. Neglev of Pennsylvania offered an amendment providing that the board of arbitration shall
inquire into the practice of certain railroadofcomlife
panies of maintaining a company system
insurance to evade the oayment of damages for
loss of life through negligence or otherwise.
Mr. Phelps had no doubt that the laboring men
would get their rights. It was only a question of
time and manner, and he did uot dread the result.
He only dreaded the processes, and he would do
what he could to make those processes more efficient and more orderly. They would get the
rights they lacked, as they had got those they
possessed. Through public opinion they would
attract, they would persuade, they would convince the public, but the process must of necessity be wasteful and disorderly and turbulent because they secured their rights only by showing
their wrongs.
Mr. Willis of Kentucky expected to vote for the
bill. He favored it, not because it was harmless,
but because it took a forward step in settling the
greatest problem of tlie age. If the laborers organized and asked Congress for the poor privilege
of being heard by peaceful arbitration, in tlje
name of justice and in the name of enual rights
let their complaints be heard and public opinion
be invoked.
Mr. O’Neil of Missouri declared the Knights of
He stood
Labor were in favor of arbitration.
here appealing for law, for justice and for right,
for today the country was almost on the verge of
violence. People were standing idle and suffering for food in the west on account of the strike,
while constitutional cranks stood quibbling on the
floor of the House. He appealed to the members
to stand by the committee on labor, to vote down
amendments and to put their heels on that class
of men who could suggest nothing, who were mere
obstructionists and barnacles on the party and
who ought to have better sense. The amendments
were all voted down, but the first section of the
bill was modified in several particulars.
The committee then passed on to consideration
of the second section.
Mr. McKinley of Ohio believed in the principle
of the bill. It conferred no rights or privileges
touching arbitration, which were not now enjoyed
).v common carriers and those engaged hi their
service. It left them where it found them, with
the iglit of voluntary arbitration to settle their
differences through a peaceful and orderly tribunal of their own selection. It only undertook to
furnish to them machinery for carrying on that
arbitration.
Speaking of the strike on the Missouri I acihc,
Mr. Lawler of Illinois declared that,without wishing to become communistic in ills utterances, liea
was free to say that if Jay Gould was hung to
lamp post in New York it would be a blessing to
the community known as the United States,
(Laughter). The action of Jay Gould might cost
hundreds and thousands of lives throughout the
Western States, and the death of a man like this
was nothing compared with what might occur if
the difficulties were not settled in those States.
There was no sentimental basis in this matter; it
was just to the workmen; there was no harm in
this bill, and the discussion of it had had a healthy
effect upon the country.
Mr. Kelley of Pennsylvania offered an aniend__

*20.000 for

maiii cMm-nnriatinc

...

the

navnieiit of

the expenses of arbitration. Rejected
On motion of Mr. l.owery of Indiana, an amendment was adopted, providing that in no case shall
any witness be compelled to disclose the secrets
or produce the records of any labor organization
of which he might be an officer or member.
Mr. Warner of Ohio would vote for the bill, but
with many misgivings as to whether it would benefit the laboring classes of the coiuitry; and in
this connection he quoted from a communication
to Mr. Curtin of Pennsylvania, from Mr. PowderBy all
ly, In which the latter gentleman says:
the means in your power endeavor to have the

light of

congressional investigation

a

thrown

on

these men, who owe so much to the American
in
their workmen
oppress
people, who
You will find a great
the name of the law.
in this investigation, and it
deal to
will do a great deal of good to the people.”
The second section of the bill was agreed to
with certain amendments recommended by the
committee on labor, and the third and fourth
to without change.
sections were
While the fifth section was under consideration
for tile purpose of limiting debate, and before a
motion to that end could he submitted, at 4.55 a
motion to take a recess until 7.30 was agreed to,
the evening session being for the consideration of

accomplish

pension bUls.

Mr. O’Neill of Missouri gave notice that he
would tomorrow ask the House to set aside the
special order for the day (consideration of report
from tlie coinage committee.)
The House, at the evening session, passed 35
pension bills, and at 8.45 adjourned.

FOREICN.
A War Cloud.
St. Petersburg, April 2.—A despatch to the
London News says that the Russian government
has definitely decided to occupy Bulgaria within a
few weeks, unless Prince Alexander submits to
the |wishes of Russia. The Empress Elizabeth,
the largest transport in the naval service of Austria, and six torpedo boats have been ordered to
reinforce the Austrian fleet in Greek waters.
Lodon, April 2.—There is great and sudden activity in the foreign office. Mr. Gladstone has
spent considerable time there to-day conferring
with Earl Rosebury, secretary for foreign affairs.
Sir Horace Humboldt, British minister to Greece,
has been ordered to join with other .foreign diplomatic representatives at Athens in sending to the
Greek government a final strong remonstrance
This remonagainst Greece’s warlike attitude.
strance will be tantamount to an ultimatum, and
if Greece

forthwith.

it the foreign fleets will act
All of the squadrons in the waters of

ignores

beiug hastily reinforced.
Paris. April 2.-Tlie leading French newsa gloomy view of the situation in the
take
papers
East. Two French irouciads have been ordered
Greece are

in readiness for an immediate voyage to the
Eastern Mediteranean.
The French government lias given orders for
the immediate despatch of the third naval diviThe ironclads Marengo and
sion to Levant.
Vaubor will leave Toulon to-nlglit. The torpedo
Arw.I 1

i,p

tinrloo

Protest

nr/lara

Against Cranting

Ireland a

Parliament.
London, April 2.—A great mass meeting was
held this afternoon in Guild Hall to protest against
granting a parliament to Ireland. The Lord
Sir John Lubbock, Liberal
Mayor presided.
member of Parliament for London University,
moved the adoption of a resolution condemning
Gladstone for his intention of "handing Ireland
he previously deover to Mr. Parnell whom
nounced,” when a working man arose and offered
an amendment to Sir John Lubbocks’s resolution
but lie was howled |down and the resolution was
But 200 persons
carried amid wild enthusiasm.
in the immense audience voted in the negative.
Predicts the Downfall of Gladstone.
“Gladstone is riding straight for a fall,” the
Pall Mall Gazette declares this morning. "He
refuses,” says the Gazette.” to modify his Irish
scheme and the result will be that the country will
have neither home rule in Ireland nor Gladstone.”

Belgium’s
Brussels, April.

Labor Troubles.

2—About 15,000 strikers
work in the Charleroi district.
The men are no longer riotous, however, but
there is more or less agitation among the strikers
at Marchiemes, Fleurue, Chatelineu and at these
points troops are still needed to preserve order.
refuse to return to

NEWARKS, 9; PORTLANDS, 1.
The Portlands played their second game
with the Newarks in Newark, N. J., yesterday afternoon and were again defeated, although it was not the Waterloo of the previ.
ous day. It must be remembered the Portlands are comparatively a green club, not having played even a practice game together
before, and they played against a club
which is considered the strongest of any outside the national league—and, as is shown
elsewhere, even several of the league teams
have been downed by the Newarks. In
yesterday’s game the Portlands’ battery
were Hickman and Reilly, and the Newarks’
The score by innings is
Burns and Daily.
below:
Innings.1 23460789

Newarks.1 0 4 3 0 0 1 0 0— 9
Portlands.O 0000001 0-1
Base Hits—Newarks, 10; Portlands, 3.
Errors—Newarks, 1; Portlands, 6.
The Portlands play the Brooklyns of
Brooklyn, N. Y., to-day. Dugan and Wheelock will be the former’s battery.
A despatch says the Portlands are getting
down to work, and it is thought they will
soon satisfy the admirers of good ball play-

ing.

OTHER GAMES.

The base ball

season was

formally opened

in Washington yesterday with a game between the Washington National club and
the Metropolitans of Staten Island, •ie
game was witnessed by over 3,000 people,
and was interesting and exciting thoughout.
Both clubs fielded rather poorly but damaging errors of the home club lost them the
game. The score:
12 3 466789
Metropolitans.1 1 0 I 0 2 0 O x— 5
Nationals.0 10000210—4
The New York and Argyle clubs played a
game of base ball at the polo grounds in
About 800 people
New York yesterday.
New Yorks, 23; Arwere present. Score:
gyles, 3.
Eight innings only were played in Philadelphia yesterday between the Philadelphias
and Brown University nine. Score: Philadelphias, 31; Brown Universitvs, 0.
At New York (Thursday)—New Yorks, 8;
Jaspers, 2.
At Macon—Macons, 2; Pittsburgs, 8.

Spaulding official base ball guide

for 1886
has been received.
on
Boston
E. L. Thayer of this city left for
the boat last night and will report at Brockton Monday.
Last season the Newarks (the club being
the same with the exception of Annis as
now) defeated the Philadelphias by 3 to 0;
and the Providences by 1 to 0. They defeated the Athletics by a score of 12 to 8, and a
second game resulted in their favor by a
«,.nro nf 3 to i : thfiv defeated
the Baltimores
two games by scores of 5toland4to0;
Metropolitans 4 to 3, and again 6 to 1.
The Newburyport and Lawrence clubs report for duty April 12tli, and the Haverhill
club April 20th.
Gleason will cover third base for the Athletics, which will retire John Irwin. The
latter will have an opportunity to compete
with Corey and Bierbaucr for the position of

short stop.

A special meeting of the New England
league will be held at the Commonwealth
Hotel, Haverhill, Mass., Wednesday evening,
April 7th, at 8 o’clock. The staff of umpires
will be selected and the general business
completed preparatory to the opening of the
championship season.
THE STATE.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The winter term at Bowdoin College ended

yesterday and the
days’ vacation.

students will

enjoy

a

ten

HANCOCK COUNTY.

There was a washout on the Bar Harbor
branch Thursday night near Holden and the
passengers, mail and baggage on the trains
the
tranferred. During the night
washout was repaired and trains are now

were

running

as

usual.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Mr. George F. Wood, who for the past sixteen years has been so popular with the
patrons of the Boston and Bangor steamboat
line, severs his connection with the company
this week to accept a position as cashier in
the Boston office of the Union Mutual Life
Insurance Company.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
The funeral of E. F. Hatch, late manager
of the Mutual Union telegraph office in
Springfield, Mass., took place in Richmond

Wednesday.
Preparations are being

made to start up
the Southard cotton mill in Richmond week
after next. No bags will be made, but a
light crew will be put on manufacturing
The mill has been shut down sixteen
yarn.
months.
YORK COUNTY.
was assisting in unloading
cotton at the Pepperell storehouse in Biddeford yesterday, when a bale of cotton fell
from the cart upen him, breaking the two
bones of his left leg about five inches above

Joseph Gilleaut

t.hp nnklp.

Notes

Along

the Line.

The Portland & Rochester Railroad Company have constmcted a substantial platform at the roundhouse (flag station), near
Forest Avenue crossing, Woodford's, where
trains will stop for the accommodation of
men to and from the city.
Large
quantities of ties have been distributed
along the line as far as the terminus at Rochester, N. H., and general repairs will be
made early this spring.
The road has been kept in good condition

working

ail

through

the winter.

People

who are ac-

customed to travel over other roads frequently remark on the smoothness and easy moThe public
tion of the cars over this road.

will be glad to know that there is an established conveyance between Buxton Centre
and West Buxton. “Moderation Village,” so
Until within a short time the milkcalled.
man’s cart was the only reliable mode of
conveyance from the depot to the Center.
After that, people were obliged to "trust to
luck,” or go on foot to Moderation, four
miles further on.
The railroad bridge across Saco river, at
Bar Mills, has been reconstructed, and made
Chadbourn’s mills,
a substantial structure.
at Centre Waterboro, are manufacturing a
and
amount
of
short lunV'^s
long
large
r- * Kwhich is to be freighted over
Stage conPortland
and
to
th®
road
nections are mad® <»t this station with Limmiles diserick, an enterprising village ten
fcanfc.
At South Waterboro, Mr. Charles Smith's
steam mills are manufacturing immense
quantities of all kinds of lumber. There
are many acres of ground covered with wood
and lumber to be shipped to market this
spring. The Odd Fellows’ block, built last
season, is the prominent building in that
The beautiful new depot
thriving village.
at Alfred is highly appreciated by the citias
the
zens of
place well as sojourners. The
eye of the curious turns in the direction of
“Shaker Village,” as the train halts. There
are historic attractions about the locality,
and residences of the village, which has given it a wide notoriety.
During the past winter, large quantities of ice have been harThe mills on
Pond.”
“Shaker
vested from
the river furnish profitable business to lumber manufacturers in that section.
There are few attractions in the immediate
vicinity of the station at Springvale, but as
the train proceeds on, the thrifty village
with its mills, shoe shops and various industries, conies fully to view.
The dividing line between Maine and New
Hampshire is the channel of the river below
Salmon Falls, a small river passing between
East Lebanon and East Rochester.
Rochester village is the terminus of the
road.
It is an enternrisinc manufacturing
town, increasing rapidly in population and
Nature has given it many
material wealth.
attractions. It is the grand centre of railroad travel.
If a person in one flying trip ever the road,
at this unpropitious season of the year is
able to espy tilings novel and interesting,
why may not the admirers of nature’s beauties, and the careful observer of things, experience a large measure of enjoyment a few
weeks hence? after there has been a wonderful transformation in the appearance of
animate and inanimate matter.
It certainly will be so under the delineations of the veteran conductor Berry. No
point will be lost, for every inch of ground
within the radius of his observing eye is as
familiar to him as the finger with which he
points out objects, near and far.
A Passenger.

Agent.
Gen. John II. Anderson of Gray, the nowpension agent, arrived in Augusta Thursday
and took possession of the office there.
The New Pension

When interviewed in regard to the future of
He will not rethe agency he was reticent.

the headquarters of the agency to
Portland at present, although such a change
may be made at no distant day. Gen. Anderson will reside in Augusta and give his personal attention to the business of the office.
In relation to the employes of the office he
could give no definite answer as to what
change might lie made. He has received a
large number of applications from persons
anxious for positions in the office.

move

BUSINESS CASUALTIES.

Quarterly Report of FailuresThrough
out the Country.

FLOODS.

Concord, N. H., April 2.—The Merrlmac river
has not risen any tonight, and fears of serious
damage to property have ceased.
Contoocook, N. H., April 2.—The water in the
Contoocook and Warner rivers has been rising
since yesterday. Intervales are extensively overflewed. and business is stopped or hindered in various places. A number of mills and other buildings on the river hank in this village have their
lower portions partially submerged. For 24 hours
watch has been kept at the pile bridge, on the
Concord & Peterborough line, where a pressure
of ice endangers the structure No trains at present cro?s this bridge.
Kf.ene, N. H., April 2.—The uam of the Stoddard Lumber Company, at Long Pond, Stoddard,
went out this morning. One dam below ana two
mills below are seriously threatened.

ARBITRATION.

NOTES.

HOUSE.

agreed

The Latest.
Kansas City, April 2.—There is nothing
tonight in the Missouri Pacific situation.
strikers are still out, while the company’s

notes.

assigned for
Biddeford, April 2.—Today
the hearing of the case, State vs. James E. Carter,
Charles E. Cole, William Burbank and Noel
Velaudre, for conspiracy in the repeating fraud at
the recent election. The matter came before Recorder E. J. Cram, in the municipal court with
Hon W. F. I-unt of Portland for State, and B. F.
Hamilton and B. F. Chadbourne for defendants.
After argument of a point of law in relation to the
residence of oue of the prisoners, tlie defendants
all plead not guilty and waived examination. Each
recognized in the sum of one thousand dollars for
appearance at the May term of the supreme
Judicial court. Twenty-oight witnesses also recognized. Elias Clark was today arrested for conspiracy. He waived the reading of the warrant,
plead not guilty and also gave bouds in $1,000
for his appearance at the same term of the Supreme Judicial court.
was

197 Middle Street.

j

and Creat Excitement

Biddeford’s Election Frauds.

COE,

NOTICX

$2

unchanged.

dent this winter in this vicinity.

For Trunks aud Bags always go to the
fashionable store,

Middle Street.

Him

as

miumiiif, *vrv.i

MAINE.

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

—

NO. 7 MARKET SQUARE.

3

OCVICIUIJ

ailiaua

Five of the Board Now Under Arrest

Fancy Ribbons, comprising

INTO-

Minor Matters.
The Judiciary committee of the House agreed
yesterday to report adversely Mr. Reed’s bill to
give suffrage to women in the States and Territories.
coiulition tonight

RIBBOIS! RIBBOIS!

dtf

M. E.

To Pension Prisoners of the War.
The House committee on invalid pensions today instructed Representative Morrill to report
favorably a hill to pension prisoners of the war.

A lie

& BANCROFT.

197

[Special to the Press.]
Washington, April 2.—The Republican Senators were in caucus three hours this afternoon
but did not succeed in reaching any conclusion as
to a line of action on the confirmation of succesMr. Morrill of Versors to suspended officers.
mont and some others favored the confirmation of
collectors where it is admitted the change was
made .on political grounds and where removed
officials have made no complaint. Mr. Edmunds
took the ground that the ‘resolutions adopted
called for the
rejection of such nominations.
Nothing was said about any further caucus and
it is probable the nominations will be considered
It is said it was deon their individual merits.
veloped that a majority of the Republican Senathe consideration of
for
tors favor open sessions
nominations.
Congressman Brown Injured.
Congressman Charles H. Brown of Ohio met
with a painful accident yesterday, by accidentally
falling. It was thought that he would not survive
the night but he rallied somewhat, however, and
is resting comfortably today.

'NEW

EASTMAN BROS.

AT

Mercantile and

known.

Yesterday’s

No Decision as to Their Line of Action

FOR A FEW DAYS-

—

Severely Arraigned

for Their Course.

16
13
4
4
Velocity... |8
Weather.. IClesr Clear Clear Clear Fair
Mean daily bar...29.930 Maximum tiler,.752.0
Mean daily ther. .40.4
Minimum ther... .34.9

New London 30.10
Boston, Mass 30.08
Eastport, Me 29.94

New
York with a fine lot of Imported German, French and
English Cloth, bought much
below the market price or
their real value, and is willing to give his customers
the benefit of his purchase.
Mr. Leveen, who presides at
the cutting table, is an artist
and allows no garment to
leave the establishment that
is not perfectly satisfactory.
Leave your measure at once
and I guaranteeto get you up
the best suit of clothes for
the least money. Cloth sold
by the yard at manufacturers’
prices. No charge for cut-

Gents’

Texas.

Situation.

REPORT.
PORTLAND, Me., April 2, 1886.
| 7 A M 111 A M| 3PM | 7PM |11 1- M
Barometer 29.882 29.866 29.882 29.955 30.043
40.4
34.9
Thermo'r. 138.4
60.0
47.0
19.4
23.6
Dew Point 83.1
30.6
28.8
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Total Number

Slightly

3,203, With Liabilities
$29,000,000.

Over

New York, April 2.—The quarterly report of
tlie failures throughout the country shows a very
considerable decline in the number of business
casualties as compared with the same quarter ol
the last three years. The failures for the first
three months of 1886 number 3,203, with liabilities slightly over $29,000,000. Failures in the
first three mouths of 1885 numbered 3,658, with
The liabilities of this
llabitlei of 846,000,000.
last quarter (829,000,000) are less than those of
The decline in
any similar period since 1873
the Middle States Is very marked, the liabilities
for tile first quarter of 1886 being 86,869,000, as
against $17,713,700 in the first quarter of 1885,
and $13,000,000 for the first quarter of 1881.

Colby University.
The illness of Professor Foster continues,
and he is still unable to meet his classes.
Professor Wadsworth will soon have published a book on which he has been hard at
work in Cambridge, Mass., during the vacation.

Through the efforts of A. II. Briggs, tsq„
Ladof Boston, a piano is to be placed in
ies’ nail.’’ Quite a sum has been subscribed
and
others-by Boston gentlemen alumni
and the remainder is confidently expected
soon.

Speech

of the Hon.

T.

B.

Reed on

the O’Neill Bill.

The following is the full text of Mr.
Reed’s speech on the O’Neill hill delivered in
the House on Wednesday:
Mr. ChairmanOne of the greatest delu-

sions in the world is the hope that the evils
in this world are to he cured by legislation.
I am happy in the belief that the solution of
the great difficulties of life and government
are in better hands even than that of this
body, which I respect very much.
More than a hundred years ago Lord Mansfield, a name great in English jurisprudence,
was at the head of the English jndiciary at
a time when England was just beginning to
be the great commercial nation of tiie world.
Its laws which had grown up under the old
feudal system were not adapted to the free
transaction of business, such as the growth
That wise man
of modern life demanded.
when called upon to administer the laws
of
men
conversant
selected special juries
with the custom of merchants to decide the
the new laws of
questions resulting from
trade and the result was an expansion of
it fit that England
made
which
law
English
should become the great commercial nation
of the world. That idea of following the
proceedings of great bodies of men and
transmitting them into laws and statutes is
the only safe thing for a court or for a legislative body.
We seem to have come now to the beginning of what may be a failure, or what may
be a great expansion of true liberty and
fraternity, which may be the beginning of a
great era giving larger freedom, giving fairer
treatment, both to the humble and the great.
It becomes us as representatives of the people, in the midst of whom these transactions
are going on, to give to them our careful attention, to give them our best thought, to
them our best assistance. But it will
e in vain for us to attempt to evolve out of
our own consciousness the solutions of these
labor problems. We must do it by watching
the workings of great bodies of men. Why
do they come to their conclusions, and how ?
It is by reasoning, by trial, by experience,
and by discussion among themselves.
The laboring men of this country are
starting in upon the problem how they shall
obtain their fair share of the joint results of
capital and of labor; and I say to you as the
gentleman from Cleveland (Mr. Foran) has
so well said, this is a question the complication of which has no parallel upon the face
of the earth,
it. is the great problem, not
only of today, but of all times. It has been
struggled with, and will be struggled with,
from day to day. Capital can not be deprived of its fair share; for if it is, men will
cease to have an incentive to accumulate,and
if capital is not accumulated, labor can not
be set to work.
..
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Weaver of Iowa,) says there are more people
who want (work than can get work. The
more capital you destroy the more of sueh
workless people there will be.
Mr. Weaver of Iowa—I agree to that.
Mr. Keed of Maine—So that capital must
be justly treated, and on the other hand the
men whose work makes out of capw profits must be fairly treated also.
Now, how shall we solve this question? Is
the solution to be found -placarded on every
That is a wild dream. The probfence?
lem is full of all manner of difficulties. It
It can
can gnly be settled from day to day.
only be settled by discussion on the part of
both parties concerned, and settled with a
fair disposition of both parties to look at all
tlie facts. If it shall prove that the present
uprising on the part of the industrious people of the country shall afford better fa
cilities for comparison of views between employers and employed, then there will be
laid a foundation, broad and comprehensive,
for a full and true understanding. For. if
men know alike they are sure to act alike.
And one thing which has separated industry
and capital is because neither has fully understood the other. The apparent tendency
of the line of action of great bodies of men
today is to create such associations as will
facilitate an examination of the state of
trade on the part of great corporations and
of small corporations, so as to decide what is
a fair division between capital and labor,
and to so marshal labor that it shall be on
equal footing with capital. Is that utterly a
In its vast extent it is new;
new thing?
bnt in detail it has been going on for years.
My friend the gentleman from New York
[Mr. Farquhar] could tell us from his own
experience that that has been going on among
the printers for a long time, and I noticed
that in the appearance of workingmen before tlie committee of ways and means the
only thing which they asked of us was to
pass such a law with reference to imiiorts as
they desired, and then they said. “Leave it
How do they
to us to get our fair share.
get it? They get it by combining together,
by keeping a careful account of tlie state of
the trade, by knowing what the business can
bear, and asking and demanding their fair
share of the profits. Now I believe what
the workingmen in Pennsylvania have done,
what the workingmen of the printers’ typographical unions have done, can be done by
the laborers all over the country, and I believe they will settle that question advantageously among themselves. What they
need and desire is that there should be that
careful examination of the questions arisins oerween employers unu employes which
will lead to an agreement, and.if, by reason
of the unreasonableness of certain men, this
can not be done, then to have some method
of arbitration.
But now what must an arbitration be in
order to be successful? An affair between
man and man you can bring compulsorily
before the courts, and say to the parties,
“You do thus and so, or we will mulct you;
But how are you
we will make you pay.”
going to mulct the ten thousand employes of
How are you
a great railroad corporation ?
going to bring them all within such an arrangement as that? Because you are bound
to consider, if you have compulsory arbitration, that it works both ways, and if you propose that the court shall appoint an arbitrator on the request of one side, when the other side refuses it, you have got to suppose
that it is going to be done in behalf of the
workingmen, and how long would they
And after you have
stand or endure that?
got the result of an arbitration, what then ?
Yrou can not enforce
Can you enforce it?
the arbitrations that are going on every day
What
between employer and employes.
does enforce them ?
Why, that ultimate tribunal which is the
master of us all, the public sense, of "“‘Vi"
°

wte«cPs"i£ todaythat Uhavmenf
if—»lest influence in controversies
Sn» thegoverns*

ii„« are going on within our knowledge? Is
it the one side or the other? No; it is the
general community and their feeling that
one side is right and that the other side is
wrong, or that both are wrong and must arbitrate. And that public sentiment ultimately will govern the matter. Now, what
far as
So
bill
this
does
propose?
it
proclaims itself to be a panacea
it
deserves the
repudiation of my
friend from Pennsylvania (Mr. Kelley); but
taking it for just what it is, refusing to advertise it as anything more, may we not say
to the community: “You yourselves have
not reasoned this question out so thoroughly
that you know just what is fair between man
and man. You have gone no farther than
this bill. We offer to legalize your enunciations so far as they have gone because they
seem to us to be fair, aud we will give you
an opportunity, if you are both willing, to
put the results of your arbitration before
that great tribunal, the common sense of
the people, which must finally decide it.”
Now it may turn out that this legislation
It may turn out
will amount to but little.
that it will amount to much. Suppose we
do more. Is
learn
more
and
when
we
it,
try
not that the wise course ?
THE
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OF SALVACE

QUESTION

Coverning

the

Case.

regard to the compensation allowed perwho voluntarily assist in saving prop-

erty from a wreck, the London Economist
has this to say:
Happily all the passengers and crew, numbering some 800 people, were taken off the
she went down
ill-fated Oregon before
Of the
off Long Island the other day.
cargo the only thing of any value as
yet saved, beyond a few mail bags, is the
diamonds which she had on board. These
are of great value, being said to be worth a
million dollars. We think we may take it
for granted that claims for salvage services
will be made. It is true the North German
Lloyds, to whom the rescuing steamer, the
Fulda, belongs, are reported to have said,
very generously that they were only too happy
to have been instrumental in saving so many

iives,

and that they waived all claim for
salvage. But even if this statement be literally correct, two other vessels—a pilot boat
of
and a

schooner (the

Belfast, Me.)—played

Fannie A. Gorham

an

important part

in

the saving of the passengers, and claims for
salvage services are therefore highly probable. In these circumstances it may be of
interest to consider how the various interests
would be affected by such a claim.
In the first place, the award of the courts
would doubtless be a liberal one; for though
some of the ingredients—such as the risk incurred by the salvors, the skill shown in rendering the services, and the time and labor
occupied—of salvage services were present
in but small quantities, others, viz., the degree of danger from which the lives or property- are rescued and the value of the prop-

were considerable.
The saving
erty saved,life
counts for

of human

much in the assess-

ing of salvage services. But, in the second
place, who is to pay the sum awarded? The
ship, or the cargo, or both? Not tiie ship,
for she is at the bottom of the sea, a total
loss. Not the shipowner, for the liability to
pay for salvage services is not a general personal liability, but is limited to the value of
the property saved, and the shipowners’
property in this case is lost. The salvage

award in respeet of both the property and
the lives saved can only be had out of the
goods saved—that is, the diamonds.
At first blush this doctrine that the owners
of the diamonds, and they alone, should be
the people to remunerate the salvors for
their services, not only in respect of the diamonds, but also in respect of the lives, may
appear strange, and perhaps inequitable.
Such, however, is the law. When lives and
cargo are salved from a ship, but the ship is
totally lost, the owners of the cargo are
liable to pay salvage in respect of the lives,
and the owners of the lost ship are not liable
to contribute to the payment. The theory Is,
that in case of life salvage the payment is
made, not because of any benefit conferred
upon him who pays, but rather because of
the interest the community has in encouraging the saving of life. It may be that the
diamonds will not have to bear the whole
burden of the sal v age. further attempts are
to be made to salve cargo now in the hold of
the Oregon, and should they be successful,
the cargo brought up will also have to contribute to the life salvage. A similar case
occurred off our coast some years ago. The
German steamer Schiller was lost. Some
boats saved the lives of some of the passengers and crew. The Schiller had a large
amount of specie on board, and this was
afterward recovered, but not by the people
who saved the lives. The owners, masters
and crew of the boats were held to be entitled to salvage out of the proceeds of the

specie.

We have spoken of the owners of the diamonds as the persons who pay for the life
salvage. It does not, however, ultimately
come out of their pockets, but of their underwriters’, salvage being a loss recoverable
under a marine policy.
THE
The

FERRY

Testimony

for

the

Continued

strants

hearing

The

LANDING.
Remon-

Yesterday.

before the committee

of ref-

the petition for the ferry Landing
was resumed yesterday forenoon at half past
nine, testimony for the remonstrants being
continued.
A. M. Smith. John A. Emery, E. G. Willard and A. C. Waite testified in regard to
the difficulty of securing good locations for
carrying on such business as is now done at
Portland Pier. They stated that if the fish
dealers were driven from that wharf by the
laying out of the way it would be very diffierence on

cult, if not impossible for them 10 find equally good facilities on this side of the water.
Messrs. Willard and Waite are trustees of
A. M. Smith & Co., and testified that It
would be a great embarrassment to the trus-

was forced to leave
its nresent quarters.
Wm. H. Chase of the firm of Lewis, Chase
& Whitten, testified to measuring the depth
of water at Poland Pier at two hours before flood tide. The water was sixteen feet
deep at the outer end and five feet at the
solid fill. Witness thought this a sufficient
depth for a landing.
John C. Tewksbury one of the directors of
the wharf corporation testified that the gross
yearly income is $3500, net income about
$2000. He thinks the wharf wortli $50,000.
Counsel for the petitioners admitted that
the testimony of T. C. Lewis of the firm of
Lewis, Chase & Whitten would be like that
of his partners, and Mr. Whitten’s testimony
at the previous hearing was read by Mr.
Bird.
John J. Ray, truckman, testified as to the
on Portland
difficulty now had in teaming
Pier. His pleasure wagons were hired to
the
voters
to
special town
carry opposition
meeting, but he said the transaction was

tee* if the firm

purely a business one.
Sylvester Marr, W. L. Alden, H.

H. Burgess, Charles L. Jack and Hall L. Davis testified that in their opinion public convenience and necessity do not require the maintenance of a public landing place by the
county on Portland Pier.
Milton Higgins, teamster, testified as to
the size of jiggers. The average breadth of
double jiggers in this city is 8 feet 4 inches.
Reuben Higgins of Cape Elizabeth testified
that he was opposed to tire granting of the
petition. He did not believe the public
should be taxed to support a private corporation. He described the taking of the vote
at the special town meeting when the
voters for the appropriation, he said, broke
ranks and dispersed their opponents before
the count was completed. He admitted that
a count was afterwards taken and resulted
in a vote in favor of the appropriation of
about 3 to 1. He stated that when the lease
of the town landing was made pledges were
given that the town would not be called
upon for repairs, and claimed that this
promise had been broken. Mr. Higgins’ account of the special meeting and the charge
on the uncounted voters occasioned considerable merriment.
Dorville Libby, teamster, testified that he
did not think the Cornelia H. a good boat
for carrying heavy teams. He should want
room on a ferry boat to get at his horses’
heads. Did not think the landing was re-

quired.
City Civil Engineer Goodwin was called by
Judge Symonds and read estimates prepared by nim as to the cost of the proposed

landing. His estimates include the cost of a
drop 60 feet in length and a float 20x50. The
cost of construction is placed at $4,920.45,
and the average annual expense in keeping
H.A ,.-Arlr in nrdar

Qii

I’n

nro/lnAo

latter sum at 0 per cent, requires a capital of
$14,706.33. Upon examination bv Mr. Bird,
Mr. Goodwin submitted an estimate of damages to the pier requiring a sum «f $24,556.66
for actual expenditure in construction and
reimbursement to the corporation for the
decrease in the value of the property. The
morning session closed at this point.
Mr. Goodwin also testified that the entrance
to Portland Peir, between the buildings on
Commercial street, would be narrow if the
wharf is to be used as a public landing place.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

In

the

the afternoon

committee visited

Ferry Village, going over in the old comboat and returning in the double-

pany’s

ender.

They

also

again inspected

the

pro-

posed site, resuming the hearing at the City

Building at 4.10 o'clock.
Mr. Goodwin again took the stand and
was cross-examined by Messrs. Drummond
and Cleaves. He admitted, as he had done
in the morning, that the float proposed by

upoS'Tt

but
stated that it was not large enough to be
He
stated
and
durable.
stable
sufficiently
that his estimate Was read at the last meeting of the city government before action had
been taken.
William Curtis testified that he regarded
the City Civil Engineer’s estimates as correct. He knew of a public landing at the
foot of Thames street.
John T. Waters testified that the piling of
the ferry slip would last only ten or twelve
years, while piling generally lasts fifteen
years.
Win. K. Wood, John E. Donnell and Geo.
Trefethen testified that they did not regard
the landing at Portland Pier as necessary,
and Wm. 0. Fox thought the Custom House
dock a better location.
George Sylvester testified that the alterations in the building on Portland Pier would
cost about $700.
Charles A. Tilton testified that 42 horses
are owned in Ferry Village and 17 in Willard.
David P. Chapman, one of the County
Commissioners, testified that for the past
twenty years there had been, on all the
bridges, an expenditure of $136,788.85, an
average annual expenditure of $6839, from
turee-fourths to five-sixths of which is spent
on

Portland bridge.

The witness testified

that the bridge was closed a few days in 1884
for repairs, but that this happened very seldom.
E. H. sargent did not think the Cornelia
II, suitable for teams, and was opposed to
Leander W.
the laying out of the landing.
Fobes was also opposed to the granting of
the pet tion.
In answer to questions by the counsel for
the petitioners, most of the witnesses opposed to the granting of the petition said they
be a good thing
if the ferry company saw lit to build it.
At this point the hearing was adjourned
until 9.30 this morning. Today and Monday
and possibly longer, will be occupied.

thought the landing would

,N THE RINKS.
BIJOU

SKATING PARLOR.

The Shailers and Cumberlands will cross
sticks at the Bijou this afternoon in their
last game of polo in the league. In the
evening there will be a grand skating party.
TUB NEW ENGLAND POLO

The games

played

LEAGUE.

night resulted

last

as

follows:
At Woburn—Woburns, 3;
At New Bedford—New

lems,

Bostons, 0.
Bedfords, 3; Sa-

1._

First Free Baptist Church.
The following items in regard to the First
Free Baptist Church will prove interesting:
The monthly collections for
benevolent
work for the past year have amounted to
$270.

Although organized but three months ago.
the Ladies’ Aid Society lias already a membership of 72, including nine honorary members.
The record of the Women's Missionary
Society for 1883 shows a membership of 42,
with 33 subscriptions for the Missionary
Helper, and $172.46 raised and distributed for
various causes.
There is much interest in the society at
present with regard to building a baptistery.
The net receipts lroin the orange Supper
of March 3d were $21.53.
connected with the
first of Janreported the has
been a

The whole number

Sunday School

as

1886. was

.372.

There

uary,
two
gradual growth during the quarter,

new

(or”l(’‘S^r.b*TwI

classes having been
there
classes have increased in numbers
are 26 teachers.
,_
..
The Mission Baud of \\ Wing 'V orkers beand now numbers 74.
gau with 49 members

SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 3.
anonymous letters and communThe name and address of the w iter are

We (111 not read

cations.

indispensable, not necessarily
lication but as a guarantee of good faith.
all

n

cases

cannot undertake to return
communications that are not used.
We

or

for

pub-

day

for 7r> cents.

The base hall nines that bloom in the
in this neighborhood have about as
much to do with the case as 0 lias to do
with 18.

spring

If the Republican orators in the Presidential contest of 1888 do not have plenty of
first class campaign material it will not be
the fault of the Democracy.
to he in order for the civil
service commission to investigate Commissioner Black’s execution of the civil service
law. If the accounts given of his performIt would .seem

ances are

it for

true, lie has systematically evaded

partisan

purposes.

Warner was shrewder than the New Y’ork
aldermen. He apparently has got safely off
with his ill-gotten gains, while most of the
aldermen are on the road to the penitentiary.
The official gentlemen relied too much on
their “influence,” when they should have
taken

leg bail.

The Massachusetts Mugwumps seem to he
on
to;) now, and the men they recommend for the offices are gi veil the preference.
This will make the Hon. Patrick A. Collins
feel very unhappy, and very likely strengthhis determination to get out of politics at
the close of this congress.
en

The New York Sun gives a list of gentlemen who would like to see the White House
made as commodious and as comfortable as
possible before the next Presidential election. They are all Republicans—not a Democrat among them. The Sun, like many other Democratic journals of the land, thinks
this lease of power, a matter of hut a short

time—say

about four years.

is at St.
Louis it is difficult to gather from the despatches. Apparently the strikers think the
company has not kept its agreement with
Mr. Powderly, at least not as they underPreciselv what the

hitch

now

stood it. When the executive committee of
the Knights arrive at St. Louis, it is to be
hoped they will be able to straighten out the
Should the tdrijie be renewed
difficulty.

feeding

of exasperanow, it is to be feared a
tion would take possession of the strikers,
that might lead to violence and disorder.
Mr. Sibley, the agent of the schooner Fannie A. Gorham, which played such an important part in the Oregon disaster, says that
he has filed * claim for salvage against the

consignees

$50,000

of

worth of diamonds
the Oregon took on

which the purser of
board his vessel. An interesting discussion
on this very question, from the Economist of
London, may be found in another column. It

gives the English rule concerning the

respective liabilities of the owners of the wrecked
steamer, and of those of her cargo for the

salvage services rendered by rescuing vessels.
The Winona Advance, printed in Carroll
county, Miss., is of the opinion that the recent wholesale slaughter of negroes at the
county seat is Carroll’s affair, and that outsiders would better mind their own business.
It objects to comment or advice from any
newspaper “beyond the jurisdiction of Mississippi courts.” It gives the white people
of the county the highest character for “intelligence, sense of justice, refined morality,
and long-established respect for law and
order.” It regrets the recent incident, and
thinks it more than probable that the gentlemen with the Winchester rifles went too far
—that the punishment inflicted was in ex“But that a colcess of the provocation.
lision could have been altogether avoided,”
our
remarks
Mississippi contemporary,
“without submission to greater and more
humiliating evils is another question, and
one with which people outside of Carroll
county are not wholly competent to deal in
that spirit of equity and
the case demands.”

impartiality which

Much of what Mr. Martin Irons said in his
address at St. Louis in regard to Jay Gould
is true. Mr. Gould has never shown much
consideration for labor until he has been
forced to. Such concessions as he has made
have been wrested from him by threats.
Were the strikers arranged on one side and
Jay Gould on the other, the public would be
in slight danger of making a mistake if they
supported the former without taking the
trouble to examine into the merits of the
question at issue. But this has not been the
The strike has not
situation at St. Louis.
affected Mr. Gould half as severely as it has
hundreds and thousands of innocent people
who are compelled to depend upon his rail
roads for their supplies. It is by no means
unlikely that Mr. Gould will be able so to
manipulate the stock market as to eventually make money out of the strike. Mr.
Irons’s appeal, therefore, to the people to
take sides with the strikers because Mr.
Gould is on the other side is based on an incorrect assumption. Mr. Gould is ptrhaps
BuunawM, *1— ,oI.,,,- -io,, .hut, really the
other side is the thousands of people who are
compelled to rely upon his railroads. It is

these
than

men

Jay

who

are

being punished

rather

Gould.

CLADSTONE AND HOME RULE.
In a little less than a week Mr. Gladstone
will develop his plan for the eovernment of
Ireland before the House of Commons.
What that plan is is not likely to be definitely known before its author himself unfolds it. The various statements already
made in regard to it are very dissimilar,
showing that a large part of all of them is
the product of guess work. Outside ot the
Cabinet the plan is not definitely known.
Indeed, it is not quite certain that Mr. Gladstone himself has fully settled on all the
provisions of the measure, and that there
may not be very essential modifications of it
before it is presented to the Commons.
That Enlgand is on the eve of a crisis, and
that the time when Mr. Gladstone’s plan
shall be unfolded is waited for with anxious
forebodings is evident enough from the tone
of the British press, and the uncertainty as
to what kind of a measure will be presented
only tends to intensify the prevailing state

public mind.
Mr. Gladstone is a practical statesman,
and has undoubtedly drawn his bill with a
view to its passage. He has not formulated
of the

a measure simply for the purpose of declaring his sentiments or showing what kind of
should have. II is
a government Ireland
lO

gjiiv

*v

---

therefore he has had to construct his
measure not only in accordance with his own
views, but in many particulars to modify it
to conform to the views of those on whose
votes he must depend. First and foremost,
it has been necessary for him to formulate a
measure which Mr. Parnell will accept, for
without Mr. Parnell’s support the National
vote would
without that
be lost, and
success would be impossible. The problem
he has had to wrestle with is
how to conciliate the Parnellites without
driving off the Liberals, or so many
of them as to render defeat certain. It has
been a problem full of
perplexities, one
which a feebler man would have
given up
long ago. But Mr. Gladstone has persevered
in the face of numerous and serious discouragements. Two of his cabinet ministers
have deserted him and royalty has lent its
sympathy to his opponents. But the desertion of life long adherents, the frowns of
royalty and the outcry of men who think
they see in his scheme the beginning of the
disruption of the empire, have not dismayed
him. He has pursued the even tenor of his
way, keeping his own counsel, and looking
And on
to the future for his vindication.
that future he can rely with confidence. The
present House of Commons may not adopt
his plan, the advocates of force may still be
in the ascendency in that body, but eventually the principle of Homerule must triumph.
Coertyop has been tried for centuries, and
brought nwthiug but disaster. The English
people will not always consent to continue
the use of agencies, which have been repeatedly tried aud repeatedly failed.
and

ENOUGH.

SPOILSMAN

AFTER

THE

DEMOCRATIC

HEART.

Cincinnati Enquirer.
Col. Bradley B. Smalley of Vermont, Secretary of the Democratic National Committee and the Collector of the Port of Burlington, is a Democrat after the Enquirer’s own
heart, with no nonsense about him.

There seems to be, at present, a perfect mania with many people to try to get
something for nothing, and there arc a large number of food articles upon the market that are being sold simply because some kind of glass-ware or other cheap
prize is given with the article sold; it is time that our people, who generally possess plenty of common sense, awake to the fact that they have to pay for these gifts
and that these manufacturers are not philanthropists who are trying to distribute
their gifts among the poor, but that they are working for the “almighty dollar,”
and are taking more than the value of the gift out of the quality of the goods.
It is but a short time since a family in Ohio were reported to be dangerously
sick, the effect of using a cheap and poisonous baking powder, and we note thnt the
Massachusetts State Board of Health state in their last annual report “the numerous cheap articles, (baking ponders,) the sale of which is promoted by the presentation of cups and saucers, tin spoons and other table ware, chromos, etc., etc., are
always suspicious and should be avoided on general principles.” Baking powders
containing alum were condemned as unwholesome.
The purpose of this article is to call attention to the fact that most of these prize
package baking powders contain alum and are liable to cause serious trouble with
the sensitive digestive organs.
It has never been found necessary to give prizes with the

GOOD RIDDANCE.

Springfield Republican.
It is said that the Democrats of Lewiston,
Me., will start a morning daily if Eben F.
FiUsbury can he secured as editor. They
can have him and welcome.
The Massachusetts Democrats did what they could for
him.

MACAZINE NOTICES.
Strikes, Lockouts, and Arbitrations, is tlie title
of a timely and important article in tlie April Century by Geoige May Powell. It aims to be an unbiased study of tlie relations of capital and labor,
and of ibe methods of settling differences. Three
anecdotal articles in this number form a most entertaining account of tlie famous Confederate
cruiser Alabama and her duel with the Kearsarge.
P. I)- Haywood, who was a seaman on the Alabama, describes Rife on the Alabama with graphic
humor; Lieutenant Commander John McIntosh
Kell, in his paper, gives an authoritative account
of the reasons which impelled Captain Semmes to
try issues with the Kearsarge, and of the incidents
of tlie fight; while Surgeon John M. Browne of
the Kearsarge contributes tlie Union history of
that stirring event. In Memoranda on the Civil
War, Captain Charles King replies to General
Pope, in vindication of his father, General Rufus
King. Professor John S. Tigert makes a suggestion.in regard to Government Aid in tho Marking
of Battle Fields; and Colonel L. B. Northrop, the
Confederate Commissary-General, replies to criticisms liy Generals .J. K. Johnston, Beauregard
and Imboden. A portrait of Longfellow after an
amlirotvpe of 1848, showing the poet ilia guise
unfamiliar to the public of later years, is the frontispiece of the number. It accompanies a paper
bv Mrs. Annie Fields, giving Glimpses of LonglelImv in Social Life. Mr. Cable’s paper on Creole
Slave Songs is as fully illustrated and as entertaining as his February article on Tlie Dance in
the Place Congo. Mr. and Mrs. Pennell conclude
their descriptive narrative of their novel trip from
Florence to Rome, entitled Italy, from a Tricycle.
A profusely illustrated paper on Toy Dogs—the
pug. spaniels, and terriers—by James Watson,
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All Work Warranted.

565 Congress St., under G. A. R. Hall, Near City Hotel, Portland, Me.

F. R. FARRINGTON,
THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,
Will
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prices,

208 Middle Street,

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT !
On and after Monday, March 2D, ’80, we shall inaugurate one of the greatest sales of house-keeping
w'e wish to
goods ever held east of Boston, at prices that will positively astonish eastern buyers i and
freight, so
distinctly state that we will pack and deliver to any depot In New Kngland, and prepay the homes
from
that the only expense attending the goods after they leave here will be the carting to your
in
New
for Cash,
to
sell
these
England
the nearest depot to you and further we will
any person
goods
or on our Contract System, which means that we require a quarter of the amount at time of purchase,
if the
amount
the balance 85 per month, if the amount be $50 worth or under, and $10 per month
be $100 worth or under, and we will sell $50 worth,.$100 worth, or $1,000 worth on .these terms mis
increased.
ereasing the monthly payment as the amount
We have just completed alterations and repairs on the building, and have now the largest and best
lighted wareroonis in New England, oubide of Boston. We display onr goods on six doors each floor
goods knows the
excepting two, being lighted on three sides by 20 large w indows. Every one buying
advantage of plenty of light in selecting. WTe have been fortunate in securing the building at remarkAnd right here wo
ably low rent for live years, and low rent and small expense means low prices.
wish to affirm that we' can and do ship goods to any depot in Maine, and prepay the freight. 10 per cent
cheaper than any House doing business in Boston, outside of our Boston House, who, when taking
orders in this State, draw from our stock.
Below vou will see cuts of some of our Departments, in every one of which the goods have been selected with great care, and bought in enormous quantities. We guarantee every article sold by us to
be just as represented, and can assure those who desire to order through the mail that they will receive its low a price and as careful and prompt attention as though here in person.
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The above is a cut of our Parlor Suit door, now entirely devoted to t'pliolstered Furniture. Here
show 87 different styles of Parlor Suits in Plushes, Hair Cloth, &c., and we have no hesitation in
saying that it is one of the largest displays of Parlor Furniture in the country. The frames are cherry
walnut and ebony, and we hope soou to he able to mail cuts of a large number of these suites on application. The styles are all new and elegant, and the prices will run front .$33 and upwards for Hair
Cloth, and $40 and upward for Mohair Plushes, and we will sell, commencing with a $33 Hair Cloth,
any Parlor Suit we have in stock from that price up to a $250 suit for a quarter of that amount down
and the balance in monthly payments, hut we will not guarantee the prices as the goods are now
marked longer than through the month of April, as the price of all kinds of manufactured goods is advancing. Remember (his: We have in stock To-dav over 195 Suit* bought at the old price, so do not
treiByiryou Wlslrto lasSraaVantagcin this sale. All inquiries through the mail promptly and (fully
answered.

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT
of all storekeepers
Sole Agents for tli
United States (wholesale only) C. David &
9
Fenchurch
Co.,
Avenue, London. England.
jun27
dlawlyS
OF MEAT. To be bad
Grocers aud Chemists.

1

Nrnil for l>it*on A: Co.’a large lint of Paster
Muwic: Carols, Anthems, Quartets, Ac.

Clarke’s New Method for Reed Organ,
(32.50) continues to be a well approved and favorite method, and contains good instructions, and
much flue music. Other, cheaper and smaller, but

l{e.prclnbU> Druggist.
deceive the public, but beware of tlie Cheap
John druggists who offer you a plaster called

never

“Capsicum,” “Capsictn,” “Capuein” or “Capsiciue,” and tell you it is substantially the same as
the genuine Benson’s Capcine Plaster, or even
better. They ask less for the imitation, for it
costs less, but as a remedial agent it is absolutely
worthless. The reputation of Benson’s as the only
plaster possessing actual and high curative qualities is the result of many years’ experiment and
honorable dealings on the part of the proprietors;
and 5000 physicians, pharmacists and druggists

reliable methods are, Johnsotvs Parlor Organ Instruction Book (1.50): Beliak's Method for Organ
($1) and Winner's Ideal Method for Cabinet Organ (76 cts).
I IL’ Ml1 the new, brilliant aud popular opera
IlilMIlhi mailed for -SI.GO paper, or $2.00cloth.
Kemember our popular books, Minstrel Songs
($2), War Songs (50 cts.) and College Songs
(60 cts.) They sell everywhere, and please everybody.
Remember that any book will be mailed, postfree, for retail price.

it as the best ever made. Protect yourself against deception by buying of reputable dealonly, and avoid mistakes bv personal examination. The genuine has the “Three Seals” trademark. and in tlie centre is cut the the word “Capendorse
ers

SPF3A.R.,

$1

FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,

IV. «_A good line of Picture Mouldings conFrames furnished at low; prices.
on hand.
Job-work done as heretofore. Thanks for past
favors.
mar31dlm*J. F. UPEAB.

stantly

TlieUifiv^'iHl^uITnHrr
Carpet floor, onljTthaMvtffiavTada^jus^Souble th"e^^es?K^SfflP,nKle
other House
Middle
floor
another entrance
larger than
Carpets

alone
on
St., giving us a
space for
any
in the same line of business in the New England States. In this department we shall oiler as long as
they last pure all wool carpets 1 yard wide for 5G cents per yard, but onr very best trade for this sale
is a pure, superfine all wool carpet of which we now have in stock over 6000 yards at 65 cents per
yard. We have 12 patterns in these goods, and have no hesitation in saying that they are the best
value for the money we ever had to offer; besides these we have an enormous line of all wool extra supers which we shall sell from 70 cts. to 90 cts. Our line of 3 plys is also full and complete, and no better can be shown. Tapestry Brussels in all the leading makes and in great variety of patterns; price
for this sale will be 35 cts. to $1.10 for the finest Wilton back in the market. Body Brussels, beautiful patterns; from ®1 to $1.05. Velvets $1 to ,*1.45. Remember we are complimented every day on
Small samples sent on apour splendid floors for showing goods on. plenty of light and no deception.
plication. Rugs. Mats, Art Squares, Carpet Lining, Stair Pads. etc. Straw Matting just now coming
in this year s stock, all clean and nice, prices 12V;, 15,17'.;. 20, 25 and up to 60 cents for seamless.
Do not order until you have seen our stock. A discount will be made to those buying by the roll.

HAIR DYE

COOK’S*

ment, no ridicappoint
ulous
remedies
tints;

EXCURSIONS
—

mart)

TO

EUROPE and CALIFORNIA
J

for the Spring and Summer of 188G.

Programmes.

TirlielH I.. for Individual
1 r> and in all parts of the World.

Send

for

Traveler.

I'aaiiKc Tirkei* by all lines of Steamers.
Cook’. Excursionist, with maps, published
1 ninthly, bv mall for ten cents.
Address,
•] rifON. COOK A MON. 107 Washington St..
mar3ld2awW&S12w
Boston, Mass,

Evening Tickets 50 cents.
Music Store.

the

Now

on

lunny
sale

at

apldlw

PORTLAND THEATRE.

H. J. BAILEY & CO.,

TWO NIGHTS-Wednesday and Thursday, April 7 and 8

OLIVER BYRON,

SUCCESSORS TO

MARRETT, BAILEY & CO.

KATE

BYRON,

the famous Comedy Drama entitled the

The laughing success of the season.
A great love story developed
Amidst shouts of laughter.
The most natural play ever produced.

the
We

Seats, 76 and 60 cents; gallery 35 cents. Sale
of seats commences Monday, April 5.
apr2dtd

do
We

MORTGAGE BONDS
7

Paying

Per Cent.

1-2
—

OB

—

cent, with Guarantee of
and Interest by the
LOMBARD INVESTMENT CO.,
0

per

Principal

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS

a corporation composed largely of substantial New England business men, and
having a PAID IP CAPITAL of $700,.
000, with a large surplus.
These Bonds are based upon selected
mortgages on Farm and City Property,
in the thrifty States of Iowa, Kansas,
Nebraska and Missouri, and are issued
in small as well as large amounts, with
interest coupons, and thus meet the
wants of all w ho desire exceptionally
safe investments. Investors wishing to
acquaint themselves with these securities and with the names of prominent
New England Banking, Charitable and
Religious Institutious having large investments in them are invited to call at
my office, 81 1-2 Exchange streeet,
w here they can obtain full information
and examine specimens of the Bonds.
Correspondence will receive careful
attention. (J per cent, with guarantee,

Onr

Carpet Department
complete with

Designs and Colorings.

exhibiting the best line

—

written by F. A. SCUDAMORE.

with special reference to the prevailing colors of
each. It is desirable to have

now

BY

INSIDE TRACK

Carpetings anil Wall Papers
Harmonize as the public well know.

SUPPORTED

—

Curtains, Window
Shades, &e., &c.

We

guarantee
as

of

7 1-2 ner cent, without guarantee.

prices

our

low

as

the lowest.

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
AXMINSTEK,
MOQUETTE,

Ronv
Bom

Tf,

exclusively our own. They are unequalled by any

in richness and permanency of color, and are the
most durable and economical paints ever profor general structural purposes. Sample,
sheetsand pamphlet “STRITTI’R-Ui DECORATION” free, by mail.
Strictly Pure Color* in Oil*, Varninhc*, etc
ROOF, CAR and BRIDGE PAINTS,
in various colors. Are especially adapted for outbuildings. barns, fences, and for iron and rough
woodwork.

Lnglisli, Lowell
Bigelow, Hartford
Higgins, Bromley

BRUSSELS,

duced

Roxbury, Smiths
Higgllls ju h]i g,a,|,.s
Lowell, Hartford

Higgins, Philadelphia
of cheap

and

largejlnes

LIGNUM
T 1

The standard and reliable Portable Hoofing, for
steep or fiat rools in any climate. Skilled labor
not required in its application.
STEAM-PIPE and
GENUINE ASBESTOS
BOILEK COVERINGS, PISTON and WICK
MILL
EIRE PROOF
BOARD,
PACKING,
PLASTIC
PAINTS,
STOVE-LINING, CEMENTS, COATINGS, ETC.
Send for Ftdl Descriptive Catalogue, Samples, etc.

of
These Goods
In Choice Patterns.

AMERICAN RUGS

T„

KITAT

SHEET OILCLOTH
OILCLOTH

ASBESTOS ROOFING.

Large Stock

ART SQUARES
FOREIGN and

lO

iCCt,

, H1.,0 E
ln

haws

aarev

perfectly free from any
injurious properties. We are now
receiving our Spiing Stock of
PAPER HANGINGS, to which we
arc

wish to call your attention.
The
“Munroc Ingrain (Cart-

ridge) Papers

a

specialty.

LORING, SHORT
& HARMON,
Congress Street.

feb25eod3m
STYLE

PIANO

FORTES

•

W. W. WHIPPLE &

Tlie above Is a cut of our Stove ami Range floor, and In Ibis department more so than in any other in
our business, we have thoroughly tested the goods before offering them to the public, and are now prepared to place the “New Tariff,” "Quaker," -First National” and “Groveland” Ranges anywhere in
New England to be subjected to the hardest possible tests that can be applied to a stove. For style,
finish, quality of iron improvements, economy in the use of fuel, and excellent working qualities, they
surely take the lead. We guarantee file sides, the tops, the ends and the bottoms against cracking for
1 year, and we warrant every stove a baker, or money refunded, and we will sell any of them for a
quarter of the amount down and the balance $5 per month until paid. We have other and cheaper
ranges In stock and sell a very nice 5 hole range with 15 inch oven, all the ware, pipe and zinc for the
bottom, and a picture for $15. Write for cuts of ranges, etc.
Chamber Sets in great variety. We have devoted an entire floor to the display of Chamber Sets in
Fine. Ash, Cherry, Mahogany and Walnut, and have 78 full and complete sets all ready for inspection,
We have marked one
78 styles, and we are determined to handle not less than 1000 sets tliis Spring.
price on Pure Fainted Sets. $1G, 818, $20 to $25; on Ash $17. $20, $25. $30 and upwards; imitation
and
solid
with
best
Sets.
Italian
Marble
$30
$25,
upwards;
Cherry
Cherry
Tops, $45 and upwards;
Solid Walnut, best Italian Marble Top, $40 and upward, lint space will not permit our explaing further. Next week shall tell you more regarding this sale which we are bound to make the grandest effort of our lives in tlie furniture business. We will just add that you may know where to buy; that
We would aljur line of Bedding is large, we having just completed a room for Feathers. 45 feet long.
io hint about Sideboards which we have in Cherry. Walnut, Mahogany, Antique Oak and Asli at prices
We would also request that you write us for Catalogue of Ice Chests and
to
from
$200.
$22
varying
Refrigerators made by tlie celebrated Belding Manufacturing Co., and called the “New Perfection,”
ind manufactured at Belding, Michigan, and of which wo have tlie exclusive sale for the entire State
if Maine. To be continued m next issue of this paper.

DONNELL

Piano Fortes of the very best make, the Hallet
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinway & Sou
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Piano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS,
114V3 Exchange St... Portland. oct20eodtap20

BUILDING,

MR. JAMES S. MAR RETT,
Would respectfully inform his friends and the
public generally, that he has associated himself

D- A- Atkinson 8l CoISAAC C.

ATKINSON,

MANAGER.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.
All orders through the mail will receive prompt attention.

NO. 24 FREE STREET,

where he wil be pleased to see all who may be In
,vant of

of Any

rortland, March 20, i860.

Description.
mar30-dim

Agent,

386 Congress St.
I FFICE 16 CAHOON BLOCK.
Eeal Estate bought, sold and exchanged. House?
t tjlet. All business personally attended to.
marl 6

codim

uilFlIIiOO
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one

Buy these goods ol

190 & 192 Middle Street.

mar30

nil

tTH

PAINTS

Final

cure

in

THE

-

HATTER.
Ho. 1!)7 Middle Street.

White Lead,
Colors, dry, in Oil,
And in Japan,
Varnishes, Oils.
Brushes. Alabastiue,
Calsom Finish,
Tube Colors,

Bronze Powders, Ac,
ill goods are of the finest quality,
and will be sold at lowest
market prices.

Photographer,
514

H. H. HAY & SON,
MAIN*:.
eotlTliS&Tu2m

!

COMESSJT., Portland.

\Ve guarantee finest of work, both in Plain and
l holographs, at most reasonable rates,
joloreil
■all and see our mammoth show of Large Plain
fehlTdtf
’holographs.

DR. E. B. REED,
Oluirvoynnl

by
twenty-eight

relief.

COE

<Uf

CAUSES* null II 111

instant

An immense stock of all the new anil
desirable novelties in semi-stiff
and
soft hats.
Parlies with very large
heads can always find a fit, as we run
sizes from 0 3-4 to 7 7-8.

For all purposes
And in any quantity.
Finest quality of Mixed
House Paints,

aprl

? ledioal Rooms 592

nud

Motnnic IMty.ician,

Portland, Mo

Congress S!„

Dr. Reed treats all elironle diseases that flesh Is
\ eir to; all eases that are given ti|> as Incurable
1 y the allopathic ami Imm.cpathlc physicians.
I
\ dll take their ease to treat mm cure them.
1 find
H hout four-firths of the eases eiven up to die can
t e cured. Kxamiualioii at a distance by Idler,
V nth their full name ami place of residence alia
oo
h. aimmutoii at (he
tl tie d f-.-n; -i ,n p am! y
€ nice s I, and consultation tree.

10

Jr litTiOi davs. and never returns. No purge,
salve, no suppository. Sufferers will learn of a
simple remedy Free, by addressing C. J. MASON.
inar25eodtim
78 Nassau St., N. Y.

HE.

ALL NEW.

ns

and save money.

who was deaf
of tlie noted specialyears. Treated by most
ists of tlie da}' with no benefit. Cured himself
in three months, and since then hundreds of othA plain, simple and sucers by same process.
cessful home treatment. Address T. s. PAGE, 128
feb23eod!2w»
East 20th St., New York City.

DrimiPOt)

SQUARE,

Very Lowest Prices.

Function Middle and Free Streets,

dt£

€0.,

Headquarter for New Englaud.
dlw-teod2m
mch30

Of Patterns
at the

H.J. BAILEY & CO.,
■

MARKET

PORTLAND.

Those refurnishing will do well to examine our
stock and make sure of getting the best at the
lowest prices.

IMUMLIM).

mar29

CHAS. L. WILLIAMS,
W. T. KILBORN & CO.,
, leal Estate and General Brokerage

21

qualities and In
Great Variety

All

•

•

PAINTS.

LI4UID

These are in every respect strictly first-class
Paints, composed of pure linseed oil and the highest grade of pigments; combined by processes

AnScan.

VELVET.’

WINDOW SHADES
FIXTURES &c.

Carpetings

J.

Stockbridge’s

....

■

KIDDEMINSTERS

with

—

7.

dJm*

TURCOMAN
SWISS LACES
MADRAS
NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES

Formerly lUnrrrll, Bailey & Co.,

eodtf

mar27

—

(HAWKEYE.)

Worcester, Homers

i

197 Middle Street.

ESTABLISHED 1831.
Best in the world.
1 Iarmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No .dis-

AT

Sl KJL'tT-^Pilgrimngv of
TInn.”

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

Ticnrnv
uvitssvis
1 At LSI
liKUSSLLS

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall Furniture and Carpet Store, 827 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.

is selling a Spring style. Silk trimmed
ind Satin lined Stiff llat for $1.00;
irould be cheap at $1.50.

I

BURDETTE.

Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address lor illustrated pamphlet,

U

Gorner Pearl and Middle Sts., Portland,

HATTER

s

I

LCI TlKi: BY JIB. B.

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.

NEW

I

eodtf

__

No. 474

Afternoons with
Afternoon.

Wednesday

usual.inar23dlw

City Hall, Wednesday Evening, April

CO.,

More
the *ho,valler IMoriijniie Co.
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,

We are

NON-ARSENIGAL

which

Evening

Saturday Evening’s

and

Saturday

and

MQCKonage uourse

CEBIT ROADS GUARMTEEB

Dm

as

As

WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.

(1(1

THE

nished at short notice.

Prices

We have tire largest and best stock in the State,
and invite the inspection of the public to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock and get prices before purchasing elsewhere.

SACCARAPPA, ME.

RESPECTFULLY inform the public that I am
I prepared to furnish White Broadcloth, Crape,
Rosewood, Walnut, Wldtewood or Pine Casketsat
the lowest prices. Having had experience in the
business, I shall manufacture many of these goods
myself, thereby giving the purchasers a reduction
from jobbers’ prices. Funerals attended I'ree of
Charge. Hearses. Carriages and Flowers fur-

Music each

by

vvtpi siTpvvs

$1

COE

Monday, Wednesday

and Wednesday and

—

&

Church Si.

Sessins from and after Mouday, March
29th, will be as follows:

—

3‘i Exchange Street.

aprl

Tiiiccpiv.

“od&\v2w

mar20

liY

PAYSON

M.

H.

FOR SALE

PARLOR,

SKATING

C'oriicr Federal and

Room Papers and Ceiling Decorations

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston

anrUKMX-Watnrm

BIJOU
6s
7s
5s
4s
6s
5s
6s
5s
5s
7s

Allen County, Ind.
Portland Water Co.,
Biddeford & Saco Water Co.,
Putnam, Conn., Water Co.,
Maine Central K. Ii.,
And other securities.

New

Manager,

Congress
Street, Cor. Brown.
°

The fame and sale of this celebrated instruction
book promise to be permanent.
Having the field
to itself, as the only first-class method, for its first
from
the publication
few years, it has not suffered
of other and really*good instructors, but continues
to sell very largely.
It is the most correct book of its class, having
been many times revised. It has also been repeatedly enlarged, and Is used by a multitude of
teachers in all parts of the country. Price $3.00.

Portland.

that have been shown In tills city for years. This
line is complete in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make a specialty
of first class work in all its branches. Plans and
estimates given at short notice. We have a large
Also the
variety of Gilt and Bronze Papers.
largest stock of common papers in the State.

STUDLEY,

Richardson’s New Method for the
Pianoforte.

teejof genuineness.

eoclnrraly

r.

IT

BUY

Tlic Best Instruction Books.

STREET,

City“ of Portland,
Chicago,
*•
Urbana, Ohio,
“
Zanesville, Ohio,
Darke County, Ohio,

MEDIUM SUPERS

499

SHURTLEFF,

We are prepared to offer the best stock of
above named goods ever shown in this city.
guarantee to sell them as low as the lowest.
Before making selections purchasers will
well to examine our styles andget our prices.
have selected our

GOODS SOLD STRICTLY FOR CASH.

mli30

TICKETS *i5 CENTS.
■For sale by W. 8. Banks, C. R. Chaffin. A. L.
Millett & Co., N. G. Fessenden, L. J. Perkins &
Reserved
Son. E. N. Perry, 1). J. Deland.
seats, 35 cents, for sale at Stockbridge’s, ThursmarSOdtd
day, April 1st.

1.1884._1anldtf

Laec

_eodtI

GOODS^CHEAP!

H.

under the auspices of the Portland Light Infantry.

—

iYIllllH.E

is

class of goods in our store has been marked
down in order to meet with a ready sale.
Remember our store and give us a call if you
wish to And some rare bargains.

N.

Monday Evening, April 5,

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 6s
6s
P. & O. R. K

Carpetings, Wall Papers, Draperies,

&c.

Positively this closing out sale will continue
only a few weeks more. We are quoting low
Every
prices in order to reduce at once.

Genuine ouly with the fac-simile of Baron Liebig’s Signature in Blue Ink across the Label.
Tlie title “Baron Liebig” and photograph
having been largely used by dealers with no
connection with Baron Liebig, the public are
informed that the Liebig Company alone can
offer the article with Baron Liebig’s guaran-

on applicaenvelopes,
*• ’n,
mentioning this
k paper. Bold
by all drug1 rvsts.
Applied by ex9
I actory, 30
Wig
VCj1}
East tilth St.N.Y
city.

J

191

JACKSON,

1st and 40tli Mass. Infantry.

In

GKAIMO UrrUKIUmiT
TO

CAPT. C. A.

_eodtf

—

Portland.

-

mar27

An iirvaluable tonic. “Isasuccess
and boon for which nations should feel grateful.”—See “Medical Press,” “Lancet” &c.

the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and b e au t i fu 1
Black or Brown. Explanatory c i r culars
;•' ut.
postpaid in sealed

(0(13111

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,

OF MEAT.

BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED

STREETS.

CONGRESS

AND

FARRINGTON,

R.

Frank C. Crocker.

Stanley T. Pullen,
decx

Lecture

With nearly 100 fine Stereopticon Views, by

FOR APRIL DIVIDE NO*.

FRANKLIN

31.

HALL.

War

HICCINSON & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

INVESTMENTS

C. IFTFLYIES,

Sale of seats commar‘29-dtd

75c.. GOe. and 35c.

Wednesday, March

ILLUSTRATED

LEE,

STORE.

NEW

FRED

prices.

a

“Old Sluice House and view of tl.e River Thames.
Flood Gates and the Rising of the

CREEN & BATEMAN.

January

we

WEAR.

goods

Call and examine

Also

MISS CORA S. TANNER.
Supported by Col. W. E. Sinn’s Brooklyn Park
Theatre Company.
New, realistic and effective Scenery.
Startling Mechanical Effects.
Produced with great outlay of expense.
£3r*See the great scenes. “Westminster Bridge
and the House of Parliament, by Night,” and

CITY

No.

PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.50 cat'll.
PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 cat'll.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
A Large Variety ef Gold Spectacles and Eye Glasses (best quality) at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each

Homan Against the World.

a

NEW YORK CORRESPONDENT*,

ARETAS

FINE LINE of GENUINE PEBBLES.

Or,

With n cast of unusual merit ami individual excellence, presenting the young emotional actress

mence

Anson.4s

a

Bu-

Alone in London

Water.”
Prices:

Private Wire to New York and Boston.

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Cold..6s
also

Robert

entitled.

Opening of the

Exchange.

HOMTON,

of

MEN, YOUNG MEN, BOYS AND CHILDREN

NECK

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT

maylC

Members of the New York Stock

SUITINGS

found in the city at lowest possible

To be

OF MEAT. Finest and Cheapest Meat Flavoring Stock for Soups, Made Dishes aud
Sauces. Annual sale 8,000,000 jars.

—--

the

To-day

Open

SPRING

RECEIVED.

STREET^-

NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.

AND

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT

NO. Ill MAINE

dtf

mar20

A Romance. By
Atai.anta in the South.
Hone, author of A Newport Aquarelle and
The San Rosario Ranch,
Cloth, 345 pp„ $1.25.
(Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland; Loring.
Short & Hannon.)
Evan Harrington. A Novel. By George Meredith. Cloth, 519 pp., $2.00. (Boston: Robfcrts
Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Mercy Philbrick’s Choice. By Helen Jackson. (H. II.) Cloth.
(Boston: Roberts Brothers:
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Hetty’s Strange History. By Helen Jackson, (H. II.) Clolh. (Boston: Roberts Brothers;
Portland; Loring, Short & Harmon.
The Prelate. A Novel. By Isaac Henderson.
Cloth, 350 pp. (Boston: Ticknor & Co.;
Portland: Loring. Short & Harmon.)
The Mill Mystery. By Anna Katharine
Green, author of The Leavenworth Case &c.
Cloth, 389 pp. (New York and London: G. P.
Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Ann a Karenina. By Count Lyof N. Tolstoi
In eigm
—Translated by Nathan Haskelj
Hole. Cloth, 773 pp.
7(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.; From tnc
i~aaia|lers j
Col. Cues wick’s Campaign. By iL. ^
Shaw, author of Castle Blair, Hector. &c. Cloth,
430 pp. $1.25. (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland: I.oring. Short & Harmon.)
The Late Mrs. Null. By Frank R. Stockton. Cloth, 300 pp. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Hannon.)

J.

o

and

MORRISON^& CO.,

n

.Maud

F1.

«j

f(ll>23

Jewelry Repaired by Workmen of Ability anti Experience. No apprentices employed.
From this date we agree upon the following schedule of prices :
$1.00
CLEANING WATCHES,
1.00
MAIN SPRINGS,.
CASE SPRINGS,..75
.10
WATCH CRYSTALS,

Historic Girl is told about E. S. Brooks. Her
name was “Woo of Hwang-ho. Frank It. Stockton brings us a little nearer home in his Personally Conducted paper. And there is another of
the New Bits of Talk for Young Folk, by Helen
Jackson (H. H.) Mrs. Burnett’s serial. Little
Lord Fauntleroy, keeps at the same high-water
mark it reached in the last installment; Horace
E. Kcudder’s George Washington carries the hero
through the campaign with llraddock. and his
subsequent military experience as commander-inchief of the Virginia forces, his courtship and
marriage. Henry Eckford shows more Wonders
of the Alphabet, each letter of which appears to
have an interesting history. Other stories and
sketches include:
Ben’s Sister, a lost-in-tliesnow by Maria I.. Pool; An Imprisoned Whale, a
natural history sketch by Edmund Collins; and
A Visit to Shakspere's School, by the Kev. Alfred Hanker. There are poems and verses by
Harlan II. Ballard, Sydney Hayre, and Caro A.
Lloyd; and pictures by It. IS. Birch, Alfred Brennan and James Monks.
The readers of Cassell’s Family Magazine for
April will gladly acknowledge that this is an uncommonly attractive number. The serial, A
Willful Young Woman, opens the number. A
short paper. Will it Itain To-morrow? comes appropriately, with a similar paper by John Burroughs and one by Prof. Abbott discussing weather wisdom in animal s and birds.
This is followed
by a description of How Kid Gloves are Made,
and this again by a short story, Hatha Chester's
Honey Moon, which won the prize in Cassell’s
Short Story Competition. A practical paper on
gardening for the month is given, followed by one
practical from the pen of The Family Docequally
tor. Then we have still another practical paper
this time on Co-operative Housekeeping. Life in
an American Boarding House is next described.
There is an interesting interesting interview with
Henry M. Stanley reported, accompanied by a
new portrait of the explorer, in which lie has
much to say of the new state of the Congo. In
tlie matter of dress we have two letters this week,
one from Paris the other from London.
Both are
tilled w ith timely hints. A paper On the Decoration of a Bedroom, has also some good advice, and
so has a chapter on The Art of Singing an English
Ballad.

able

<

oodtf

octl

CORNER

Fine Watches and

Banks and Trust
on hand.

for

dlawSly

AT MORRISON & CO’ S NEW JEWELRY STORE.

story called Sophie Conner and the Vacation
Schooty^plains the inside workings of one of
those popular and paradoxically named institutions. Henry Sandliam contributes eleven drawings illustrating both articles. A very interesting

BOOKS

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECUKITIES

with the ©PTUAEMOSCOPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye stud determining the lenses needed for their correction.

PRESENTS GIVEN AWAY

written by Mr.
chanan and

o Savings
—l Fundsconstantly
> PULLEN,CROCKER & CO, |
o Bankers and Brokers,

GEORGE

Learned and others.
H. C. Bunner'opens St. Nicholas for April with a
bright and amusing fanciful story, entitled Cas'
perl, which is illustrated by O. Herford, and by
tlie frontispiece—drawn by Leon Moran. Edward
Everett Hale tells how tlie Vacation schools in
WPTP.

Pi

We have a large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use NACHET’S TltlAE CASE, together

LADIES’ WATCH AND CHAIN FREE !

Grand production, received everywhere with
crowded houses. The new. realistic and
emotional drama of English life

186

gas.”

completes the Century series on typical dogs. The
fiction df the number comprises the third part of
The Minister’s Charge, the conclusion of Mary
lialloek Foote's dramatic uovel, John Bodewin’s
Testimony, and two slfcrt stories, one by Dr. Edward Eggleston, entitled Sister Taliea, the scene
of which is the Dunkard Convent at Ephrata,
Pennsylvania, and the time tlie middle of the
eighteenth century, and the other an amusing
Sketen by Arlo Bates, called April's Lady. Dr.
Washington Gladden contributes a thoughtful esTlie
say on Christianity and Popular Education.
poems of the number are contributed by Mrs. Celia Thaxter, Miss Winifred Howells, John V'auce
Cheney, and in Bric.a-Brao, I»v Charles Henrv
Webb,Mrs. Martha Wolcott Hitchcock, Walter

Rostnn

yi
Hi
m

Saturday, April 2d and 3

and

Friday

Bankers and Brokers
C£
u
MIDDLE STREET.

Its superior quality and absolute purity are greater attractions to the tlioughtfuUmhlic than any gift could be.
Congress Yeast Powder is endorsed for its purity and health fulness by all chemists and physicians who have examined it.
Frof. S. P. Sharpies, Massachusetts State Assayer, says : I find it to be a pure
Cream-of-Tartar and Bi-Carbonate-of Soda yeast powder, free from Alum, Lime,
Phosphates, Ammonia or any injurious ingredient.”
Frank L. Bartlett, Maine State Assayer, writes: “It contains no alum, ammonia, lime, phosphates or mineral substances of any kind. It is composed of the
best materials in the proper equivalent proportions to produce a large quantity of
marll

PORTLAND THEATRE

SWAN & BARRETT,

111

CONGRESS POWDER

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

MISCBIXANKOrs.

A DANCED TO HEALTH. cd

Philadelphia Press.
General Garland’s illness is due
Attorney
to his neglect to take sufficient exercise. We
have thought for some time past that Mr.
Garland should go out more.
A

The Macon Telegraph shows that there is
no taste for art in the South by the announcement that a genuine peach blow vase sold in
Macon the other

ONCE WOULD BE

preserve

Probably the chief regret the New Y'ork
aldermen feel is that they did not start for
Canada before it was too late.

HUCELUltnOCS.

CURRENT COMMENT.
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SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 8.

INTEREST-BEARING DEBT.

WIT AND WISDOM.
“And, oli! did 1 tell you about little Henry,
grandma? He’s got a bicycle!"
"Land alive! Well, don’t gctexelted about it.
Jest you put a big poultice of soap aud sugar on
It and change it every morning, an’ it’ll lie all
gone in three days. Your grandfather used to
have ’em every uayin’ time, regular as Juue.
They ain’t nothin’; tuey’ll do him good."
of sick headache, biliousness, con
stipation, &c., can be cured in less time, with leas
medicine, and for less money, by using Carter's
Little Liver Pills, than by any other means.
More

eases

Employer—“Here, Mr. Jones, take this ten
cents and go out aud buy yourself a cigar right
away.”
sir—what do
Clerk

(astonished)—“Why—why,

odor of
you mean? I thought you detested the
tobacco in tbe office.”
Employer—"So 1 do. f abominate It. But I've
observed tliat when a young man is smoking a
teu-cent cigar he has to stop whistling -Mikado’

chestnuts on the wrong key
with the filthy weed.”

long

as

as

Public Debt Statement.
Washington, April 1.—The following is a re
capitulation of the public debt statement issued
to-day):

he dallies

Bonds at 4Vi per cent.
Bonds at 4 per cent.
Bonds at 3 per cent
Kef unding certiflcates at 4 p. c.

aSaSl^::

04,623,512.00

Interest.

$6,671,960.91

Total.
DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.

°notes'.’a.U“..and.,egal.ten.<ier
Certificates of deposit.

$346,738,641.00

fiaKnn1927
t>,9o0,012.21

$646,617,717.27

TOTAL DEBT.

Total.$1,804,603,463.65
Less cash items available for
$210,230,128.51
reduction of the debt.
Less reserve held for redempnotes..
100,000,000.00
States
tion of United
_

$310,230,128.51

“The sablier (sand glass) Is said to have been invented in Fiance shortly be#re the accession of
Charlemagne by a monk of Chartres named I.uitpraud, the man who reinvented the blowing of
glass after the secret bad been lost for years. The
sand glass he made was the exact prototype of
all that have been made since. Charlemagne
caused a monstrous sablier to be made with the
lioral divisions marked on the outside by thin
This was the first hour-glass,
lines of red paint.
aud required to be turned only;oucein twelve hours
Early in the sixteenth century hour-glasses were
introduced into churches to regulate tbe length of
tiie sermons, elaborate stands being sometimes
erected for them.”
_

the use of Vegetino and you will
cape the unpleasant effects of spring weather.
uow

es-

Ti£mse.bt.Ie3S .aV“.?“!‘.*, A84.3V3,335.14
70,381,099.54

Net cash in the Treasury.
Debt less cash in the Treasury
1,417,992,235.00
April 1, 1886
Debt less cash in the Treasury
Mch. 1, 1886. 1,432,080,119.60
_

Decrease of debt during tlie
month, as shown by this state-

actually outstanding.
Silver held for silver certificates
actually outstanding.

Ufiited States notes held for
certificates of deposit actual-

ly outstanding

Cash held for matured debt ami

$90,775,043.00
90,122,421.00
11,92u,000.00
1

interest unpaid.
Itain signs.—Every farmer knows when swallow s
2,78*1.13
Fractional currency
fly low that rain is coming; sailors, when the sea
Total available for reduction of
gulls fly towards the land, when the stormy petrel
the
debt.
$210,230,128.51
as
are
or
Mother
chickens,
they
Carey’s
appears,
RESERVE FUND.
called, predict foul weather. Take the ants;
have you ever noticed the activity they display
Held for redemption of United
before a storm—hurry, scurry, rushing hither and
States notes, act of Jau. 14,
yon, as If they were letter carriers making six
$100,000,000.00
1875, and July 12,1882
trips a day, or expressmen behind time? Dogs NNAVAILABLK FOR REDUCTION OF THE DEBT.
grow sleepy and dull, and like to lie before a lire
chickens pick up pebbles,
as rain approaches;
828,822,637.6*
Fractional silver coin
515,343.94
fowls roll In the dust, flies sting and bite more
Minor coin.
viciously, frogs croak more clamorsusly, gnats assemble under trees and horses display restless$29,337,981.57
Total.
ness.
When you see a swan flying against the 'Certificates held as cash.
80,048,502.00
wind, spiders crowding on a wall, toads coming
76,381,099.64
Net cash balance on hand.
out of tlieir holes In unusual numbers in the evening. worms, slugs and snails appearing, robin redTotal casli in the Treasury, as
breasts pecking at our windows, pigeons coining
shown by Treasurer’s general
to the dovecote earlier than usual, peacocks
account.: $49',997,711.62
squalling at night, mice squeaking or geese washing, you can put them down as ram signs. Nearly new Torn stock ana money
alfthe animals have some way of telling the weathfBy Telegraph.]
er In advance.
It may be that the altered condition of the atmosphere with regard to electricity,
NEW YORK, April 2, 188G.—Money on call
which generally accompanies changes of the
continues easy at 2%@3%. Prime mercantile paweather, make them feel disagreeable or pleasant.
Exchange dull and steady at
per 4fg5 per cent.
4 80%. Government bonds are dull and heavy.
Railroad bonds oulet and steady. The stock markBaekaclic is almost immediately relieved hy
et closed feverish and irregular at auotations.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggrewearing one of Carter’s Smart Weed and Bellagated 309.387 shares.
donna Backache Flasters. Try one and be free
The following are to-day's quotations of Governfrom pain. Price 15 cents.
ment securities
100%
United States bonds, 3s.
New4%s, reg .112%
He was a new man in Washington, and was
11214
New 4%s, coup.
tile guest of a congressman, who hadn't been a
Now 4s, feg.128
congressman for more than a hundred years.
New 4s, coup.12b
They wereidressing for a reception,
Pacific 0s of'98.127
‘•I say, colonel," inquired the guest, aro gloves
The following New York stock market is rede rigeur?”
dally, bv private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
"Danged if I know,” replied tho congressman. ceived
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street, Portland, Me:
“Mine are kid.
Chicago & Altoh. .....140
Chicago & Alton preferred...IBB
“I have sold and am selling Athlophoros. In
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy .133%
several cases I have recommended it for rheumaErie. 25%
®9%
tism and have found it to he a good thing," says
Krio preferred
UlinolsBCentral.139
C. W. Wells, a druggist of Maynard, Mass. No
81%
Shore.
Lake
remedy can he recommended more conscienbb%
Michigan Central.
New Jersey Central. 48
tiously.
Northwestern.—
The foreign influence on art is still felt in AmerNorthwestern preferred.139
ica, and even newspapers must bow before it.
New York Central..101%
They were talking about the Bull linn eyclorama
Koek Island.
■v120
as a'work of art:
St. Paul
•'Is it really artistic?” replied the reporter.
St. Pauhprefarred.1W»
"Most decidedly,” replied the editor.
Union Pacific
J8%
“Are there any artists of merit engaged in the
64%
Western Union Telegraph
work?”
Adams Express.145
•’Merit,” replied the editor, slapping his hand
Alton & Terre Haute. 37
down on tin* paste pot. “Merit!
Well, 1 should
do pre£. VdVz
say so! Why. some of them artists can’t speak a
American Express.
word of English!”
Boston Air Line.' 97
55
Burlington A Cedar Rapids. 40
OanadaiSouthern.
Sunday Services.
Canton.
Abyssinian Church—Preaching by Kev. J. G.
Ceutral Iowa
Wilson, pastor, 3 p. m. Rev. Amasa Luring will
Central Pacific. 43
preach at 7.30 p. in.
Chesapeake & Ohio. 11
1st preferred .„
the
Church of
Messiah—(Univeralist).
Del. & ilud. Canal.
Rev. M. Crosley, pastor. Services to-morrow at
*26
10.30 a. m.. subject: Repent or Perish.
7.00,
Del., Lack. & West.
Den & liin Grande.— \4%
Drawn to Christ, All or nothing.
Ga.
V.
A
E.
Tenn..
Clark Memorial M. E. Church—Woodfords,
do ..^ ,5%
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching at 2.3o
Port Wavne.•. *47
p. m. by Kev. W. F. Berry, pastor Young people’s
& Texas. 2J%
Kansas
0.16
m.
Praise
and
at
prayer meeting
meeting
p.
Lake Erie & West.13
at 7 p. m.
__

_

__

••

Congress Square Church.—(Fiist Universallst,,) Rev. Henry Blanchard, pastor. Services at
10.30 a. m. Sunday School at 12.16 p.m.
Congress Street M. E. Church—E.T. Adams
pastor. There will be a Baptism and Reception
into church, follow ed by the Sacrament of the
Lord’s Supper at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at
TO p. m. Preaching by the pastor at 3 p. m.
Prayer and Praise Service at 7. p. m.
Chestnut St. M.E. Church.—Rev. J. W. Bashford, pastor. Communion Service and Reception
of members, 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at 1.30
p. in. Sermon on Capitol and Labor by the pastor,
3 p. m. Young People's meeting, 0 p. m. Social

Services,

7 p.

in.

First Baptist Church.
Preaching by Rev.
P. Small, D. D., pastor, at 10.30 a. ni. Sunday School at 12 m. Communion service at 3 p. in.
Social Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
First Parish Church.—(Unitarian.) congress street. Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D., pastor.
Services at 10.30 a.in. and 7.30 p. m.
First Presbyterian Church.—Williams’s
Services at 3
Hall. Sunday School at 2 p. ni.
—

A. K.

uni)

7 an

n

in

J. R. Crasser.

hv nnstrir.

Free St. Baptist Ciiurch—Preaching at 10.30
Communion
111. by pastor, Kev. A. T. Dunn.
service, at 3 p. in. Evening service at 7 p. ill.,
with an address by Mr. A. S. Green, of Colby University, on the Moral, Social and Political Status
of the Negro in tlie United States. Sunday School
at close of morning service.
Friends Meeting.—Oak St. Servlcesat 10.30
a. m. Prayer meeting 7.30 p. in. All are invited.
First Free Baptist Church
(Plymouth)
Congress St. Preaching by Kev. J. M. Bowden,
pasior. at 10.30 a. 111., subject, The Spirit of tile
Law ot Sabbath observance.
Suuday School at
12 M. Bible Heading followed by Sacrament of
at
m.
7
Lord’s
the
Simper
p.
Gospel Mission—Congress Hall. Kev. S. F.
Pearson, pastor. Prayer meeting 9 a. ni. Sabbath
school 10.30 a. in. Preaching by the pastor 3 p. m.
Consecration meeting 6.30 u. m. Season of Song
7 p. in. General Praise ana Prayer meeting 7.30
y. in. Seats free, all welcome.
High Street Church.—Kev.W. H. Fenu, I). D.
pastor. Preaching service to-morrow at 10.30 at
m. and 7 p. m.
Sunday School at 12 lit.
New Jerusalem Church,New High St. Kev
H.C.Dunham,minister. Divine worship and preach-

a.

—

every Sunday morning at 10.30
School at 12 in. The public and

ing

are

cordially Invited.

Preble Chapel.

—

a. m.

all

Sunday

strangers

»

Sunday School at 2 p. ni.
Band of
at 3 p. m.

Preaching by the pastor
MercJ Concert at 7Va p in.
dially Invited.

The

public

are

cor-

Portland Liberal F rater nit v meet in
Good Templars' Hall oil Congress street, at 10.30
a. in.
Subject for discussion will be, "Has the
doctrine of Spiritualism had any influence on the
church during the last thirty-eight years?”
Opened by John M. Todd.
Reform Club—A temperance meeting undei
the auspices of the Club will be held at tlnsr hall,
corner of Congress and Temple streets, to-morrow
evening, commencing at 7.16 o'clock. Opening
address by Chas. H. Fling, Esq.
St. Paul's Church—Corner of Congress and
Locust Sts. Kev. A. W. Little, Hector. Services
(with Sermon) 10.30 a. m., and 7.00 p. m. Sunday
School at 3 p. m.
State Street Church—Rev. F. T. Bayiey,
pastor, Services of worship with preaching at
10.30 a. in. and 7 p. m. Suuday School at 3 p. in.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—(Congregationsi.) Rev. A. H. Wright, pastor. Kev. S. K. Perkins of the West Congregational Church will
10.30 a.m., ana the pastor at 3 p. in.
preach atSchool
at 1.30 p. it. Prayer meeting at
Sunday
7 p. m.
Second Parish (Congregational) Churcii,
Congress. Cor. of Pearl St., Kev. C. H. Daniels,
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p.m., when
Air. Daniels will repeat ids sermon to working
men.
Sunday School at 1.46 p. m. Social Service
at 7 p. m.

Free
Second Advent Church.—Union
St. Preaching by Eld. Geo. W. Sederquist, of
SunSalem. Mass., at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m.
day School at 12 m. Social Service at 7.00 p. in.

Hall,

Pine Street Af. E Church.—Kev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by ltw. E. Martin of Sacarappa, sermon followed by the Sacrament. Sunday School at 2.30p.m Praise and
nraver

service at 7

D. in.

Vaughan Street Church.— Rev. D. W. f.eLacheur, pastor, l'rayer Meeting at 10.30 a. m.
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m.
Prayer
by Rev. I). B. Randall, of Kents Hill.
meeting at 7 p. m.
West Congregational Church— Rev. S. K.
I'erkins, pastor. Services at 10.30 a- m. ailtW p.
Rev. A. 11.
m.
Sunday School at 11.43 a. m.
Wright will preach in the morning. Missionary
meeting In the evening; subject: Japan.
Willikton Church, coruer Thomas and Carroll streets. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. in.
by Rev. S. B. Forbes, of Kockville, Couu. Sunday
School at 3 p. in.

financial and commercial
Imports.

Steamship Sarnia—to es mdse
to H & A Allan 14 do to Jos Lanness.
BRISTOL. Steamship Montreal—2000 boxes
tin plates 7 to Naylor & Co 900 boxes till plates
to Holder & Hevaek 1 horse 1 ass to J M Bllssard
1000 boxes tin plates to Phelps, Dodge & Co 200
to order.
LIVERPOOL.

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. April 2. 18.33.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 32 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads 90 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
_

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

are received
dailv:
Fe
Santa
Railroad.
and
92V4
Atch., Topeka
83
Eastern Railroad.
..138
it'll Telephone..
Vork and New England Railroad.
123V4
.lo pref
Flint V Fere Marquette Railroad com
do pref.. ..
Wisconsin Central.
7*4
H >t*t4»u Water Tower Co.
li-»Kir.u Land Company
"oZJr*
Mexican Central 4s..f1
& Maine Bailroad...
11»6-V*
S
;•<.
Central It V* ., *} l
Kaateni Kailroad ..
Boston & Lowell Railroad.127«J4

N.‘.v

Houston & Texas.
Lone Island.

3b

Louisville...'IS/?
Metropolitan El.16o
Hannibal & St. Jo.

25%
Northern Pacific.
do oret.. BB8/*
Gloucester Fish Market.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING, April 1.
Codfish-We quote large Georges codfish 3 25 ©
qtl for new and #2% for old; small Georges *2% ;
Bank*2% ©qtl for large and $2% for small;
at 3 00 © qtl;
dry cured do 3 25 and 3 00; Shoreshake
at?l%;
cusk 2%© qtl; haddock at $2;
do
2
75.
salt-ed
and pollock *2; slack
Boneless and prepared fish 3Va@4yhc © m for
hake, haddock and(cusk, and 4%@7%c © lb for
codfish, as to style and quality. Smoked halibut
at 7&8c © tb; smoked salmon 15c. Scaled herringlGc © box; No l and tucks 14c. Bloaters at
60c © 100.
V*'
Macjvurri— »>
quuic wajicvicu
bbl for Bs, S64S9V4 for 2s, *204*25 for Is; and
*30 for extras.
...
Fresh Halibut—Receipts liberal with late sales
of fare at 6Va and 4c t> lb for white and gray.
Herrrlng—We quote Nova Scotia large split at
4 50 p 1)11; medium 3 00; Labrador 4 00; Round
Shore 2 75.
Frozen herring 85c p 100 for Fortune Bay and
75e for Grand Manat).
Trout *11 P bbl; pickled codfish 5 00; haddock
-4Ve ; halibut beads 3Vi jtongues *5: sounds *12;
tongues and sounds 8 00; alewivcs .3 00; salmon
13 00; tins 7 00; fins and napes 4 60; No 1 shad
ouv.'-a

/«

i2 00.
Pure medicine oil at 75c p gal; crude do o2c;
blackfisli oil 52c; cod do 35437c; porgle do 27c.
Fish scrap *0 p ton; liver do *G; fresli Users at
50c p bucket.
Fish waste 834*4 p ton.

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, April 2, 1886—Cattle—Receipts 5,800; shipments 2500; steady; shipping steers at
4 004 5 25; Stockers and feeders at 2 75@4 4o;
cows, Hulls and mixed 2 00//4 00.
Hogs—Receipts 17,000; shipments 8000: rough
and mixed 3 !>u,44 30; packing and shipping at
4 2044 45; light 3 8044 35; skips at 3 00 a,3 76.
cheep—Receipts 7000; shipments 00; market is
steady; natives 3 00a5 85; Texans at 2 75//4 20.
Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
VKW YORK. April 2, 1886.—Flour market—
3493
Receipts 15,016 unis; exports 22117 bbls and
sacks; market dull and depressed; sales 13,000

’’nun

quotations—No 2at2 2042 90; superfine

Western and State at 2 8043 30; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 2543 70; good to
choice do at 3 7545 40; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 6 0046 25; fancy do at
at 6 80 « 6 40; common to good extra Ohio at 8 2o
a5 25; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 2o@
6 35; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
«
4 7545 10; choice to double extra do at 5 1o
5 SOrlncluding 1300 bbls city mill extra at 4 8O4
4 85; 1300 bbls fine do 2 2042 90; 400 bbls suat 3 26
perfine at 2 8043 30; 900 bEls extra No 2
43 70; 3.800 bbls winter wheat extra at 3 2ou
30.
3
at
2540
extra
Minnesota
bbls
4900
Southern flour steady {common to fair extra 3 3;.//
is
Flour
GO.
do
3
8046
Rye
choice
to
3 75;

6'35;

good
15,400 bush; exports
steady. Whenf-Receipts
and “/s®6/*
44 340 bush; spot lots shade stronger
No 2 MU. Spring at
185.000
sales
spot;
higher;
state at
1
Red
No
91V4c;
94Vic; No 2 Chicago
Barley
1 ol; No 1 White at 9<ic. Rye steady.
active,
and
moderately
shade
higher
Coro
dull
sates

73/iSH busb ;
receipts 12.6tK> bush; exi)orts
ele V No 2
102.000 bush spot; No 2 at 40a.46 Vsc
®
k™.
White at 46 q46-Ac. Oats
132 000
bush.sales
ceipts 35,150 bush jexnorts
Whlteat 89®
bush spot; No 3 at
at 40c,
White
No
39V2C; No 2 at 30%@36%c:
2^
Mixed Western at 37443c; do White
G at 64
*lagar
|steady,
White State at 40442c
BxtiaC » ,»c,
GVsC;Extra C at 6Vi@5l4c;A White
(,V4c; Oft A at 5 AC,
Yellow at 4% 45c; Mould
b 3d be, Con
standard A at o 13 10c; granulated
6%c, nowfee A at 6 VaO; cut loaf and crushed at
Perole-Cubes 6 7-16c
dered at
dull.
Talloiv
—united 71 Vic.
j mis 10 ,00,
active and steady; old mess quoted
better
Beef is
new 10 50410 75.
Western
Arm;
Buuer
A.
8.
Continent; •80for
at 15®33c ;State 18®35e; Elgin creamerj'34®35.
Cheese is in fair demand; State at SVi^HVic,
—

351fe<ji30c,do

eg&OUg;

lOVsalOVic.
□Freights steady; wheat
Western

7
d

8
8
8
8
8

3.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
FRIDAY, April 2.
Arrived.
via
Steamship Sarnia, tBr) Gibson. Liverpool
Torrance

Halifax, with passengers and mdse to D
&Co.
Steamship Montreal, (Br) Bouchette, Liverpool
via Halifax, with passengers and mdse to D Tor
ranee & Co.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse
to J B Coyle.
XT„
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch B W Marse, Reed, Norfolk—coal to Maine
,,

...

C8ch C

B Church, Coleord, Norfolk—coal to Me

C

Sch Normandy, Wyman, Philadelphia—coal tc
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Hattie E King, Collins, New York—coal tc
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Vineyard, Rosebrook, Perth Amboy—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sch race K Green, Seward, New York—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sch A B Perry, Look, Salem.
Sch Magnet, Beal, Jonesport.
Sch More-Light, Webster, Calais for New York.
Sch Alexander, Bryant, Machias for Boston.
..

_

meat.
$14,087,884.00
STATEMENT OF CASH IN TREASURY AVAILABLE
FOR REDUCTION OF THE DEBT.

Gold held for gold certificates

J.7

MARINE_NEWW.

11.^5,000.00

destroyed.
Principal....

ALMANAC.APRIL

J
J
d
3

Height;-.};;; gKSiS

22’i??’nfano
90,776,643.00

Cold certificates.
Silver certificates.
Fractional currency,less $8,878,934.00, estimated as lost or

...

...

®5’<mZ’nnR«R
204.09o.b5

Principal.

Ap

Apl
Gallia .New York.. Liverpool
Apl
Ethiopia.New York Glasgow
..Ap
Westernlaml.New York..Antwerp
Wisconsin.New York Liverpool—Apl
-Apl
Nonnandie.New York..Havre.
Apl
Werra.New York..Bremen
Kliein.New York..Bremen..—Apl
Britanle .New York..Liverpool...-Apl
Ap
Gellert.New York.. Hamburg
Sarnia.Portland.... Liverpool... Apl
New Orleans.New York..Havana.Apl
Suevia.New York..Hamburg..- Apl

SINCE
DKBT ON WHICH INTEREST HAS CEASED
MATURITY.

•••

correspondent of tbe Boston Transcript says:

City ol Richmond New York..Liverpool

MINIATURE

MISCELLANEOUS-_

STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

FROM

Total.#1,262,613,786.47

Total

Begin

no
-15.06O.oo

$1,792,567,044.63
Principal...
12,036,419.12
interest.

Scott’s Emulsion of Pure Cod LivI» preer Oil with Hypophosphltes
scribed by.physicians all over the world. It is a
remakifble remedy for Consumption, Scrofula
aud wasting diseases, and is very palatable.
A

737,760,800.00

8AILINC DAYS OF

3%d.
r-HK'ACO
anril
2. 188(1.—Flour is quiet;
85; Wisconsin at
Winter Wheat
4 B5; Michigan at 4 o0®4 701aPr.o-8nidents
3 70 K4 00; Minnesota bakers 3 50@4 60 .patents
4 60.5 5 00; low grades 2 00@8
d
3 30®3 60. Wheat llrm; April at 7b%@77c ,No
34%@36yaC.
Spring 76% 5,79c. Corn is quietd at
at 66c.
Barley
Oats dull at 29c. Rye dull; No
Laid
nominal; No 2 at 60c. Fork active at 9 30. shornstronger at 5 92 V2. Iloxed meats steady
tiers 3 8r>(a3 GO; short ribs at 5 30; short clear at
steam

140®5

0&i.,5y2,7?'<qSo2

5 55 a 5 GO.

Receipts—Flour, 10,000 bbls; wheat. 10,000
bush; com, 111,000 bush; oats, 70,000 busu„ije,
0,000 bush; barley, 27,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 10,000 bbls; wheat, 10,000
bush: corn, 30,000 hush; oats, 45,000 bush; rye,
0,000 hush; barley, 11,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS,
April 2, 1886.—Flour is dull;
XXX 3 00®3 15; family 3 2553 35; choice 3 80®
3 Oo; fancy at 4 30 54 40: extra fancy at 4 60®
4 90; patents at 6 loses 40. Wheat is dull; No 2
Red at 88t4c. Corn higher ;No 2 Mixed at 33%@
33yac. Oats ttrm; No 2 Mixed 30y2e. Rye tirm.
Receipts—Flour. 00,000 bbls; wheat, 6,000 bu;
corn. 49,000 busli; oats, 4,000 hush; rye, 0,000
bush, barley 0,000 hush.
Shipments—Flour, 8,000 bbls; wheat 0.000 bu;
corn,51.000 busli; oals 1,000 busli; rye, 0,00 bu;
barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT, April 1, 1«86.—Wheal—No 1 White
88c; Mch Ked 89%c; No 2 Ked 88c.
Receipts, 2,000 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, April 2, 1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 8 11-16C.
MOBILE. April 2, 1886.—Cotton is quiet; mid
dlijg 8%c.
SAVANNAH, April 2, 1886.—Cotton is quiet;
middling 8«/sc.
CHARLESTON, April 2, 1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 8y»c.
is quiet;
MEMPHIS, April 2, 1880.—Cotton
middling 8*4 c.___
European Markets.
By Telegraph ]
LI V Kit POOL, April 2, 1886. Cotton marketstead v ; uplands 6u; Orleans 5 1-16d; sales 10,000
bales'; speculation and export 1000 bales.

Cleared.
Sch Loriug C Ballard, Bearse, Nortli Bootlibay,
to load for Phliadelphia-J Nickerson & Soil.
Sch Gamecock, Robinson, Calais—N Blake.
SAILED—Barques Ella. Samuel B Hale, Hecla;
schs Nellie J Diusmore, Mary E Oliver, A Hammond, LoringC Ballard. Bill Stowe, Z Sherman,
Freddie L Porter, and the coasters which put in
for

a

harbor.

Launched—At Bootlibay 31st, from the yard
of Win Adams & Soil, schr Caroline Vaught, 78
tons, owned by J C Poole and others of Bootlibay,
and to be commanded by Capt S M Reed. To be
employed in the fishing business.
The new fishing schr Lilia B Feriiald, of Portland, about 76 tons register, was launched from
Hodgdon's yard same day. She is owned by
Capt E C Fernald. (who is to command her,) Sargent, Lord & Skilliu, and others of Portland.
FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Sid fra Hiogo Apl 1, ship Sachem, Bartlett, for
Portland Me.
Ar at Singapore Apl 1, ship Francis B Fay, Pettlgrove, Philadelphia, (lost mate overboard.)

Memoranda.
Brig Mary C Haskell, Oliver, Irom Philadelphia

Cardenas, arrived at Delaware Breakwater 1st
with loss of an anchor in the bay. She was sup
plied with one at Lewes.
The hull of the wrecked brig Emily 1 Sheldon
has been burned to save the iron and copper.
The hull of sclir Hannah E Shubert is to be
burned to save the iron.
for

Fishermen.
Dutch Island 1 st, sell Lizzie Maud, from
Portland bound south.
Ar at

Domestic Pores.
GALVESTON—Ar 31st, sell Benj B Church,
Baltimore.
Kelley,
MOBILE—Cld 31st, sell H J Cottrell, Haskell,

Apalachicola.

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 1st, sell St Johns, Gilmore, New York.
Ar 1st, sell Lois V Chaples, Weaver, New York.
CHAKLESTON—Cld 1st, sell Genevieve, Ha,.

ley, Weymouth.

...

Ar 1st. barque Lizzie Carter, Carter, Baltimore;
sell A H cross. Henderson, Philadelphia.
WILMINGTON-Cld 1st, sell William Deming,
Hodgdon. luagua.
WILMINGTON. DEL-Below 1st, sell Jennie
Lockwood. Poland, from Galveston.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Cld 31st, sell William O
Snow. Handy. Newport News.
BALTIMORE-Ar 31st, sell Helen II Benedict,
Malison, Boston.
Ar 1st, barque Mary G Reed, Warren, Cliarles-

t0pHILADKLPHIA^Chl

31st, sell Everett Webster, Whitmore. Boston; Etna, York, Portland.
Ar 1st, brig U B Cleav s, Charlson,Cardenas;
sells Jennie Lockwood, Poland, Galveston; Abhy
S Walker, Dobbin, Vinalliaven; Jas A Garfield,
Woodbury. Havana.
Cld 1st, schs Carrie E Woodbury, Burns, Portland ; Joint Bourne, Thompson, Salem.
Ar 2d. barque St Cloud, Barstow, Bavbadoes;
sell Sarah L Davis, Kneeland, Wilmington, NC.
Below, brig Henry B Cleaves, Charlson, from
Cardenas; sell Jas A Garfield, Woodbury, front
Havana.
At Delaware Breakwater 1st, barque Miranda,
Coruett. from Sagua; brig Etta Whitmore, Wright
from Cardenas.
NEW YOKK~Ar 1st, barques Sami H Nicker-

son, Eaton. Iloilo; Goodell, Hagan, Hamburg;
sell Emile McKown, Bradley, Sail Andreas; It D
Bibber, Pinkham, Norfolk; Minnie A Bousall,
Dodge, Darien; Dora Matthews, Brown, Pensacola; Col MilUken. Duntou, Maracaibo 22 days;
C L Mitchell. Frost, Caibarieti.
Ar 2d, oarque R A Allen, Tarr, Matanzas; sell
O M Marrett. Wylie, Ragged Island.
Cld 1st, sells Trenton. Stanley, Frovidence; Jas

R Talbot, Crocker, StFierre; Yankee Maid,
Pinkham, Boston; Anita, Small, Fernandina.
Passed the Gate 1st, barque Bene or Oregon, Tm
New York for Saigon; brig Hyperion. Amboy for
Portland; Kodiak, do for Batli; sells Jas S Lowell
for Boston; Trenton, fin Hoboken for Providence;
Mary A Rice, Elizabetliport for Salem; Annie l.ee
go for Warren; David Faust, Port Johnson for
Boston; Enterprise, do for New Bedford; Yankee
Maid. Amboy lor Boston; G M Porter, New York
for Salem.
PERTH AMBOYK-Ar 31st. schs Inez, Baker,
and Ann Eliza, Bishop. New York; G M Porter.
Johnson, do.
Sid Men31, brig Hyperion, Foss, Portland; sell
J L Newton. Stover, Boston.
Sid 1st, schs Inez. Baker, and A li Eliza, BishAnnie
op. Boston; G M Porter, Johnson, Salem;
8 Murcli, Murcb, and S J Watts, Watts, do; Effle
Fernandina.
J Simmons. Bulger,
PROVIDENCE—Sid 1st, sell C B Paine, Hillyard, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVIiN-Ar 31st, sell J W Drury.
Baker, Norfolk for Boston.
Returned, sell Melissa D Robbins.
■ w„<in/ni

zil.i

1

HI

...

unllo

WiukI

Wfi'JII Irl-

ing, Boekport, to load for Charleston.
Ar 2d, sells HC Hlgginson, Kales, Cardenas;
Carrie Strong, Strong, Savannah; Alice Montgomery. Lavender, Weehawken.
Sid 2d. barque Skobeleff; brig Sullivan.
SALEM—Sid 2d. schs Ira Bliss, NY for Hurricane Island, B L Eaton, fm Calais for New iork;
Helen Thompson; from Thomastou for do; Ida
Hudson, Boston for Hockland: \ iola Mav, Bed
Beach for Philadelphia; City of Augusta, Boothbay for Washington.
GLOUCESTER—Sid to 2d, sch Elva E Pettengill. Dodge, from Boekport for Camden, NJ ; Ida
Hudson, Boston for Boekport; Addle Wessels,
and Victory, «.o for do: Mary Eliza,do for Winterport; Daniel Webster, do for Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH-Sid 1st. sells Lizzie Guptill,
for
Smith, Rockland; John S Case, Falkiiighani.
Jonesport; T A Stuart, Kelley, do; H Curtis, HasD
Musquash
Isle;
Kelley,
Deer
kell,
Sawyer,
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 2d. schs Railroad, from
Boston for Portland; Win H Green,do for Belfast;
Lady of tlie Ocean, Peterson, do for Kockland;
Florida, Ames, Eastportfor Lynn.
Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Melbourne Feb Hi, barque Estella, Avery, Newcastle, NSW.
At Melbourne Feb 25. ship Hotspur, Warlaud,
from Boston; barques Gerard C Tobey, Baker, fm
Puget Soung; Geo S Homer. Perry, from Gottenbu u: Western Belle. Bray, unc.
At Auckland, NZ, Mch 2d, Darque E O Clark,
Stahl, from Melbourne, for Wliougorea; Annie
Beed, Crowell, from and for New York.
At Hong Kong Feb 27, ships Carondelet. Stetson, McNear,Frost; C F Sargent,Atherton; Emily
Great Admiral, Thompson;
F Whitney, Rollins;
and Wandering Jew,
John Currier, Bletheu,
Nickels, unc; Southern Chief, Boss, do; Hecla,
Day, for San Francisco; barques C P Dixon,
Keene, for Callao; Edw Kidder, Griffin, for Portland, O; Edwin Beed, Cates; Hiram Emery, Gorham, and Biclid Parsons, Thorndike, unc.
Ar at Shanghae prev to Mch 31st, ship Belle of
Bath, Nichols, Sydney, NSW. St Patrick.
CampSid fm Calcutta Mcli 10, ship
bell, New York.
Passed St Helena Mch 2d, barque Sand D Callton. Freeman, from Hong Kong for New Yolk.
Sid fill Rotterdam Mch 28, barque F L Grierson, Shields, E.
At Barbaboes Mch Hi, barques Hattie G Dixon,
Yates, from New York; Nellie Smith. Wallace,
and S B Lyman, Pinknam, from Buenos Ayres;
Florence, Carter, from Boston; schs Benj Cromwell, York, from Buenos Ayres; Alzena, Coffin,
from Portland.
Cld at (Juaeo, NB, 30th, sch Ulrica B Smith,
Sawyer, New York.
Cld at St John, NB, 1st inst, sch A E Willard,
Jones, New York.

warm

Re-

bath with Cuticura

TREATMENT.—A
Soap, and single application of Cuticura,
This repeated daily,
the great Skin
a

Cure.
with two or three doses of Cuticura Resolblood
vent the New Blood Puriller, to keep the
cool, the perspiration pure and uuiiritating, the
bowels open, the liver and kidneys active, will
Isorispeedily cure Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm,

asis, Uehen, Pruritus, Scali-Head, Dandruff and
and Pimply Huevery Species of Itching, Scaly
mors' of the Seal* and Skin, when the best physifail.
remedies
and
cians

ECZEMA ON A CHILD.
Your most valuable Cuticura Remedies have
done my child so much good that I feel like saying
this for the benefit of those who are troubled with
skin disease. My little girl was troubled with
mediEczema, and I tried several doctors and
cines. but did not do her any good until I used the
cured
which
her,
speedily
Remedies,
Cuticura
for which I owe you many thanks and many

nights

of

B0SSMIEB, Edinburgh, Ind.

TETTER OF THE SCALP.
I was almost perfectly bald, caused by Tetter
of the top of the scalp. 1 used your Cuticura
cured
remedies about six weeks, and they
my
hair is coming back
scalp, perfectly, and now my
was.
as thick as ft ever
d
J. P. CHOICE, Whitesboro’, Texas.

COVERED WITH BLOTCHES.
ResolI want to tell you that your Cuticura

gthree

bottles of

Kesolventr I,

-s

perfectly

La.
23 St. CHARLES St., New Orleans,
dineasen.
bent for itching
Cuticura
(me Of our customers says your
lie can find for itching ol
Remedies are the best
no rebel
found
and
the skin He tried aU others
untlUie
0.
Rising

iise^yourSi

SuN,
5S

Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticura,
bj
S(lvp, 25cts.: Resolvent, *1.00. Prepared
Boston
the Potter Drug and Chemical Co.,
diseases.”
Skm
Cure
to
“How
for
Mass. Send
am a

I* I

els.

Blackheads, Skin Blemishes and
Soap.
ill I'I.ES,
Baby Humors, use Cuticura

’»■

UO IP L IKE OIL AKD II IKE t(
the famished of old is a Cuticura
a-wti-Patv plaster to the aching
and back, the weak and palnfu
and hacking
kmuscles, the sore chest and
ache ,n
i__Boongh. and every pain
dally toil. 25c. Everywhere.

^des1

s;W*w2w

want

selling the
^

best 50 cent tea

“A letter-carrier has his ups anil downs
as every one else has, I suppose,” said one
of these messengers of Uncle Sam the
other day, in speaking of his experiences,
“but take it all in all I would rather be a
carrier at $1,000 a year than a clerk at
$1,200. In the first place our position is
assured as long as we are honest and attentive to our duties, and then we have our
little perquisities that net us more than
people generally think. I used to have a
route along Beacon street near the Public
Gardens, and it was a very cold Christmas
indeed when the rich nobs didn’t remember me to the extent of $300 or $400. For
letters that brought good news I have often
been given crisp $5 notes from the pleased
recipients. And then the little romances,
and sometimes deep disappointments and
heart-burning that we know of! I shall
never forget the pale, anxious face with
which an old millionaire used to greet me
every morning for a long time, as he opened the door himself in answer to my
whistle, and nervously reach for his letters. His hands would tremble as he tore
open the envelopes, and then would come
a long sigh of relief when he found there
At last there came a
was no bad news.
letter that blanched his face whiter than
the paper on which it was written, and
he fell down senseless all in a heap at my
feet. I helped to carry him up to his
room, but never saw him again. Pretty
soon a new family moved into the house.
It was some financial trouble, I suppose,
and the letter had brought ruin to the old
gentleman, who had a big family to sup-

Wanted_Unruly

In

rritrn

for Mackey’s Encyclope-

of

9

31-1

m,

to

WANTED—Dress

W'

VI*'ANTE D—Agents to sell fruit trees and
W other nursery stock; salary and expenses
paid outfits free. Address, stating names of ref;
M V- B. CHASE, Augusta, Maine. 31-4
erences
few lady copyists. Address in
handwriting, P. 0. llOX 1136,

ow*
WANTED—A

a new

frame

ironing to call and try our work. We have
secured the services of oue of the best laun-

hist

school and churches,
terms easy. Ii. quire

Gorham,

of

beviiriat™»iTr?iri
DANIEL DOL GLASS,

Maine.___*~3
a»

try. ground

B. DALTON &
cubator holding 250 doz. eggs. C.
CO, 27 Preble St., Portland, Me._31-1
OR SALK—The freighting sloop Island
Belle witli tlie good will of the business;
S. YORK,
been established for 5 years. CAPT. 8.
Peaks Island, Me._30-4

SAL E-Hard wood from bobbins, only
sfi.00 per cord; delivered; telephone 609.
C. W. YORK, GO Commercial St.30-4
SALE OR RENT.-Two-story frame
house at Deering Centre, two minutes walk
from horse cars; coutalus 13 rooms, suitablewfor
ill
stable,
one or two families; good w ater and
sell on easy terms or rent. Applv to chaw. c.
BROWN. Deering Centre, or FRANK 1 .BROWN,
24 Plum St.
_Ju~‘
SALE.—A good horse, five years old
this spring; all sound and kind, good style
inand a good roader. For further particulars
quire of A. H. PARKER, 14 Merrill street.

FOR

FOR

FOR

Y A CH tT Th is'<5 ffie e.

_____

SALE—Peaks Island Battling House,
dresses m the State. All work done by hand-no FOR
with bathing suits, boats, etc., with the good
maenfrerv Lace Curtains and Pillow Shams
C.
the business. No. 60 Commercial St.
a

sneolaltv

will of
W. YORK.30-4

W

TCOR SALE—First-class stock of Millinery
JP and Fancy Goods in a flourishing town near
Portland. No old goods, no competition. Grand
chance to add Dry Goods; fine store; good trade;
Particulars of A. D. SWEETSIR.
low rent.
Bleacher, 544 Congress St.29-1

No oharge for unsatisfactory work,
called for aiufdelivered E H. sisE Eu39*1
reka Laundry, No. 16 Temple street.
ANTED.—We have a place for a few active
men of pleasing address to solicit orders
for copying and enlarging pictures. We will pay
percentage lor tlie first month; after
age, previous
that stateS salary. Address,
A
occupation and reference, F. A. MILLETT
CO., Mechanic Fails, Maine.30-1

cfoods

“liberal

giving

to know that Mrs. Dr
Sherman still remains at 42 South street,
joints and inof
corns,
outgrowing
in treatment
joints a specialty.
growing nails. Outgrowing
without extra
desired
if
residence
at
Will call
Corns removed for 25 cents. mar30-l

WANTED—Ladies

charge.
VTf ANTED—Protestant'girl

to assist in general housework and the care of children.
39-1
PLACE,
Apply at No. 8 FARRINGTON
I, AV ANTE D.—A capable girl for geneneral housework. Reference required.
Apply- at 323 SPRING ST.50—1

W

Gilt

SALE—By Auction, Saturday, April 3,

lot
at 12 o’clock noon, Slate Roof Stable
FOR
52
St., Corner Danforth St., to be removed.
on

High

29-1

-----SsSALE—Cows; two milch cows for sale,
aged five years. T. FARDON,

1XOR

Gorhain^Me.

OR EXCHAWOE-A desiraon one of the
in one of the
popular
with
a
large farm confinest villages In Maine,
nected; also a splendid spring of mineral water,
second to none in the State. For particulars, address WM. LYDSTON, 120 Lisbon street, Lewlston, Me._33-4

ing trade preferred.
HILL & CO., 199 Chambers St., New

York._29-2

WANTED—A

F. SHAW, Junction of York and PleasautStreets.

good woman for general
housework wanted; work light. Address
a

WANTED—Help;

A

K

Prpss

29-1

Oftififi.

WANTED—Every gentleman

wanted to do genJ. B.
out.

girl
miles
eral housework;
WANTED—Swedish
THORNTON.
six

Searboro.24-2_
who has

apiece

gentleman
intends to buy such, to be made
of cloth,
WANTED—Every
overcoat
nice
pants, at
into
or

spring suit,

a

a reas-

or

onable price, to go to FRED W. GROSSTUCK,
Tailor, 260 Middle St.10-4

Avenue,
the M. C. R. It. Station. The premises may be examined, and terms of sale made known upon apALEXplication to the proprietor at the house.
ANDER HAN NAH:_19-3

SALE—Eggs for hatching, from pure
bred poultiy, viz: Plymouth Rock, Houdau,
Pekin Ducks eggs *1 per setting; Wyandottes,
Dark Brahmas and Black Cochins $2 per setting;
Excellent
9 duck eggs per setting, all others 13.
stock. Address H, 431 Congress St., Portland.

FOR

tULE-A brick house; location unexfavorable;
In forenoon
gas
Sebago
16-3
at No 2 GRAY ST., corner Park St.
OR SALE OR TO LET-House No. 259
Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inqulreof JOHN
P. HOBBS, 3 OMarket St._l-tf

FOR
ceptionable; terms very
water. Can examine
and

carload of good working oxen for sale
Tuesday, April oth, 1886, at Allen’s Corner,
in Westbrook, Me. All In want of a good bargain
N. A. TKAFION.
call early.
d3t*

lady about to marry,
every lady or gentleman intending to
themselves with a
a journey, to

The well known Bath Hotel, in Bath,
Maine, is for sale upon favorable terms.
For further information apply to
J. H. HUMPH BEYS, Treas.,
Bath Savings Inst., Bath, Me.

WANTED—Every
go

on

provide

Lined Leatlierom Trunk” and have their
Send for
taken safely without mussing.
LEATHEROID
illustrated circular to the
febl5-3m
MANUF’G CO., Kennebunk. Me.

“Steel

ipparel

one to know that the

ele-

WANTED—Every
gant STEEL LINED LEATHEROID TRUNKS,
the LEATHEROID MANUFACmanfuactured

by
TURING CO., Kennebunk, Me., are the lightest
strongest and bests trunks hi the world, wardrobe trunks for ladies and gentlemen; sample
trunks for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for illustrated cir-

_janl5d3m

,,ular.

PllilWMTEII
One who is a Firston
Class workman
Pants.

ALLEN & CO.,
No. 204 Middie

A medium sized convenient
rent, in a central location.
Address with terms.
N. F. A., Press Office.

fel>4__dtf

Coat-

Class

First

Im-

wanted

makers

HOTEL FOR SALE.
ixar4_d*m

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Cottage

for sale on Great
Chebeague Island.
Lots

ALLEN & CO.,
204 Middle Street.
_emKit_

DESIRABLE property, located at Dunstan’s
Corner, West Scarboro. 9 miles from Saco, 3
miles from Pine Point Beach, 1 mile from Depot:
stable, and
consisting of 2-story house, ell and
store with post office in store, and 20 acres of excellent tillage laud; will be sold together or separately; would be a desirable summer residence,
without store. Apply to

A

N. S.

GARDINER,

Portland

Exchange St,

No. 40

F.

W.

OR

—

DRESSER,

(OWNER), WEST SCARBORO.

d2w

mar23

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
Machine Shop, Toth anil

Machinery,

RIDDEFORD, MAINE.

Shop and Power to Rent.
Swing 2 feet,

Latties,
Inch
Planer,
CONSISTING
feet;
Saunder’s Pipe Cutting Machine, with
of 7

one

20

1

turns 17

x

6

feet: I

Taps

and

Dies; 2 Upright Drills, Centering Machine,
Chucks. Bench Vises. Lathe Tools, Taps and Dies.
Reamers, Chucking Drills, Arbors, &c., &c. All
in running order. The only repair shop In Biddeford and Saco. A line business opportunity for
some cue. Apply to

R. H. INCERSOLL,Treasurer,

room

ing

FACTS.
Tlie question often asked—how does Murdock's
Liquid Food compare with other foods and tonics?
We refer to Dr. S. W. Abbott’s report for 1886.
He is the State inspector of foods for Massachusetts.

quiet family,
Address, (riv-

a

referenceibl^M^N^JTesstlfflce._2-1

LET—In Boston. If you want a nice quiet
room when vou come to Boston, for a day or
8
week, call on or address, MRS. MORTON,
at
Briggs Place. South End, off Shawmut Avenue
242, Boston, Mass.14
LET-A front room, furnished, up one
flight, excellent bath room accommodations.
or
is
a good large room for two gentlemen
This
gentleman and wife; will be let with or without
board. For further particulars, *nquin at 10b
PARK STREET, (Park St, Block.)_ 11

TO

TO

LET-A convenient furnished room 114
31-1
OX FORD ST., at a reasonable rate.

Murdock’s Liquid Food. 14.10

1.97 16.45
0.42
any. 54.87 52.16 23.74
Valentine’s. do. 28.67 22.62 11.09
Johnston’s. do. 20.13 47.16 3.30
Delacre’s. do. 56.12 60.56 29.24
Food contains 14.10 per cent,
Murdock’s
of albumen; ail the other foods do not contain any.
Common food does not contain over one per cent,
that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85; the other
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per cent.
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
matter. The others contain from 3.80 to 23.74

Liebig’s...Not

Liquid

1H|ii

alcoholic extracts 1.9 T.
0s u,cy coutam
preparations are all TONIO®-

TO
two
Murdock’s Liuuid Food
person wishing
These facts S^wSw
westmaking
foods and preparations
ROOMS—Any
pleasant chambers, without board,
excelsa!l*Suer
horse
and
mood and cleansing tlio system of disease.
part of tlie city, good locality,
one

or
m

in

near

ern

steam cars, please address E., Press Office.

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.
Endorsed for its Purity and Healtlifulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
“I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency.”
BICHARD C. STANLEY, A. M. Pli. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State uissayer of Maine from ’75 to ’83.

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS
nrnidly.

F. O. PIERCE & CO.’S

BUSINESS CHANCES.
STOBE—First-class drug store in
desiraBoston, on great thoroughfare; very
ble location; doing a nice business; fine stock
will
and
outs
no
and fixtures: elegant fountain;
than invoice.
be sold to settle an estate $600 lets
2G7
AGENCY,
Apply to ADAMS’ DRUGGISTS
Washington St., Boston.
_-*-1

DBU«

MALE-One of the
country drug
of
stores in the State of Mass., in a live town
COCO population; small competition; rent only
an average busand
doing
a
licensed,
$160 year;
price
iness of $100 a week; owner obliged to sell;
to ADAMS DRUGGISTS
$2000 cash.
Apply
31-4
Boston.
AGENCY, 2G7 Washington St.,
best

FOB

Have you
LA BO K
NIGHTIt OF
smoked anv of those union made cigars
that A. I.. MILLETT & CO. are selling for Gets.?
—

MS HflUlJUt

COEEECTOBN—Wanted,

collection of 800 to 1200stamps;
STAMP
Address, giving price,
in U. S.

one

EVER USED
n
■ V These. Paints
are composed of the best Zine and
Lead pigments, ground in Pure Linseed. Oil to meconeistency touseunder
the brush. Their great fineness and
density of body forms a firm glossy surface, more
durable and permanent in color than can be pro*
duced by any process of hand mixing.
Every package is sold under our positive guarantee of purity, and to repaint any job upon which it
has been used and failed to do good serrioe.

|

_

If not for sale in your town send to our whole
sale agents.
w
HT. II. HAY & SON, Portland, W«.
mar20
is hereby given, that the
subscribers have been duly appointed Executors of tile Will of
JOSEPH ILSLEY, late ol Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and have
taken upon themselves that trust as the law
directs, and I have appointed Lewis Pierce, of
Portland, my Agent or Attorney in the State
All persons having demands upon
of Maine,
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
STILLMAN ILSLEY, of New York, N. Y.,
DAVID T. ILSLEY, ol Chelsea, Mass.,
Executors, or to
LEWIS PIERCE, ol Portland, Me.,
Agent or Attorney.
Portland, March 16,1886. mar27dlawS3w*
__

__eod3m

Notice

Box

preferred.
1757, city.

a

good

strong
A. B.,
3u-a

nr A M'rii'n

Ira S. Locke.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDIN6.
Jan22d3m
NOTICES.

NOTICE.

COPARTNERSHIP
formed

AGENTS

TO

LET.

LET—Store and chambers in block corner

TO
Congress and Centre streets; the store 40x
40
by Mr. Pine, with large

feet, now occupied
basement if desired. Also chamber of same size,
with entrance from Congress St., a desirable location for a tailor or any bustuess requiring good
light: chamber will be divided into offices; see
plans at store. Also chamber 20x40 In third story
window
fronting on Congress St., with large bay
and sky-llglit; an extra sky-light can be made if
dressmaker
desired; excellent room for an artist,
etc. Please enquire of ELuER &

DOUGLASS^.

LET—Tenement of nine rooms, sunny,
modern conveniences, good neighborhood,
location central. Apply to A. S. FI LLEB, 96

TO
Elm

St.__2-1

tenement

St.,
upper
TOof live rooms,Spring
sunny and in good repair with
at 311 SPRING ST., from 10
LET—On

an

large yard. Apply
a. m.

to 4

p.

W

m.

and ROBERT M. READ (M. I). Harvard 1876),
Evan. House, No. 175 Trem.nl 81., Bo».
ton.
References given. Consultation free, sen
Office hours, 11 A*M*to4I\M.
for pamphlet.
(Sundays and holidays excepted.) febl3eodly

notice.

tenement,
per

LET—No. 30 Green St.,

upper
six rooms, modern conveniences, $13.60
TO
the
month.

Apply

_91-1

premises.

on

LET—Summer Cottages on Little Diamond
Island, furnished or unfurnished. Inquire
of A, M. SMITH, Portland Pier.25-2

TO

the first of April, a desirable
6 rooms at 67 Hanover St.
MARKS, 97Vs Exchange St.

TOupLET—From
stairs rent of
to WM. M.
Apply

_mai'24-tf

papers of Ed-

person
property
A. Allen, late of Portland, deceased,
ANYward
faare kept, would confer
where
or

a

^
Lewiston. Me.

aprldlw*

send age, date of birth, sex,
for
and receive free of charge, your prospects
PRO*. ROSCOE,
1880. Stamp for return.
Providence, R. I.

bench-

good
shop
Inmortise machine and circular
TOes,of A.
288
Commercial
K. P.
LET—Joiner’s

with three

saw.

quire

LEIGHTON,

street,

4tf

LOST AND FOUND.
the Preble House and City
Hall, a pair ol glasses. The tinder will be
rewarded
by leaving them at W. L. WILsuitably
2-1
SON & CO.’S.

LOST-Between

INTEMPERATE

in the United States.

Pain is the prayer of a nerve for healthy blood,
Murdock’s Liquid
and on it our life depends.
Food will make new blood faster than all foods or
A
tablespoonful four times
preparations known.
daily will make 10 pounds new blood monthly,
24
to 28 pounds.
and the system contains
SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
AND HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.
Murdock’. Liquid Food will assist all
classes of ehronic coses. It i» the only Knw
It i. free of insoluFood in the world.
ble matterandcannlwny.be retained by
when
the .tomnch, and
given for INJ ECT■ ON8 it i. equally valuable and can alretained.

those sufMcrofula, Abscesses, Fleer.,
fering from a broken limb, can be restored
of Mnruse
the
to health and
by
or

^ock’s

strength

Liquid Food.

We have a patient who was tnrown irom a carriage six years ago; the breast bone, two lower
ribs and the hip were injured, which developed 20
abscesses, which had been running 6 V4 years prior
to taking Liquid Food, discharging pieces of bone
and matter. The patient says:
“/ realized that I was improving before 1 had
taken the first bottle, and have taken it for live
months. For the first 5% years 1 was treated by
the best medical talent that money could command, but with no relief, and the most of them
told me on tlieir first visit that there was no reliei
for me, and the results confirmed all they said, as
I continued to grow worse daily, and at the time I
commenced taking your Liquid Food I could hardNow I
ly walk, and was unable to stand erect.
ain my former self, as I am restored to health and
usefulness, and I am happy, as I never expected
to enjoy such a blessing.

ST. VITUS’ DANCE.
We had a case who was unable to feed herself
We kepi
and she had no control of her limbs.
her on tire Liquid Food three months and at the
expiration of that time no trace of the disease was
visible.
All nervous diseases will show good results when
our Liquid Food is taken.

janl3_SM&Wtf
UNITED

STATES

stock and leased the factory
Gore, shall carry on business
St., manufacturing the same
Mr. Seattle will
brands and qualities of their soap.
us
iu
charge oHhe manufaeturiug.
remain with

having bought the
&
of Messrs,
at 561 Commercial

feathe

JAMES

C.’ LUNT.'

WILSON,

SPECIALIST,
Treats complicated Disthose made
eases and
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only foi
medicine.
Exnnrinnlion free
i.
JanlBdtf

THIS PAPER SXweartV "News^

U®»

i .05 p. ui., arriving at
2.15 p. m. and 7.27 p. m. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.06 a. in. and}
a. in., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. ni. and 6.4o
at

p. m.
For

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,

Nnnhua, Lowell, Windham nnd Kppi>l
at 7.JO a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For ITlnnchewtrr, Concord, and points North
at 1.05 p. m.
For Kochcnter, fepringvale, Alfred, Water*
boro and Saco River, 7.JO a. m., 1.05
m. and (mixed) at O.JO
Returning,
p. m.
eave Rochester at (mixed) 0.45 a. in.. 11.20 a.
at Portland (mixed)
m.; and 3.40 p. m.,
9.40 a. in., 1.25 p. m. and 6.45 p. m.
For iiorham, Saccarnppn, Cumberland
Hill*, Wcwtbrook nnd Woodford’* at 7.30
a in., 1.05, 6.20, and mixed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. «**. from Portland connects at Ayer
Junct. with IIoomuc Ttnael Route for tlie
tor
West, and at Union Depot,
York via Norwich L.iu«* ami all rail,
Y. A N. E. R. R
N.
with
also
via Hurinafield,

ft.

arriving

Route”) for Philadelphln.
the «tomh,>nd
Baltimore, Wnshinglon, aiitl
the »e«t.
with Boston A Alban, B. B. for
J uneWestbrook
at
Close conuectiou made
R. R-,
lion with through trains of Maine L^ntral
with
through
Portland,
at Grand Trunk Transfer,
trains of Grand Trunk K. R.
West and Bowh
Through Tickets to all points
AgeiU. Po,
may be nau of 8. H. Hellen, Ticket
Preble St., and
of
land & Rochester Depot at foot
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
Ut
S't!tl,P SV°,ld!l.rW9- PETERS, Supt.

Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12.1886.

Connection* via Grand Trunk Bftilwny
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falla Junction
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. in.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p. m.
Returning trains leave Cantou at 4.16 and 9.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Boa_

1,1886^^^^^_^*pr2dlw^

Portland, April

..

_

EDUCATIONAL.

^THE

SPRING TERM
—

OF

—

NO. II» WINTER STREET,
Will open April I, 18S6.

...v, o 11

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld for
West Sumner, Chase’s Mills auu Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico aud Ruinford Fdlls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt

oetddtf

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE,
in effect Sunday, October 11, ISM.

dlw

WESTERN DIVISION.
ANNUAL,

MEETINGS.

R. A. F. F1. IDof the Relief Association

annual

meeting
of the Portland Fire Department, will he held
THE
Office. Room 18, City Buildat the Chief
Engineer’s

ing, Wednesday Evening. April 7th, at 8 p. in., for
the election of sixteen trustees for the ensuing
year, and to transact any other business that may
legally come before the association.
RICHARD H. BALL, Secretary.
A. J. CUMMINGS, President.
mar31dlw
Portland, March 31,1886.
CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY OF

PORTLAND.

City Clerk’s Office, t
I
March 30, 1880.
PROPOSALS will be received at this
the
Seventh
day
office until WEDNESDAY,
of April next, at 6 o’clock p. in., for supplying the
different departments of the city with such Blank
Books and Stationery, as may be required during
the present municipal year. Samples may be seen
at this office.
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved by
GEO. C. BURO ESS, City Clerk.
the city.
d7t

SEALED

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For Boston at 6.15,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland 8.30 a. 111., 1.00,3.30 p. lu,
Scnrboro and Piue Point 6.16, 8.40 a. ni.,
3 30. 6.46 p. m. Old Orchnrd, Snco, Biddeford and Keunebuuk 6.16, 8.40 a. 111., 12.30
3.30, 6.46 p. in. Wells Bench 6.16, 8.40 V ni.,
Bo3.30 p. ill, North Berwick, Great FnlU,
and
rer, Exeter, Harerhill, Lawrence
in.
3.30
p.
a.
8.40
ill., 12.30,
Lowell, 6.16,
Rochester, Farmington and Alton Kay
and
Manchester
3.30
8.40 a. m., 12.30,
p. in.,
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. m.,
3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
•The 8.40 a. in. and 12.30 p. in. connects with
Kail Lines to points West and South; the 12.30
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 s.
at 8.30 a. in. and
m. and 12.30 p. m., and Boston
1.00 p.m.
gVNDAy TRAINS
for Roston 1.00, 4.16 p. m.; arrive 6.30,8.46 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.

For Roston at 2.00 and (9.00 a. in., tl.00 and
te.OO p. m. Returning Leave Bostou at 7.30
and 9.00 a.m. ami 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00
at
p. m. For Portsmouth and Newburyport
2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m. For
ForSnlosn
m.
6.00
0.00
a.
m.
and
p.
Amesbury
and Lynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. ill., 1.00 and 6.00
p. m. PULLMAN CABS on above trains.
tThe 9.00 a. in. and 1.00 p. in. trains connect
with Kail Lines to South and West.
6.00 p. m. train connects with night train

tThe
for New York.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
tor sale at Portlnml Bepol Ticket Offices,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange
Street.

^ j FLANDERS, Gen. F. & T. A.
JAS. T. FUBBEK, Gen’l Manager.

_mh31

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Jan5__m
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Assessors* Notice.
Assessors of

the

"City

CHANGE OF TIME.

of Portland hereby

THE
give notice to all persons liable to taxation in
that they will be in session every secular
said

On nnd

notified to make
UAnd all such persons are hereby
lists
true and

p.

city
day from the first to tlie fifteenth day pf April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from nine to
twelve o’clock in tne forenoon and from two to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates taxable in said

perfect
and bring to said Assessors,
of all their polls and estates, real and personal, or
administrator,
executor,
held by them as guardian,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1866, and be prepared to make oath to the truth
of the same.
And when

..

estates of persons deceased have been
divided, during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, administrator
to
or other person interested, is hereby warned
give notice of such change, and in default of such
notice will be held under the law to pay the tax
assessed, although such estate has been wholly
distributed and paid over.
And any person who neglects to comply with
tills notice will be doomed to a tax according to the
laws of the State, and be barred of the rights to
make application to the Assessors or the County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to oner such
lists within the tune hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the Assesors’ office on application.
In no case where the Assessors have been
put to the disagreeable necessity of makinga doom
will the possession of Government bonds or deposits In the Savings Banks be allowed as a pie*
In mitigation of such doom.
1
JOHN W. YORK,
Assessors.
WM. O. FOX,
•)
STEPHEN MARSH,

_dtaplO

ap!6

CkibMUb

b

n.

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
ol the Town of Cape Elizabeth
hereby give notice to ail persons liable to
taxation in said town, that they will be in session
at their office in Town House, on the 3d, 5th and
Gtli days of April inst., from 10 o’clock In tire
forenoon till 5 o’clock In the afternoon, for the
purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates
taxable in said town.
And ail such persons are hereby notified to
make and bring to said Assessors, true and per
feet lists of all their polls and estates, real and
personal, or held by them as guardian, executor,
administrator, trustee or otherwise, as on the first
day of April, 1880, and be prepared to make oath
to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past year, or have changed hands fronnanv cause, the exbcutor, administrator. or other person interested is hereby warned to give notice of sucli change; and in default
of such notice will be held under the law to pay
the tax assessed, although such estate lias b<“wholly distributed and paid over.
comnlv with

THE

Assessors

nfter MON BA V, Oet. Id, ISS»,
train* will run a* follow*
UEPABTHBBB.
For Anburn nnd Lewiston, 7.05 a. I*., 1.16
m.
and 5.20 p.
For Gorham, 7.20 a.Hi. and 4. 00 p. m.,mixed.
For Gorham, Montreal and Chicago,1.30
m.

Quebec, 1.30

For

that he
time

was

unable to oiler such lists within the

hereby appointed.

tilto
J. PEA It Is I.ES.' Assessors.
E. SKILLINS, )
mar30dlw
Cape Elizabeth, March 27,1880.
M.
A.

DR.

SAM’S

in.

p.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Aubnrn, 8.26 a.
13.06.3.15 ana n.6op. m.
From Gorham, 9.40 a. m. and 7.00 p.
_

_

B.
m..

!1

Chicago aod Montreal, 12.06 p. Dl.
Quebec, 12.06 p. Hi.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train an
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
T|CugT OFFICXi
From
From

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
TO

—

—

Detroit, Chicago, Mil wank
Cincinnati, St. Coni*, Omaha, filaginaw, St. Haul, Salt LaktCitf,
Denver. Man Hranci*co,
and all points In the

Canada,

Northwest, West anti Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Miiuaga
WM. EDGAR. G. P. A.,
STEPHENSON. Supl.

oc!2dtf_J.

MAINE EENTaAL aAlLKUlu
On and after TEESDAIi Dee. ltl.
Passenger Trains Leave

1885,

Portland

as

follows:

For Bangor, Ell.worth, .Hi. D«nn Ferry,
and the
Vunceboro, SI. John, Halifax,

Stephen

St.

Produce..

and

A roe.took

ana
County, 1.20 p. m., via Lewntou.1.25Har111.15 p. m., via Augu.ta; am! lor Bar
B.
B.,
X
Pi»cal«qnl«
bor, ami Bangor
and
*11.15 p. III., for skowhrjsan, Brlfnat
Wnterville,
in.;
fll.15
1.26,
j>.
Dexter, 1.20,
Sal
7.10 a. in., 1.20, 1.25, tll.lo p. in.; and on
A u g u mi, H u I
urdays only at 5.16 p. in.; for
lowell, Onrdiuernnd Biuu.wuk, 7.10 a
.10 a. m
m., 1.25, 6.16,111.15 p. in.; Bath,
1 26, 5.15 p. m., aud on Saturdays only at 11.15
Bockland and Knox and Lincoln
and
K., 7. 10a. in., 1.25 p. m.; Anl nra
Lewinton at 8.20 a. in., 1.20, 5.00 p U1.J Lewiston rin Brunswick, 7.10 a^ inMiulhropi
m.; Farmington,. ™t?BA‘n»on, 1.20 p. in.;
Oukland andr,)| Brunswick, 7.10 a. Bl.

^m.;

AT CONGRESS ST. STATIC*

AU trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop

tThe ?

Lttpui?

train is tlie night express with
Sunsleeping car attached and runs every night
not through to skowheganon
hut
davs lucluded,
Dexter or
Monday mornings or to Belfast and
beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: file morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. in.;
BanLewiston, 8.50 a. in.; the day trains from
connectgor aud all intermediate stations aud
wtw*
the
me roads at 12.45 aud 12.40 p. in.;
Bath.
Augusta,
noon trains from Waterville,
Kockland and Lewiston at 6.45 p. 111.: the night
in.
a.
1.
60
at
train
Pullman Express
Limited Ticket*, ltr»l and second < In.*, for
all point* in ihe Province* on *nle at reduced

rate*.

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHWS
STEAMBOAT CO.
Be»umption of Service.
Steamer CITV OF BICHMONB will resume service on the route between Portland aud
Machiasport oil Friday, March 12th, leaving Fortland at 11 p. in., aud leaving Machiasport every
Monday at 4 a. m., making one trip per week until April 2d, when two trips per week will be
made: from Portland, Tuesdays and Fridays,
and from Machiasport, Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKEK, General Managt*.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. March 8. 1880.noaodtf

SURE CURE FOR
Indigestion, Liver and ktdnkt
Wind
Complaint#, Nervousness, Heartburn,
IHTHK iBOWHXJ.
IK THE 8TOMACH OB PAINS
Headache, Drowsieess, Low Spirit*,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
effectual ;cunng
AS a Memcine it i# quick and
of Dyspepsia,
the worst and most aggravated cases
Complaints, and all other derangements
Bowels.
and
of the Stomach
and
It will instantly revive the moet melanch°ly
drooDine spirits, and restore the weak, feeble,
to health, strength, and vigor.

K^diTey

Portland and

nervousfand sickly

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5, 1885,

plddines#.
D. H, HANI A CO.»

until further notlee Passenger TraHis will
lo.
Leave Portland as follows; ».<M* a. m.,
Fabrnu*, Bethlehem, Littleton,
»t. John*
ter, Woodsrille, Montpelier,
Uwuuton,
bury, Newport, Burlington,
on counectln .•
Ogdensburg, and all points
for Bartlett and Intermediate

Lancas-

All Druggists.
54 Broad Street, BOSTON, MASS*

W.S&Mly

feb!7

PROPOSALS !

m.,
3.00V
stations.

10.40

a;35
all

a.

m.,

abbivals.
fjom Bartlett andwav stations

Nwauion,
p“m7, from
through line.

rioinfs

on

i

Machias, Washington Co., Me. j

PROPOSALS will he received at this
office until 4 p. m. on the 24th day of April,
1886, for furnishing the materials and performing
the labor required in making the proposed
House at
changes and alterations of the Court now
Manillas, Maine, according to plans
being
93
Architects,
Fassett
&
prepared by
Tompson,
and
Exchange St., Portland, Maine. The plansabout
will
be
for
inspection
ready
specifications
of the
April first, and can be seen at the office
Clerk of Courts, and at the office of the Architect*.
of
Clerk
For further particulars apply to the
Courts at Machias, or to the Architects, at Portall
or
The right is reserved to reject any
land.
bld9'
J. B. NUTT,
ROB T F. CAMPBELL,
WM. F. JOHNSON,
County Commissioners.
mar27

MRS. A. B. POOLE,

METAPHYSICIAN !
—

WILL BE AT

58 BROWN

—

STREET,

PORTLAND,

EVERY OTHER WEEK FROM JAV'Y 4th.
eodtf
janfi

Hsv

J

N. W. AY E«

*

cjf

Agency of Meesr*.
Authorized zgeut*.

Dunt

_ocaatl

Commencing Oct. ft, 1885.
3.00
Portland (F. & O. It. R.).8.00
4.46
Brldgton Junction.10.33
5.45
Brldgton, arrive.11.35
7.65
3.20
Leave Brldgton.
6.55
Portland, arrive.10.40
W. F. FERRY, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.
dtt
oct5
Leave

I INPORTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOK SALE BY

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers,
NO. 410 FORE ST„

PORTLAND, ME.

for tee
Also Goneral Managers for New England

Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
HABBINIIIV. tiaink

IK,Ml

STORAGE.
First-class storage for Flonr, inFish,
the
Cotton and other merchandise
WaVehonse rePortland Sugar House.
Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to

ceipts given.

j. H.
|

uaiuiua vis,

SRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.

SEALED

_d3w

Burba*...,

_...

(I.

October 3.1885.
Ci.krk or Court’s Office,

R. R.

Ogdensburg

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Dissipation— ,;ef,on5„Th,0h’-,r-0v1i

Nightly
the evil
dissipating too much over night, feel
headaches.
effects of the poisonous ltcjuorsin violent
etc.,
W
eakness,
Sickness at Stomach,
will find that one dose will remove all bad feelings.

HOTEL.

DR.

Oct*

and

On

leave
Passenger Trains will
L
at 7.SIO a. »•>»■*
ei£5*:i:ii'-3l*ortlnnil
-Ks—
Worcester

a

Dvspfpsia.

TO CLEMSE OR PURIFY THE BLOOD

trains.
arrangemenTof
after JTIo«day>

___

copartnership for Ruinford Falls and Buckfield Railroad
have this dav
the purpose of manufacturing Soap, under
WE
LUN'r
A CO., and
the flrni name of FKANK D.

Bv the use of Murdock’s Liquid Food. IT STOPS
THE CRAVING, AND THAT STOPS THE DE^
This fact is confirmed by Us use for the last 5
years daily in some of the

LARGEST HOMES FOR THE

Portland & Rochester R. R.

(“Steamer*(larylaiui

Counsellor at Law,
COPARTNERSHIP

Portland and Worcester Line.

Worcester,

INTEMPERANCE CAN BE CURED

ways be

WANTED—To sell the best selling household articles yet invented; large
profits and sure to sell. For particulars address
R. M. GORDON, Lewiston, Maine.22-tf

treated with

of the knife orflout' the use
from business, also
U E I 8_ V detension diseases
of the RecC*ll P Yall other
I fjtum. Cure guaranted. WM.
I I IhBbWrEAD (M. D. Harvard 1842)

apr2dlw*

mer

Locke.

feb27_dtf
ISAAC W. D1ER,

Otr-l

TO

INFORMATION,

Joseph A.

new

LET-The spacious chambers over B. li.
Farnsworth & Co. For full particulars apply to WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.21-tf

For Your Birthday

Three «loor» went of foi

d4w

Riddeford. Maine.

CENTI.EMEN Cali obtain board and

at reasonable rates with
TWO
without children, location central.

Portland, Me., March 29,1886

removed to

MIDDLE STREET,
office.

180

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

BOOMS TO LET.

having

have

V/Mr

lnarSO

they
knowing
vor by notifying the
uBdenfjjnecL

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

dCmos

mar6

mediately.

feblTT&Sly

or

LOCKE & LOCKE,

Stationery.

marM

bottles, $5.

t

Work.^

___

apr2

Street;,

WMTED.

Mass.

FDTl'l

Melvin J. Hawkes.
Geo. E. Hawkes,
Special Attention given to Cemetery
decl8

Proposals for Blank Books and

—

Pectoral,
Ayer’sDr.Cherry
&Co., Lowell,
J.C.

I

and

ONE

18-t>

—

mm /s* and

Building, Cemetery,
Monumental Purposes,
ME.
Office and Works foot of Wilmot St., PORTLAND,
Grauite for

WORKING OKEN FOR SALE.

man of good address, 43 years
of age, a good penman and accountant, understands business and legal forms, correspondence, &c., with twenty years clerical experience;
eleven years as Clerk of United States Court, desires a position suitable to his abilities with manufacturing or wholesale house. Satisfactory ref
erences. Address ACCOUNTANT, This Office.

WANTED.—A

I did so, and am happy to say that it
once.
By continued use
helped me at cured
tms menicme
my cougn, one,
am satisfied, saved my life.—Mrs. E.
Coburn, 18 Second st., Lowell, Mass.
I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
for over a year, and sincerely believe I
should have been in my grave, had it
not been for this medicine. It has cured
me of a dangerous affection of the lungs,
for which I had almost despaired of ever
finding a remedy. —D. A. McMullen,
Windsor, Province of Ontario.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral saved my life.
Two years ago I took a very severe Cold
which settled on my lungs. I consulted
physicians, and took the remedies they
prescribed, but failed to obtain relief
until I began using Ayer’s Cherry PecTwo bottles of this medicine
toral.
completely restored my health. Lizzie
TT
M. Allen, West Lancaster, Ohio.

■

—

HALE

marl 8-4

his

who wants

old overcoat or suit repaired or cleansed to
look like new, at a reasonable price, to go -to
0 -t
EKED W. GROSSTUCK. 2G6 Middle St.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.

■m ■

DEALERS IN

—

on

Drug Clerk, with from one to
three years experience. Must be strictly
temperate and well recommended. Apply to E.

About six months ago I had a severe
Hemorrhage of the Lungs, brought on
by a distressing Cough, which deprived
I had used varime of sleep and rest.
ous cough balsams and
expectorants,
without obtaining relief. A friend advised me to try

111

Hds removed to 372

~aprleodlm*
B^SSAtattoSfwe""'
HAWKES BROTHERS

FURble hotel thoroughfares,
property situated
and
most

one

or

“It Saved My Life”

AIMTC
23
I ill B

CHASE,

W.

traveling salesman for PortMRS. PERRY S SCHOOL
SALE—A lVi Story dwelling house
land and vicinity bv a wholesale tea, coffee
WANTED—A
havwith garden lot and orchard, situated
commission;
FOR
and spice house; salary
FOR CHILDREN.
Woodlords. a short distance above
MATTHEWS. UNDERForest

Is a common expression, often heard
from those who have realized, by personal use, the curative powers of Ayer’s
** I cannot
say enough
Cherry Pectoral.
in praise of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, believing as I do that, but for its use, I
should long since have died from lung
troubles.—E. Bragdon, Palestine, Tex.

ntarlO

drTc^

dwell-

City.^

ANTED—Parties wishing flrst-claas fancy

else, but order at once from us, as directed!
Athlophoros Co., 112 Wall Street, New York.

six

4to5 P.

a. m.

makers
buy the imform, an adjustaproved Frauco-American
method for
ble instrument with sleeve; a perfect can teach
cutttng and fitting dresses; any I lady
sale
or
bj MRS.
herself by the instruction book.
St.51-1
A. I- NASH. 453 Congress
ANTED-A capable Protestant girl for gen*
eral housework in small family, with satisat No. 773 Congress
factory-references. Enquire
street, side door. ___<il'1

Finally I became discouraged and determined to let the disease do its work. I
had a pair of crutches made and was nervously awaiting the worst, when a friend
came to see me and advised me to try Athlophoros. After much persuasion I consented. I took the first dose at six o’clock
in the evening and two more during the
night. The next morning, for the first
time in three months, I was able to go to
work, greatly to the astonishment of my
friends, who all thought I would never get
around again. As Athlophoros cured me
I believe it will cure anybody suffering
with rheumatism. It has many friends in
Hartford since the people have seen that
it will do all that is claimed for it.”
If you cannot get Athlophoros of your drugreceipt of
gist, we will send it express paid, on We
prefer
regular price—oue dollar per bottle.
it he
but
from
it
your
druggist,
that you buy
hasn’t it, do not be persuaded to try something

Ayer
Prepared by
Sold by all Druggists. Price $1;

work

the most

dia of

rnliaf

onir

nin

Thursday,

on

valuable
Freemasonry,
WANTED—Agents
the kfnd meSnce F^^sciOiectslor.OsuSt. Ported, Mel
^rVsteilm^mf37Pimn
and
Offlciflionrs'from’^to

Letter-Carrier W. B. Goodale, of Harta not less interesting
story, though happily its ending is not so
tragic. Mr. Goodale is well known in
Hartford, and his many friends to whom
he had often as a carrier brought tidings
of sorrow and of joy, were much pleased to
receive his present message:
“For three months,” he says, “I was confined to my house with inflammatory rheumatism. So severe, indeed, was my affliction that the doctors took such heroic
measures as to prescribe forty grains of
morphine a day, beside steaming me five
hours and dosing me with all sorts of medicine. I had three doctors, but their comfnilml

all kinds at F.

SALE—In Gorham,

conFOR
ing house two story with ell and stable
Normal
METAPHYSICIAN,
nected, within five minutes walk of depot,
will
Cumberland at., (Corner of

SALE-SIx Fletcher’s Patent 49 doz.
For su^jecfsto^/uc^ed1 by PROfIsSOR&AN" FOR
wheat for poulegg cases verv low, also
inBORN._i±_
bone oyster shell, nest egg

ford, Conn., tells

L!_J

horses of

C Haves' stable, Plum St.,

port.”

ITCHING
Skin Diseases Instantly
lieved by Cuticura.

know that

to

everybody
WANTED—We
AMOS L. MILLETT & CO. are
in the City.

A LETTER-CARRIER'S STORY.

RAILROADS.

business CARON.

FOR SALK.

WANTED._

,vl4dtf

No.

OOL’GLASS,

ut,

29$ Commercial Slrrr.

*

PRESS.

THE

UMI

He Tells His Side of the

SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 3.
PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
ADVUKTIMli.WK'VT*

miitv

TO-BAV,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owen, Moore & Co.—2.
Somers The Hatter.
Merry The Hatter.
Robert l'\ Somers & Co.
Beans—Geo. C. Shaw & Co.
Boston & Portland Clothing Co.
Watches—An Important Notice to the Public.
Easter Cards—Frank B. Clark.
Remnant Sale—N. H. Studley.
Important Art Notice—J. T. Stubbs.
Raymond's Vacation Excursions.
Retail Dry Goods Salesmen.
Easter Cards—Loriug, Short & Harmon.
Found—The Very Best Shapes.
Wanted-To Let,
Wanted—Capable Girl.
Wanted—A Reliable Middle Aged Man.
Wanted—10,000 Human Feet.
Wanted—Every Person Owning.
For Sale—The Best Lilies of Boots.
20 Oxen For Sale.
G. L. Bailey—241 Middle St.
Drug Store—In Boston.
For Sale—Valuable Laud,
Portland Railroad—Sunday Time Table.
Wanted I’m uislied House.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Health Lift.
Wonderful Exhibition of Control over Horses.

fisherman, and he could not provide
luxuries. Ilis wife, he said, was a very jealpoor

person, and went away to the country
time ago. Before she came back, some
friends told him she said she was going to
“give him h-11,” and she did when she got
back, for fanciful wrongs. He said the only
time the Wallace woman had been on his ves
sel was when he carried her, with her husous

some

vention is better than cure.’ Fortunate are those
who realize the depth of meaning in this trite
saying, and practically demonstrate it. To a few
health is of some importance. They can afford to
make some little effort to keep well. Many
among those who patronize lift-rooms have good
health and mean to keep it, when they can do so
by means so simple. The Health-Lift, therefore,
lias a twofold value. 203 Middle street.
UfUi^/MvsK’c

a.
-J

--

T

Pacific Coast Excursions.
The three grand excursions to the pacific Coast
advertised by Messrs. Raymond & Whitcomb
promise a large amount of enjoyment for a small
outlay. Descriptive circulars may be obtained
of W.

Raymond,

29G

Washington

street

(opposite

Sehool street), Boston.
WINSLOW’S
Advice to Mothers.—MRS.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving tiie child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as “bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays ail pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
eauses. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

janlG

_SM&W&wly

Adamson’s

gained

a

Botanic

Balsam

reputation which places it in

the

has
front

curative agents. It has been in the market but about ten years. It is now recommended
by the best physicians because it cures coughs
and colds every time. Price 35 cents.
MW&S&w
inch 29
ranks of

Prompt relief in sick headache, dizziness, nausea, constipation, pain in the side, etc., guaranteed
to those using Carter's Little Liver Pills. One pill
a

dose. 25 cents.
mch23

band,—before her husband’s death,—and

a

friend of hers from Portland to the
island.
The whole trouble, he said, was
caused by meddlesome people on the island,
and grew out of the fact that Mrs. Wallace
gave him the money to buy a barrel of flour
for her in Portland, which he bought her of
and when ho had
Lord &
woman

Skillings,

to the island his brother and himself rolled it from the vessel to Mrs. Wallace’s house.
He said he bought, only a
few days ago, flour and other necessaries for
Iiis wife and boots for their boy, but he had
ill luck with fishing previous to the time he
bought the articles, and would not run in
debt. His wife had not been beaten by him,
and furthermore, if the reporter could see
her, would find she was about, apparently all

right, and that only the evening of his arrest
he spent at the house with her, when there
was

a

young

man

present who heard and

saw everything that transpired, and that his
wife was pleasant with him, and brought
him a handkerchief which he wanted.

PERSONAL.
Mr. anil Mrs. F. E.

Boothby left San Francisco yesterday on their return trip.
Itev. A. W. Little of St. Paul’s church,
has received an advantageous
church in Nebraska.

call

from a

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Fkidav.—Michael McCue and Fred Witluun.
Intoxication. Each 10 davs in county jail.
Patrick Murry.
Intoxication; second offence.

Ninety days in county jail.

Ten days in
Charles Snowman. Intoxication.
county jail. Appealed.
officer.
Fined §30
Patrick Murry.
Resisting
and costs.

Timothy Murphy.

ed $50 and costs.

Illegal transportation. Fin-

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The notices of Sunday services will be
found on the third page.
Rev. S. R. Forbes of Sackville Corner will
preach at the Williston church to-morrow.
Charles II. Fling, Esq., will deliver the

opening address at the Reform Club meeting
to-morrow evening.
Rev. W. II. Fenn, 1). D., of High street
will speak to-morrow evening on “The religious condition of Germany.”
Prof. Sanborn will give another lecture on
the management of horses at Hayes’ stable
at 2 o’clock to-day.
The calico party given by the Thatcher
Relief Corps was well attended last evening
and was a very pretty dance.

The subject of Burdette’s lecture will be

Pilgrimage

of

the

Funny

Man.”

Tickets at Stockbridge’s.
Rev. J. W. Basliford will conclude his
sermon upon the Knights of Labor to-morrow

THE PAVEMENTS OF PA11IS.

The many friends

of Mr. F. W. Aiken
were glad to see him

the Maine Central,
liis post again yesterday after his long
ness.

Gen. C. P. Mattocks, Col. T. A. Roberts,
and Major William If. Green, all left yesterday noon for East Limington to attend the
funeral of the late Adjutant Putnam Boothby of the 17th Maine Volunteers.
The benediction at the Lowell centennial
was pronounced by Rev. George W. Bick-

nell, pastor of the First Universalist church,
and formerly of the Church of the Messiah,

ties are to look after the business interests.
It is reported that Rev. S. F. Pearson is to

Growth of One >ear.

Boston, April

coming year, beginning

May.

Marie, Michigan, for two years, but his
promotion will take him to Fort Mackinaw,
Ste.

Mackinaw Island.
The following were among the guests at
the Falmouth last night: N. C. Haskell,

Providence; J. M. Walcott, New York; J.
H. Lang, Providence, R. I.; W. B. Morrill,
Exeter, N. II.; F. L. Barnes, H. S. Fisher,
Boston; Jesse Garrett, Philadelphia; Arthur Sewall, Bath; “Alone in London”

Company;_
Captain Jackson’s Lecture.
The veterans of the late war are going to
have a treat on Monday evening at City Hall,
on the occasion of Captain C. A. Jackson’s
lecture. Thatcher Post have voted to attend
in a body. Let our citizens all go and hear
him, as be relates his life as a private in the
army,his camp and guard house description,
and see the views he exhibits which are
The Massaworth double the admission.
chusetts papers speak in high terms of the
lecture. It has been given in all parts of
\roQcoc‘lincpfte rlnrintr Hia

ilirpA

Young Men's Christian Association.

Vision will be held at the rooms 4
tree St. Block
t 330 0-clock.
Rev. Mr. Daniels, by spe.w
re uest of
members of his society, will repeat too v-*Q
sermon of 21st ult., “Christianity the Work-

io?

Sabbath afternoon next.
Encouraging letters have been received
from distant points in Maine by the executive committee which has the Parnell Parliamentary fund in charge.
Former members of the third Army Corps,
and other veterans interested in the grand
reunion to be held in Boston on Thursday
next, are reminded of the adjourned meeting
at Grand Army hall this evening.
The letter carriers at the Portland post
office handled during the year closing with
March 5,339.894 pieces of mail matter in collection and distribution through the city; the
same being an increase of 757,334 pieces over
on

the previous year.
The usual temperance concert will be held
at the Mission to-night at 7.30 o’clock.
The
programme will consist of readings, recita-

tions, singing, dialogue, “We’re all teetotalers,” given by special request, and
the comical dialogue “Defending Her
Home.” All are cordially invited.
The Rev. Henry Blanchard will repeat by
request his sermon on “Why I am a Universalist” to-morrow morning in Congress
Square church. All persons interested are
cordially invited to attend. If the day should
be very stormy the sermon will be postponed
to the first pleasant Sunday.
A Biddeford Times reporter yesterday afternoon called upon W. S. Dennett, agent
of the Saco Water Power Company, to inextent of the alleged purchase by
the Boston & Maine. He was informed that
no property whatever had been sold by the

quire the

Water Power Company to the Boston &
Maine, and that the announcement of such
sale was without foundation in fact.
on

the Crand Trunk.

Thursday night, about 0 o’clock, an extensive washout occurred on the Grand Trunk
Railroad. The scene of the accident is on an
intervale about One mile this side of Stratford, N. H., where it was found that about
eighty feet of road bed and track had settled
completely ought of sight. The Montreal
train, due here yesterday noon, was delayed
two hours in consequence. Information was
received here that the noon train from Portland, yesterday for Montreal, would go
through all i iglit as the damage had been re_

Brown,
the favorite shoe dealer, at No. 421
Congress
street, is offering great bargains in fine
boots. Mr. Brown’s stock is known to consist of the finest makes in the market, and to

stylish goods

as

be found anyA bargain made at

can

where in the country.
his store is a bargain indeed. These goods
would not be sold at cost if it was not that
Mr. Brown desires to reduce his stock.

The annual

a

Portland

sure

u. o. c. c.

Grand Commandery of the United
Order of the Golden Cross will meet in this
city April 20. The commanderies will ke
received by the sub-commanderies of Portland, Woodfords, Knightville, Ferry Village,
On the evening of the
and Peaks’ Island.
19th, there will be a public meeting, at
which Supreme Commander Solomon of
Massachusetts and other officers will be present.

__

An April Joke.
amusing to notice two days ago, the
sympathetic interest evinced by a car-load of
passengers on the Spring street line, in the
remark of one of their number that a promiIt was

member of the Cumberland Bar, engaged in the ferry landing matter, had ‘‘walked
ofl the end of Portland Pier.”
And it was,
If possible, even more amusincr to observe

nent

Carriers’ Report.
The following Is the letter carriers’ report

for March

Delivered.

Letters.187,100
Postal cards. 47,467

Papers. 85,229

Collected
120.4311

33,601

13,142

38,035

37,405

room

and

and buy the next Sunday Globe.

city,

[The funeral service of the late Mrs. Anna

M. Martin will take place on Monday forenoon
at 11.30 o’clock, at the Uuiversalist Church, Stevens

Plains.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

RAYMOND’S
VACATION

like it ever before known in this section of
We can sell you whole suits for less than
These BARGAINS will
you can buy the cloth.
of them is well
an
and
inspection
please everybody,
worth at least an effort.
200 Boys’ Fine All Wool Suits, carried over from
last season, and suitable for present use, Spring
and Summer, at $5.00, $6.00, $7.00, $8.00 and

Nothing

the State.

a

a
Days through COLORAand CALIFORNIA, thence through the
Picturesque liegions of the

DO

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

And homeward

the Northern
Railroad.

Pacific

over

W. RAYMOND.

I. A.

WHITCOMB.

IEg“Send for descriptive circular.

W. RAYMOND,
296 Washington St., (opposite School St.,) Boston.
d2t
°

apr3
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TIMETABLE.

SUNDAY

I'ONURlms STREET LINE.
Leave

Leave
Atlantic St.

Vaughn St.

10.10
11.55
12.20
12.45
1.08
0.45
7.08
7.30
7.53
8.15
8.38
9.00

10.15
11.55
12.20
12.45
6.45
7.08
7.30
7.53
8.15
8.38

«

E. A. NEWMAN,
Clen’I manager.

apr3dlt

be overlooked.
We have about 75 Fine All Wool Young Men’s
Suits left at only $8.00 and $10.00, carried over
from last season. Samples can be seen in our windows.
Men’s Dark All Wool Spring Overcoats in sizes 35
to 44, retail prices everywhere $10.00, our price only
$5.00 each.
Also Bargains in Gents’, Young Men’s and Boys’
new style Spring Overcoats at $8.00, $10.00, $12.00
and $15.00 and upward.
200 Men’s All Wool $15.00 and $18.00 Sack Suits
at only $12.00 each. Genuine Bargains.
Men’s Blue Flannel Suits, Boys’ Blue Flannel and
Sailor Suits, Odd Knee Pants, Long Pants, STAR
SHIRT WAISTS, &c., &c., in LARGE QUANTITIES, at manufacturers’ prices.
—

Easter CFrds, Books

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

NOVELTIES.

Boston £ Portland Clothing Co.,

—

AND

try of Deeds:
Scarboro—Charles E. Libby to George W. Donnell, land, $1.
Windham—Nancy E. Raunard to E. Dana
Raunard, land, $1.
Portland—Reuel S. Maxcy to Charles 1'. Guptill, land and buildings, $2,500.
Sebago-Jennie A. Leavitt et als. to Frank W.
Crockett, land, $1 and other consideration.
Windham—Jeremiah Stuart to Ella A. Stuart,
land, $1 and other considerations.
CMDIIDDAU

UCUfC

SACCARAPPA.
The Holiness Association in this village
has changed its place of holding weeklymeetings to the house of Edwin Fogg,
Severy street, Cumberland Mills.
Our citizens are greatly pleased at the
prospects of having two additional trains

daily

each way, between this village and
Portland.
There has been an increase of
local travel over the road during the past
year, and the business men will appreciate
the accommodation given by tne company.
Prof. Geo. P. Gilman’s lecture in the K.
of Ps’ course Wednesday evening was well
attended and the people were highly entertained by him.
The noted stallion “Emperor,” owned byGen. Tilton of Togus, has arrived in the village. He is in charge of Mr. A. Libby and
Mr. Geo. H. Raymond.
People residing a little way out of the
village report the roads in a horrible condition. A gentleman with a team driving
from Deering a few days ago was over three
hours on the road coming a distance of live

255 Middle St.,

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,

W. C.

CONGRESS STREET.
apr3

eod3w

WARE, Manager.

•

We have a large line of Stiff and
Soft Hats. These hats we make
as well as the Silk Hats and are
therefore able to sell cheaper
than others. We keep on hand a
fnll line of Flat Brims.

To every customer buying an
article of us we give a ticket
worth one dollar at Heath &
Smith’s, the Photographers,
Market Square. In this way the
customer will get back half the
value of his purchase.

BEANS

At the Lowest Prices Ever Made

BEST PEA AND YELLOW EYED BEANS
5 Cents per Quart.
We have lately purchased on the present unprecedented low market several hundred bushels of the finest quality HAND PICKED PEA
AND YELLOW EY ED BEANS which we shall offer for sale during
the next two weeks ending April 17th, at the extraordinary low price
of 5 cents per quart.

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.,
apr3

585 AND 587 CONGRESS ST.

eoiuw

THE ONLY PLACE
In Portland where you

BAILEY,

can

buy the

221 middle Street.

_dtf_

well
and in good condition; can
he seen
and after Monday, April 5th, at
ALL
St. John Smith
matched
on

Farm, St. John street, Port-

the

land.

PORTLAND STAR MATCH Co.
dtf
apr3
person owning
piano
WANTED—Every
know that all instruments under my excluto

a

sive eare will be kept clean inside, rendering
them less liable to become damaged by moths. J.
D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner, F. O. address. Deenng, Me. Order slate at Horse R. R.

Station, Portland, Me._apr3-4

human feet of men, women and children of all sizes to be fitted to
Boots from my store for almost any price that can
be named, from the finest French Calf and French
Kid to coarse and low priced Boots. 541 Congress

WANTED—10.000

St.,

Portland.

M. G. PALMER.

MIKADO HAT,

TO-DAY

N FOR SALE.

We open our complete line of
Gentlemen’s
Neckwear and
Novelties in Fine Furnishing
Goods.
_

3-1

SALE-The best lines of Boots and Shoes
men, women and children. The best
stock, the best work and the best bargains. Difficult feet fitted nicely; also a few more bargains in
our half price goods.
541 Congress St., Portland.
M. G.
FA-MER._3-1

FOR
for

3-1

FOUND.—The

street.

3-1

SAUE.—Valuable laud on the southwesterly side of State street near Danforth
a
street, good opportunity to erect a block of two
houses. IS. SHAW, 48% Exchange St.
3-1

FOR

WANTED—To

For the next 30 days shall offer at unheard of low
prices the largest and finest stock of Art Goods east of
Boston, consisting of Oil Paintings, Water Colors, Pastel

Paintings, Etchings, Steel Engravings, Photogravures

This
and Photographs, Pictures framed or unframed.
is an opportunity seldom offered. We make a specialty
of fine frames in every style at bottom prices. All goods
warranted of the very best.
Regilding Old Frames
made a specialty. Artist Marterial Department a complete stock. Windsor & Newton, and German Tube, 7
cents. Academy Boards, 25 cents per sheet. All other
materials at correspondingly low prices.
Special discounts to the trade, teachers and sliools.

["

Ll»Q

these Little Pills.
They also relieve Dis-

tress from Dyspepsia,
I n d i g e s tion and Too
Hearty Eating. A perfeet remedy tor Dizzi1#
■ w tail
ness, Nausea, DrowsiBad Taste in the
ness,
§3111©
1 fcfti wa
■
Mouth, Coated Tongue,
Pain in the Side, &c.
regulate the Bow'pin and prevent Constipation and Piles. The smallest ana easiest to take.
Only one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Vegstable. Price 25 cents. 6 vialsby mail for $1.00.

_‘
■XTI F

FB

B

{They

J. T.
Congress Street,

STUBBS,
Congress Square.

a

N.

H.

STUDLEY,

No. 499

MAYOS’

A

pleasant

and

perfectly

harmless ansestnetie for
the painless extraction of teeth.
_

DR. C. M.

TALBOT,

J uueiioii of Free nud Middle Street*, Fortmarl 1
land, Me.
tl3m

button, 25 cents.
two button, 50 cents.
75 cents.
Castors,
one

just received Fight New Patterns in Fancy
Lawn Handkerchiefs, which will be sold at 17 and
25 cents.

MERRY’S

OWN

DESICNS.

The most elegant goods that can l>e bought. The onlv agents for Dunlap*
Co. s celebrated hat. A bag of marbles giv en to the
boys with their hats.

tltf

WATCHES.
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
From this date we, the undersigned, agree
upon the following schedule of prices:

Vegetable Vapor!

specialty.

Manager,

Congress Street, Corner Brown.

will make yonr old Silk Hat into a
Spring style for $2.50. He has also,
and makes to order, finalities ranging
from $4.00 to $7.00.

DR.

“

“

few days.

2.50 COE 2.50

107 Middle Street.

“

“

Wc have decided to close our store in a few
days, and therefore every remnant has been
placed on our counters at a very low price
in order to clean them out. We are having
a great rush on them and they will last only

apr3

W. H. Sanborn & Co., may be found at
Chadwick Block, No. 100 Cross street, first
door below- Free street. A full line of furniture, bedding, etc., on hand, which we shall
sell as low as any dealer for cash; or on enstallment plan. Repairing and upholstering

men’s Gloves,

REMNANT SALE.

CARTER MEDICINE CO., frop’rs, New York.

COE,

Wc are selling Three, Four and Five Button Kid
Some have
Gloves at from 25 to 50 cents per pair.
been torn and mended, others are slightly spotted,
but all are worth more than w e ask for them, and are
very suitable for present use.

NEW HANDKERCHIEFS.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
febO
dtf
■im,l<mlR»itively Cured by

DAMAGED CLOVES.

We have

GEN. AGENT,

RTF R \

Street,

IMPORTANT ART NOTICE!

SAMUEL THURSTON,

f* A

SOMERS, the Hatter,
DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS STREET.

593

SICKHEADACHEfc

YQUAfll YEW YORK SILK AYII STIFF HATS,

253 Middle

on

farm for my
References required.
C.
K. SHAW, North Scarboro, on the Marr farm.

very best shapes for pressing
our ladies’ hats, and new ones coming every
week. 24 shapes to select from already this season, at SWEETSIR’S Bleachery, 544 Congress

OR THE

WHO HAS THE AGENCY FOR THE ABOVE GOODS.

reliable middle aged man that
WANTED.—A
can drive oxen and do the work
my
interest.

There is a large increase in the number of
scholars attending the High and grammar
K.
school the present term.

For the next two weeks Geo. C. Shaw &
Co. will sell best pea and yellow eyed beans
at 5 cents per quart. Housekeepers would
do well to lay in a stock.

THOS. J. SOMERS CAN BE FOUND WITH US.

dtf

New 1886 model Royal Mail,
with Ball Head,—new Grip-Fast
Rim.—no cement,—new
Detachable Handle
Bar,—new
Dust Shield. Wheelmen invited
to examine at my store. The
Wheel of the year. In great demand.—A few old pattern Royal Mails at reduced prices.

L.

STREET.

MIDDLE

Portland, Me.

ap3

miles.

a

232

_

—

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Regis-

ROBERT F. SOMERS & CO.,

—

Wc have just opened the finest
stock ever shown in Portland.

Wc are the agents for Knox’s
Silk and Stiff New York Hats in
agents for
every grade, also
Dent’s Dress and Street (Doves,
else
has
them.
We sell
nobody
them for $2.50, every pair warranted,

Special Sale of Clothing!

$10.00, ages II to 15 years, comprising Checks,
Plain Cassimeres and Worsteds. About half
EXCURSIONS, Plaids,
All Travelling Expenses Included.
price.
Parties will leave Boston
500 Boys’ Knee Pant Suits, sizes 4 to 14 years, in
Thursday, April 33, and Tkurnday, April
for
Tour
of
59 Days through
39,
both Plain and Norfolk Jackets, at $2.50, $3.00,
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $6.00 and $7.00.
Our All Wool Knee Pant Suits at $2.50, $3.00 and
A Party will leave Boston Tkursday, May
$3.50 are marvels of superior merit and should not
6, for Tour of 05

fers,

gooa cargo.

The

Mrs. Rosa Bell Busby,
aged 23 years.
Iu Kennebunknort, March 28th, Miss Louisa
Wildes, formerly of Boston, aged 74 years.
In Warelmin.; Mass., April 2, Chas. P. Beckett,
eldest sou of the late Win. C. Beckett, of this

“TECHNIGON”

evening, beginning at 7 o’clock.
Volney B. Cushing will give by request
his lecture, “Hoes it pay?” Of this lecture
the Bangor Whig and Courier has recently
said: “It was a finished and eloquent discourse and at the close of the meeting Mr.
Cushing received the warmest congratula-

She had a
passengers and a good cargo.
The captain thought he
very good passage.
had lost one of the fans of his propeller.

aged 92 years.
Ill Pittsfield, March 5,

WANTED—Furnished

morrow

Capt. Bouchette, of the
same line, arrived yesterday morning from
Bristol, Eng., direct. She brought seven

In Bristol. March 15, Miss Sarah Jane Harof Edgecomb. aged 38 years
In Athens, March 21, Miss Nancy Butler, aged
58 years 11 months.
In Skowhegan, March 13, Mrs. Sally Bigelow,

rington, formerly

WANTED—Capable

Law and Order Meeting.
There will be a meeting under the auspices of the W. C. T. U. and Law and Order
League in the Mew Jerusalem Church to-

The Montreal,

Bristol, aged 75 years.
ill Waldoboro, March 9, Mrs. Ella A., wife of
LeroyS. Weaver, aged 30 years.

of

let a part of my store for a
chess-maker or watch-maker, or any light,
Holland sang “Come, Birdie,. clean work. Enquire of L. D. STEOUT, 518 ConCome,’’‘with fine effect, followed by the gress St._3-1
recitation “The Light from Over the
girl for general houseCall
work, with satisfactory references.
Raugc,” by jir. St. John; “Listen to the
4 to 5 p. m., 91 STATE ST., Portland, Me.
from
Mocking Baa,'’ a harmonica solo, by Mr.
3-1
George Fisher; a recitation from Scott’s
“Lady of the Lake,” by Miao Bennett; "The
house in the westerly
Fisherman and His Child,” by Miss Lizzie
part of the city for the summer months, by
Holland. Then came a very amusing scene,
a small family; good references.
B. SHAW, 48%
the initiation of a member, in which Dr. Syl3-1
Exchange St.
vester, Messrs. Josiah Burleigh, Porter and
Fickett participated, and it brought forth
shouts of laughter and rounds of applause.
Then Mrs. Beals read “The Railroad Crossing.” As an encore she gave “Abijali
Jones’ Wife,” Mr. William Doherty read
the “Village Church:” Miss Condon read
“Jemima’s Courtship,” and Messrs. Sampson and Whitcomb gave a cornet duet.
All
the musical numbers were delightfully renA perfect GYMNASIUM for Findered, and Miss Jennie B. Chenery played
Hands and Wrists. All Piano
delightful accompaniments. The evening’s
tudents should use it. A great
entertainment concluded with a capital supaid to ARTISTS
in perfecting
per, after which Mrs. C. E. Littlefield sang
their technique.
the “Old Wooden Rocker” witli much taste
References:
Herman
and feeling.
Kotzschmar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Real Estate Transfers.
Wm. Mason.

Mr. V. R. Foss will conduct the Y. M. C.
A. service at the jail tomorrow at 3 o’clock
in the afternoon.

ana a

Daily Globe,
Sunday Globe,

The Misses

The public are cordially invited to the go„
pel meeting in the Association Hall this evening at 8 o’clock. Young men are cordially
invited to the meeting for men only, held
every Sunday morning at 9 o’clock, in the
Reception Room.

Arrival of Steamers.
The Sarnia, Capt. Gibson, of the Dominion
line, from Liverpool March 20tli and Halifax
March 30th, arrived at this port at G a. m.
yesterday. She was detained off this port
after leaving Halifax by the dense fogs. Her
trip from Liverpool was uneventful. She
brought six cabin and 56 steerage passengers

94,033

Cumberland Council.
Cumberland Council, No. 2, of United
Fellowship, celebrated its second anniverAt 8 p. m. Director Bensary last evening.
nett rapped to order, and, after a few remarks, opened the evening’s entertainment

April 13.
Meredith,

The Lilia B. Fernald.

structed of the best material. She will be
commanded by Capt. E. C. Fernald, who
owns a
controlling interest in her.

Be

at 7.30 o’clock.

tions of many of our business men. A prominent citizen paid Mr. Cusing the high compliment of saying that his effort was the best
he had heard since he had listened to Gough
on the same general subject.”

on
on

vertisers to visit I'lie Globe press
examine the books.

The celebration of the thirty-third anni""rspry of the Association will be observed
at City n«i „„
Tuesday evening,
The address will be by iu„.
j>, r
D. 11., of Boston.

Daily Average,

Tiie Globe invites all the people to ask the
newsdealers, carriers and newsboys everywhere if their sales have not increased in the
proportion given above. It also invites ad-

Young

The new fishing schooner Lilia B. Fernald
arrived at this port in tow at half past 7
o’clock last evening. She was built at Ilodg-

don’sMillsbyHodgdonBros., and is in every
way a credit to designers and builders. The
vessel is of 76.83 tons net register, and con-

Net gain for the year
Net gain for the year

Men’s Christian Association for the election
of officers and reports of committees will be
held at the association rooms yn Wednesday

evening, April 7tli,

5u.t>9« |

2,955,730

Sunday Average G2,500 | Sunday Average 99,905

crowded house.

meeting of the

Total,

1,784.080

Daily Average,

mnnfiic

Hail L. Davis has received the contract for
furnishing the school supplies for the en-

suing year.
The regular monthly business meeting of

Total,

to crowded houses, three times in the city of
Boston. Tickets are selling w'ell. Every
member of the Infantry has them for sale.

lecture deserves

attention to the Sundav

2.

The official announcement of the circulation of the Boston Globe has caused a great
deal of talk. It shows an amazing growth
during the past year, the exact figures of circulation one year ago and the past.month beinlgas follows:
MARCH, 1885.
MARCH, 188G.
1 Sunday,
59,700i 1 Monday
88,700
2 Monday.
54,100! 2 Tuesday,
91,120
3 Tuesday.
55,530] 3 Wednesday, 92,630
4 Wednesday, 62.160 4 Thursday.
90,460
5 Thursday,
99.810
65,740 5 Friday,
6 Friday,
57.700 6 Saturday,
83,750
7 Saturday,
58,070 7 Sunday,
98,660
8 Sunday,
62,470 8 Monday,
90,380
9 Monday,
64,700 9 Tuesday,
90,470
10 Tuesday,
55,360 10 Wednesday, 91,870
11 Wednesday, 54,990 11 Thursday,
91,290
12 Thursday,
56.220 12 Friday,
00,080
13 Friday,
95,560
65,080 13 Saturday,
14 Saturday,
67,320 14 Sunday.
99,560
15 Sunday,
100,420
61,070 15 Monday,
16 Monday,
93,550
69,570 16 Tuesday,
17 Tuesday,
55,380 17 Wednesady, 96,000
18 Wednesday, 55,780 18 Thursday,
97,120
19 Thursday,
98,220
55,400 19 Friday,
20 Friday,
99,020
55,620 20 Saturday,
21 Saturday,
67.420 21 Sunday,
100,390
22 Sunday,
62,420 22 Monday,
96,220
23 Monday,
55,420 23 Tuesday,
9G.020
24 Tuesday,
55,600 24 Wednesday, 96,500
26 Wednesday, 55,810 25 Thursday,
96,060
26 Thursdav.
55,380 26 Friday,
95,750
27 Fridav
65,180 27 Saturday,
99,510
28 Saturday,
101,120
57,720 28 Sunday,
29 Sunday.
66,840 29 Monday,
97,060
30 Monday,
55,740 30 Tuesday.
96,100
31 Tuesday,
55,730 31 Wednesday, 96,440

Lieutenant William C. Manning received
his commission as Captain on March 1st.
He has been stationed at Fort Brady, Sault

Company.

be as

Amazing

his connection with the Gospel Mission
and Rev. John Collins of Chebeague Island,
will withdraw from the Methodist Conference, and that they will deliver temperance

*
_

OF1 OUR

InRoxbury, March 19, Mrs. Sarah Gammon,
aged 92 years.
In Byron, March 20, Beni. Brown, aged G9 yrs.
Ill Newcastle, March 17, Mrs.Joanna W. Tukey

We have 20 dozen Silk Hats on
shelves, the largest stock in
the State, all widths of brims
and heights of crown to suit a
We make
man of any build.
them ourselves, no extra charge
A man
for making to order.
buying a Silk Hat from us can
have it ironed every day with no
expense. We do the work in onr
windows.
onr

GREAT SUCCESS

DEATHS

present last

Oliver Byron and Kate Byron will produce
the comedy-drama “Inside Track” April 7th
and 8th, at Portland Theatre.
The sale of
seats will begin Monday.
Charles Barron and Annie Clarke will appear at Portland Theatre April 14th and 15th

Lewis, special agent of the
Provident Aid Society of Portland was in
Gardiner Thursday and organized a local
board of directors for the society, whose du-

_

_

NOTES.

Portland.
Mr. George E.

in

was

_

i

of intense interest. It has never before
been brought out in this city, and the audience seemed to be much pleased with it, and
showed their appreciation by frequent and
hearty applause. Many actors appeared last
evening who have not before been seen in
tlie plays produced bv this company.
This afternoon and evening closes the festival, which has been so highly successful.
This afternoon the management will give a
special doll souvenir performance of the
Two Orphans, when two hundred imported
dolls will be given away to the children holding reserved seat coupons, and this evening
the Two Orphans will be repeated. With the
large attendanee of last evening nearly 8000
people have attended the five performances.
The doors will open this afternoon at one
o’clock, the entertainment commencing at
two o’clock.

of
at
ill-

time-table of the Portland Horse Railroad

paired.

Another large audience

Iu Brldgtou, March 27, Jabez Libby and Miss
Sarah J. Smith.
In Belfast. March 28, Fred W. Herrick and Miss
Cora E. Grant.
In Searsport, March 24, Dr. Fred A. Davis and
Miss Susie B. Goodell.
In Searsport, March 27, Capt. John H. HelTren
and Sadie A. staples, both of Stockton.
Ill Camden, March 24, Pascal B. Robbins of
Union and Mrs. Angelia E. Russell of Camden.
In Skowhegan. March 20, George L. Boyd and
Miss Grace M. Fillebrown.
In Pittsfield, March 7, George Fairbrotber and
Miss Nillie Pusbor.
In Fairfield. March 1G, Geo. S. Chase of Fairfield and Miss Hattie M. Smith of Wellington.

evening at the fifth performance in “The
Dramatic Festival at City Hall. The play,
“The Pavements of Paris, is a melo-drama

Rev. S. K. Perkins of the West Congregational church; and Rev. A. H. Wright of the
St. Lawrence street Congregational church
will exchange pulpits tomorrow morning.

Veterans can procure them at W. F. Todd’s,
jewelry store, under Odd Fellows’ Hall, and
of Adjutants Milliken and Scribner. The

at 3 p. m.
We would call

Washout

sin.

Such a play of necessity depends much for
its success on,tlie way it is staged,on account
of the important mechanical effects required
in order to make the principal situations
most effective. The two principal scenes
are the view of Westminster Bridge at night,
and the slifice-way at Rotherhithe wiiere
Nan is rescued from drowning by her old
lcrver. The former scene is very pretty, and
the latter one
intensely realistic and one of
the best that has ever been seen in a Portland theatre. The water effect is admirably
handled, and the wares dancing in the moon
beams, bring; out the surroundings in strong
relief.
The cast embraces some very good people.
Miss Cora S. Tanner is a very pretty woman,
and, in the stronger scenes rises to the situation with considerable force and power. She
is especially pleasing in her lighter moods.
Mr. Ferguson—wlio played here last season
in “The Friendly Tip,”—is rather light for
the villain, her husband, but the points lie
made in the one play as the gentlemanly
dude, stands him in good stead here. Mr.
Wm. A. Sands, as John Biddlecomb, gives a
natural, lieartv, intense piece of acting, and
Miss Laura Leclaire makes an admirable
Irishwoman. Miss Dwyer is an earnest,conscientious Tom Chickweed, and the other
characters are well taken. A good word
should be said for little Gracie Pauling as
the child. The music by the orchestra is
excellent, and the new overture and galop
both very pretty.
There was a good house last night,but the
piece deserves a crowded House tonignt.

The well known firm of Blake, Jones &
Co. have sold out to F. A. Smith & Co. of
this city—Blake, Jones & Co. retire.

lectures the

UEFOKE JUDGE GOULD.

man’s friend,”

over

sever

__d&wlw

“The

Officer Skillings arrested Capt. Wm. H.
Bartol, for alleged cruelty to his wife,on
board his schooner off Chebeague Island, at
He first went to
10 o’clock Thursday night.
Mrs. Wallace’s on Long Island, and was told
by her that the Captain was not there. Yesterday morning he brought Bartol to the city
and the Captain was locked up to await examination in the Municipal Court this morning. Mr. Larrabee will appear as counsel
for the Captain.
In conversation with Capt. Bartol yesterday morning, the Captain denied to a report-

Sargent,
brought it

LONDON.

ALONE IN

Robert Buchanan’s realistic, emotional
drama of “Alone in London” was brought
out by Col. Sinn's Brooklyn Park Theatre
Company at Portland Theatre last night'
The play is a type of the usual class of
modern melo-drama, its story is well suited
to the average theatre-goers, and can easily
be imagined as occurring in any great metropolis where poverty, wealth, villainy and
virtue are constantly clashing.
These four different conditions of life are
each brought prominently to view, in its
natural light, in the story of the trials and
triumphs of Annie Meadows, the heart broken heroine, who becomes infatuated with the
well dressed, glib-tongued thief Richard
Redcliffe who parades in the garb of a gentleman. The plot of the play shows how
Annie tire heroine, leaves her simple country
lover to marry Redcliffe; how she is deserted
by her husband and is compelled to sell flowers on London streets to support herself and
child Jiow’ she is thrown into the.company;of
thieves and vagabonds; how she suiters untold cruelties at the hands of her heartless
husband; how she discovers his true character but, woman-like, cannot crush her love
for him; how he attempts to kill her and
how she is rescued by her old lover and lives
to foil her husband’s scheme to ruin her
former benefactor, to watch the villain die
by his own hands, and see virtue triumph

for the Press that he had ever treated
his wife cruelly, and said further that as far
as was in his power he had provided her with
Of course, he said, he was a
all her needs.

Many have the idea that the Health Lift is
chiefly, if not solely, for invalids. This is far
from correct. You have Heard it said that ‘pre-

—

Story.

er

Wonderful Exhibition of Control Over
Horses.
Yesterday forenoon Professor Sanborn, the
Horse Educator, took horse belonging to F. C.
Hayes, which was said to be afraid of the cars,
drove him to the M. C. Depot, and placed his nose
against a steaming locomotive without liis shuddering or shying, which feat was witnessed by
several of our citizens. In the afternoon, before
the class, be took a horse belonging to Clark &
Chaplin, which has had to be slung for shoeing,
and in a few minutes was pounding on Ills foot
with a hammer. Another vicious kicker was
handled in a few minutes to the satisfaction of a
large class of our citizens. The Professor will
drive another timid horse to the locomotive at the
1‘. & It. Depot this forenoon at ten o’clock. He
will teach others how to do the same thing this
afternoon at two o’clock, at F. C. Hayes’ stable.

--

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NBW JLDVEBTISEIttEIVTS.

marriages.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

ARREST OF CAPT. BARTOL.

$1.00

CLEANING WATCHES,
MAIN

SPRINGS,.LOO

CASE SPRINGS,.
WATCH CRYSTALS, 5.jSl.11 Worls, WarrantedCARTER BROTHERS,
A7M. WENTWORTH,
A. WALKER,
C. II. LAMSON,
apr3

WM. F. TODD,
GEORGE A. HARMON,
.L A. MERRILL A CO.,
MORRISON & CO.

.75
.10

coau

Silk Hats, spring styles, $3.50, $5.00, $0.00 anil $7.00,

MERRY, THE HATTER.

